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' ^All furry ’n cuddly, these 
six-week-old cocker spaniel 
pups have Tracy Kam, 4, and 
’ "her brother Ricky, 2, with
OKAY GUYS, IT'S CHOW TIME
Are On Schedule
' • • I... . .
Rupert Among Back To Normal Monday
CBC Walkouts
By THE CANADIAN PRESS | The National Association of 
Broadcast Employees and Tech- 
The rotating: t e chn ic i a nlnicians is staging the strike to 
strikes against the CBC hit Ot- back contract demands.
tawa, Calgary, Montreal ' and 
Prince Rupert, B.C., today.
The Caljgary strike involved 33 
technicians, but announcers, 
who are interpreting their con­
tract as not obligating them to 
work with non-union techni­
cians, also were off the job.
It was the second walkout for 
the 149 Ottawa technicians. 
They had staged a 24-hour study 
session last week. .
The Montreal walkout, involv­
ing about 100 technicians in the 
French and English radio serv­
ices, affected FM radio pro­
gramming and international 
programs, a spokesman for the 
publicly-owned corporation said.
Halifax technicians, who had 
been out Thursday, returned to 
work at noon today.
Sixty technicians in Quebec 
City returned to work Thursday 
night after a 24-hour strike, 
Technicians in Fredericton also 
were off the job for a while, but 
are back today. .
The Quebec City walkout kept 
all local programming off the 
corporation’s French-language 
radio and television stations 
there. . '
However, a CBC spokesman 
said the television and radio 
networks have been able to 
functio'n by taping programs in 
advance.
___ hands full as dinner Tracy and Ricky to handle— who now populate the shelt- 
time approaches at the SPCA and are available for the ask- er’s new cat pen.
shelter. Actually, these little ing, along with several cats (Courier Photo)
their
fellows are too much for
Government Car Insurance Socred
Gets 'Thumbs Down' Vote
- VICTORIA (CP)—The British 
Columbia legislature, in effect, 
voted 13-39 Thursday night 
against any government take­
over of automobile insurance.
New Democratic Party MLAs 
raised the issue in a motion 
calling for an amendment to 
the throne speech in which the 
legislature would “express its 
regret" that no mention was 
made of a government auto in- 
aurjgce plan which would sup- 
plyj^pverage at cost.
Barrie A. Clark (L—North I Mr. Hartley said Attorney- 
Vancouver-Seymour) jbined the General Leslie Peterson had
12 NDP members in the house 
to vote to favor of the amend­
ment'. Dr. G. Scott Wallace, the 
one Progressive Conservative 
member, and the remaining four 
Liberal members joined the 
government for a 39 "nay” 
vote.
Frank Calder (NDP—Atlin) 
moved the amendment and was 
seconded by William Hartley 
(NDP—Yale-Lillooet).
Arson Suspected As Cause 
Of Office Blaze-Four Die
• MONTREAL (CP) - A fire in 
a d o w n t o w n office building 
fiteirsday killed four persons 
aftcl sent 13 others to hospital 
I and police say the fire may 
have bpen started by an arson-
Police identified 'two of the
MLARaps
As Controllers On The Job
Repairmen Battle Elements 
To End B.C. Power Crisis
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The offices of national and 
regional airlines throughout 
Western Canada braced today 
tor an expected flood of passen­
gers and information-seekers as 
air traffic controllers ended an 
11-day nation-wide strike.
Air Canada, CP Air, Pacific 
Western Airlines and Transair 
Ltd. flights serving points be­
tween Victoria and Winnipeg 
were expected to be back onto 
a normal schedule by Monday 
at the latest.
In the meantime, airline offi­
cials faced the threat of 
jammed terminals and switch­
boards as travellers tried to 
make up delayed travel plans. 
Some offices reported they al­
ready have cut off thousands of 
callers because their staffs 
, couldn’t cope with the traffic.
Spokesmen for western locals 
of the Air Traffic Controllers’ 
Association said most of the 
men were happy about the Ot­
tawa agreement to send their 
pay dispute to binding arbitra­
tion. .
■'M
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
lights of southwestern British 
Columbia remained on Thurs­
day as the first sign of a break 
appeared.in the pro viac e's 
power crisis.
A main bower line serving the 
lower mainland 'and Vancouver 
Island—one of two linking the 
most populous part of the prov­
ince with the giant Peace River
Authority
About 250 people were res­
cued by firemen on aerial lad­
ders and platforms in the rush- 
hour blaze at the 10-storey head­
quarters of Canadian Liquid 
Air. Heavy, traffic nt Drum- 
mmkI and Sherbrooke streets 
a®i near -z e r o temperatures 
hampered Hremen trying to 
quell the fire and rescue office 
wdrkers who'smashed windows 
with chairs and bare fists.
Police spokesman Lieut. 
Lqrry Levis said investigators 
had not established the cause of 
the fire but arson was a prime 
dBBHpirion.
■Hrnnere have been 20 fires in 
O^vlaBt 15 days in the area 
Wmndcd by Guy, Peel, Sher­
brooke and St. C a t h a rlnc 
streets, always between 3 p.m. 
and 6 p.m."
Thursday's fire started be­
tween 4:30 p.m. and 5 p.m.
Of the 13 persons taken to 
hainital. Lieut. Levis said 11 
office workers and two 
I were firemen. One > of the In- 
I ju^ed had second- nnd thlrd-dc- 
I gr^c burns to 70 per cent of his 
I Ixxly and another had similar 
I damage to 40 per cent of his
victims as Leopold Charlier, 40, 
and Arnold Leslie, 47, both of 
Montreal. The other two vic­
tims, both women, were difficult 
to identify because of extremely 
severe burns.
Fire Chief Rene Plaisance 
said most of the damage was 
confined to the second floor 
where the blaze started. There 
were indications of an explosion 
at the start of the fire, he said, 
but this was not definite.
Pierre Salbaing, president of 
Liquid Air, said there was no 
fire alarm system "that I know 
of, except in the elevators," no
announced prior to the 1969 
provincial elections that there 
would be a reduction in auto 
insurance premiums of about 
15 to 35 per cent, a reduction 
that never materialized.
He said the government was 
returned with the greatest maj­
ority in its history that year and 
"no doubt it received the great­
est amount of campaign funds 
from the car insurance com­
panies.”
Mr. Hartley said the people 
of B.C. are. being "bilked by 
the auto insurance companies" 
and it is time the government 
did something about it.
Garde Garddm (L—Vancou­
ver-Point Grey) said govern­
ment insurance would be "just 
another open sesame of cabinet 
abuse in tills province."
SOCREDS IN FAVOR?
NDP leader Dave Barrett told 
the house there were "under­
ground socialists" in the Social 
Credit party who were in favor 
of government auto insurance 
and challenged Premier W. A. C. 
Bennett to purge the people who 
passed a resolution at the last 
Social Credit convention calling
VICTORIA (CP) — A Social 
Credit member of the British 
Columbia legislature took Trade 
Minister Waldo Skillings to task 
Thursday for failing to open up 
new employment opportunities 
in Northern B.C.
Don Marshall (SC — South 
Peace) said he was most dis­
enchanted with the performance 
of a department which should 
be aggressive and full of promo­
tional schemes but which, under 
Mr., Skillings, suffers from com­
plete paralysis.
He said the adage that the 
North is the land of opportunity 
could become largely a myth 
unless the government opens up 
new jobs.
At present, he said, there are
4ove To Oust 
Top Ski Stars 
Likely Failed
SAPPORO, Japan (AP) 
Reliable informants say
All DND Gear 
Tb Be Bilingual
OTTAWA (CP> - The dc-
sprinkler system mid emer­
gency lighting only in the two 
stairways.
Salim Mashaal, president of 
Yale Properties Ltd., which 
owns the building, rejected 
those criticisms, saying the 
building met all fire safety reg­
ulations with "proper lighting 




fenco department has ordered 
that all equipment be marked 
with signs in both English and 
French.
A department spokesman said 
today that nil new equipment 
required from Jan. 15 will bear 
the bilingual signs.
The bilingual markings will 
be । paintpd on to older equip4 
nif*nt as it is hauled Into work-
tor maintenance work, he
The crews had tolled through 
driving snow and below-zero 
temperatures to repair the line, 
which snapped last Thursday 
when a 500,000-volt transmission 
tower near Squamish, 35 miles 
north of here, was toppled by a 
snow slide. The other main line 
near Agassiz will remain, out 
for some Weeks. Twenty-five of 
that line’s towers were toppled 
byj5no^tid<^^.^^
G. F’.: GreenrHydro’s produc­
tion manager, said the utility is 
still depending on co-operation 
from businesses and private 
power users to restrict usage at
peak periods.
The general situation ap­
peared to be as expressed in 
Winnipeg by Bill Schwartz, re­
gional counsellor of the associa­
tion, who said "the majority 
will return to work and the rest 
will be obligated to follow."
The first plane into the air 
out of Vancouver was to be an 
Air Canada jumbo jet which 
will make the first transconti­
nental flight to. Toronto since the 
air controllers walked but. It 
left Vancouver International 
Airport at 9:50 a.m. PST.
— Ato-Canada-expeeted InftlaHy 
to have about 14 flights opera­
tional out of Vancouver and 
Victoria, including DC-9 and 
Viscount services. Other trans­
continental flights scheduled by 
the airline today are Flight 802 
departing Vancouver at 12:30
For a . time Thursday, until P-m. PST and Flight 812 leaV' ■ • . ■ . .. .. 1mm nil ,OA . — ' .the repair was made, the situa­
tion looked grim.
the
drive by Avery Brundage, presi­
dent of the International Olym­
pic Committee, to oust some top 
Alpine skiing stars from the 
1972 Winter Games has failed so 
far because of lack of evidence.
'Wait all this time for the 
strike to end, then miss 
the plane!'
get back into the air with an ;
11:45 a.m. PST departure from 
Vancouver for Kelowna, Cran- ।
brook, Calgary and Edmonton. 
All flights thereafter departing ।
Vancouver will operate on nor­
mal schedules.
PWA’s international flights to • 
Acapulco, Mexico, and Hawaii 
will operate from Vancouver 
and Edmonton on Saturday, as 
normally scheduled. I
The first Air Canada flight 
departing from Edmonton today j 
left for Vancouver at 10 a.m. 
MST and another flight left for 
the east at 12:55 p.m. • ....
■•’The first-PWA fligllt 'Out of 
Edmonton was Flight 774, 
leaving at 12:30 p.m. MST for . 
Calgary. All airbus flights.and 
westbound flights to British Co- I
lumbia thereafter will operate '
on normal schedules.
ing at 1:30 p.m.
Air Canada asked the trav-
Hy^ro has been borrowing S
power from the Bonneville 
Power Administration in Wash­
ington state, but as tempera­
tures plummeted in the western 
United States, less power was 
available tor B.C.
' The makeshift repair job 
averted the crisis, however.
reservations offices for flight 
information as the number of
The informants said today
pockets of rapid development that if no additional evidence is 
which suffer from higher than
for a government takeover of 
the automobile Insurance indus­
try.
lie said some Socrcd members 
realized that 85 per cent of the 
people of the province wanted 
government auto Insurance, lie 
said a few Socred and Liberal 
MLAs had come out in favor 
of government auto Insurance 
In public statements,
He challenged these MLAs to 
vote in favor of the NDP amend­
ment,
The NDP leader challenged 
Premier Bennett to call an elec­
tion on this issue after Attor­
ney-Gen .’al Peterson said a 
vote on the amendment motion 
would be taken as a non-confi- 
dence vote by the government.
Dr. Wallace said the present 
auto insurance set-up Is not 
working and should be changed, 
but he said he disagreed that 
It should be run by the govern­
ment.
average unemployment, a high 
concentration of, welfare recipi­
ents and have high school, vo­
cational, and, in some cases, 
university graduates who can­
not be absorbed In the main­
stream of the community.
"Agriculture opened up the 
Peace and it is still its economy 
mainstay,” Mr. Marshall said.
"Yet our department does 
nothing to stimulate production 
of new products nor docs it 
contribute very much to produc­
tion facilities, market develop­
ment or sales contacts in the 




SAIGON (CP) - Sharp fight 
ng broke out today only 10 
miles from Saigon in one of the 
closest battles to the capita 
since Norjh Vietnamese Tet of­
fensive of 1968, the Saigon mili­
tary radio said.
presented by Brundage, all 
skiers who had been charged 
with commercialism would rbe 
eligible to enter the Games 
which open here Feb. 3.
This would leave the Sapporo 
Olympics intact as the top-level 
competition in all winter sports 
divisions.
The IOC eligibility commis­
sion and the IOC executive 
board considered the charges in 
Ttokyo Friday. The informants 
said the commission refused to 
accept ns evidence newspaper 
clippings showing the stars with 
their skis.
Furthermore, the commission 
headed by IOC vice-president 
Hugh Weir of Australia declined 
to make the new IOC Rule 26 on 
amateurism retroactive prior to 
April, 1971, when it went into 
'force, they said.
This meant that any violations 
which possibly may have been 
committed prior to this date 




LONDON (AP) - The price 
of gold soared to record peaks 
n Europe’s free bullion mhrkets 
today1 as continued monetary 
and political uncertainty 
brought in buyers in droves.
In London, dealers doubled 
their usual 20-cent range be­
tween bld and ask prices ns a 
protection. Even so, the price 
reached a level of $47.65 to 
$48.05 an ounce in early trading.
This meant a $2 jump In the 
last 10 days of trading and 
brought the price within striking 
range of the $50 an ounce pro­
posed, by some economists.
London dealers said demand 
was heavy nnd persistent In a 
thin market which apparently 
meant supply of the metal Was 
not enough to satisfy demand.
flights will be increased as op­
erational factors permit.
CP Air promised service to­
day on most-of, its domestic and 
international routes with the ex­
ceptions of the Orient and Spain 
which will not be served until 
Sunday and Monday.
CP' Air. passengers who lost 
flights through the strike will be 
put on flights as promptly as 
possible, the airline said, but
PWA passenger service to 
northern points from Edmonton 
will commence Saturday morn- ,
Ing on normal schedules, with !
two exceptions. PWA Flight 873 |
to Cambridge Bay and Resolute J 
Bay will depart at 8 p.m. MST i 
today and Flight 665 to Peace I 
River and Rainbow Lake will j 
leave at 4:15 p.m. today. 1
In Winnipeg, Air Canada had 
a~ flight leaving for Toronto at 
10:05 a.m. CST while CP Air 
has an afternoon flight to the 
east.
Transair Ltd. of Winnipeg is 
resuming its flights to northern 
Manitoba later today.
All the airlines said that em-
will not be given seats booked ployees laid off or put on off- 
previously by other passengers, duty status during the strike 
Pacific Western Airlines will will be recalled as required.
17.4 Per Cent Increase
VI'
The controllers are guaran-
teed a raise of at least 17.4, per 
cent over 27 months, thd in-
CANADA'S HIGH-LOW
Prince Rupert............ . 31
Regina, Saskatoon  ___ -29
MONTREAL (CP) — A small 
bomb' made of gunpowder ex- 
Plodcd nt the rear of the 1 La 
resse building early today, 
shattering about 30 windows on 
lower floors and In a nearby 
office building.
The small charge was planted 
near two propane tanks behind 
the St. James Street building 
which hns been locked since 
Oct. 7 when the newspaper sus­
pended publication in the midst 
of n labor dispute.
Montreal jiollcc, who have 
maintained regular surveillance 
of tLe building since lalxsi pro­
tests and demonstrations began 
last July, raid three constables 
toh duly at the time of the explo- 
slon noticed nothing unusual.
Nothing Wrong 
With Nicholson
VICTORIA (CP) - Lt.-Gov. 
John Nicholson of Dritish Cob 
umbln was expected' to be re­
leased today from hospital 
where he was taken Wednesday 
night after he collapsed at a 
state dinner at Government 
House.
A spokesman for Royal Jubi­
lee Hospital said doctors were 
unable to find anything wrong 
With Mr, Nicholson, 70.
The lieutenant-governor 
fainted during the first of two 
state dinners he and Mrs. Ni­
cholson were giving during the
The surprise. battle Was re­
ported ns new Intelligence re­
ports indicated the North Viet­
namese were preparing for a 
second Tet offensive next 
month, As a result, the big U.S. 
military base at nearby Bien 
Hon was placed on increased 
alert.
The Saigon military rndio re-, 
ported two battalions of South 
Vietnamese rang e r s battled 
North Vietnamese troops for 
seven hours near\the Quang 
Tiling military training centre, 
scene of heavy flgljtlng in the 
last Tet offensive.
In Saigon, the U.S. command 
said n U.S. Jet pounding the Ho 
Chi Minh trail in Ijios swooped 
into North Vietnamese air space 
and attacked a missile iIte 
which was attempting to track 
the aircraft
NEWS IN A MINUTE
crease? established in the tenta­
tive contract which they re­
jected In voting at the beginning 
of the week.
They now cam up to $14,600 a 
year, with Supervisors receiving 
$18,600.
Dr. Hall will be free to add to 
that figure as he sees fit but In 
practice the celling on the 
award Is likely to be the 21-per- 
ccnt raise which the union Indi­
cated It would accept.
The award is to be handed 
down no later that March 17. In 
the meantime, Dr. Hall will 
have ■ to consider union argu­
ments that controllers deserve 
extra pay because of the stress 
Involved in their work.
A counter-consideration may 
be the claim by treasury board 
that their salaries have in­
creased by 58 per cent since
1966, compared with 36 per cent 
for other workers in the public 
service.
Also To be established Is a 
possible reduction In the 36-hour 
work week of controllers.
The rejected settlement pro­
posed a I’A-hour reduction 
effective April 1 but Dr.. Hall 
will not be bound in any way by 
that agreement.
Before he gets down to work, 
Dr. Hall will return to his homo 
In Vancouver where he Is a pro­
fessor of Industrial relations nt 
the University of British Colum­
bia.
He entered the dispute two 
weeks ago as a mediator after 
coming to Ottawa on an unre­
lated assignment. When the 
strike began three days later, 
he was the'first to note that it 
had left him stranded.
HOPE FOR CURE
SO BODY FROZEN
LOR ANGELES (AP) - 
Thu father of un elgiif-yenr- 
ol<J Canadian girl who died of 
a kidney disorder pays Iho 
body has been frozen In hopes 
science later can revive and 
cure her,
"Personally, I Imve a feel­
ing that science will l>o nb)o 
to do something," Guy de la 
I’oterlc, 36, of Montreal sal<J 
Thursday.
His daughter Genevieve 
dlc<l Tuesday In a private Los 
Angeles hospital after a two- 
,yenr illness.
“I’m trying to bo realistic 
"about this, but I sincerely 
think one day they'll be »bta 
Io revive her. When, I don't 
know," said do la Potcric, a 
drug salesman.
When Genevieve died, a 
medical team stood l)y to cer­
tify her death. Then experta 
of the Cyronic Society of Cali­
fornia packed her tasly In ice,
Howe ScoresPM Calls News Conference
OTTAWA (CP) — Prime Minister Trudeau called a news 
conference for 5 p.m. EST today. There was no offlcla Indica­
tion of what It concerned. r'
Pickets Blo^k Mexican Border
SAN DIEGO. Calif. (AP) - longshoremen nnd Team­
sters union members set up a picket line today at the Mexi­
can border that stopped cargo from crossing into California 
from the Baja California port of Ensenada.
Malta Talks Resume In Rome
ROME (AP) — Britain resumed talks with Malta today 
on rent for military bases on the Mediterranean Island. A 
Bpokesman for the British delegation of Lord Carrington, the 
defence minister, denied a British news report from Malta 
that agreement is near and that a seven-year pact would be 
Initialled here his weekend.
Today Missing tiirl's Birthday
SECHELT (CP) - Today was the fifth birthday of Rene 
Van Arsdell, who has been missing from her home at Pender 
Harbour since Jan. 0. Sechelt RCMP said there have been 
< no .developments In the search for the child.
Olympic Goal
TOKYO (AP) — The U.S. 
Olympic lee hockey teuiii bent 
Roland's Olympic tenm 7-5 
today In the first game of n 
slx-jintlon International tourna­
ment.
In) the necond game, Czecho­
slovakia downed Switzerland 7- 
2. » . , .
The' first game was Inter­
rupted by a brawl In the second 
period )n which goalies Mlchae 
Curran of the United Stales and 
Walcrc Kony I of Poland were 
given 10-m f n u t c misconduct 
penaltcs.
Mark Howe, 16-ycor-old son of 
former professional hockey star 
Gordie ilowe, started the scor­
ing at 4:39 of the first period, 
but Poland look a 2-1 lead hv 
the end of V’e period,
CANADIAN DOLLAR
NEW YORK (CPI—Canadian 
dollar down 1-16 at 99 35-64 in 
terms of U.S, funds. Pound ster- 
,ling up 564 al 2.5>9 64.
Onr jMiliceman was standingcurrent session of the B.C. Icgis-
Th^ deparfment expects the at the entrane to a lane neurilature, which Me. Nicholson 
^mpletcd by the building when the Ixiinb ex- <»|>rnr<l a week ngn by reading 
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NAMES IN THE NEWS
Japanese Have Agreed 
To More Imports-Pepin




Trade Minister Jean-Luo Pe- 
pin said in Tokyo today Japan 
has agreed to give special at­
tention to increasing imports 
from Canada. Pepin, heading a 
60-ntembcr mission of govern­
ment and business officials, 
told a news conference he wel­
comes the Japanese decision to 
reduce tariffs on computer peri­
pheral devices, light aircraft 
and navigation equipment and 
to. increase quotas for beef and 
light cattle.
A Prince George egg farmer 
is being sued for $21,360 by the 
British Columbia Egg Market­
ing Board for overproduction. 
Savo Kovachlch received a 
B.C. Supreme Court writ Thurs­
day, specifying that if he does 
not pay the amodnt the board 
claims he owes by Jan. 31, he 
will be sued for it.
’ Either Alberta Premier Peter 
Lougheed needs a personal pub­
licity campaign or there’s, a 
disgruntled Social Creditor in 
the Calgary post office. Mr. 
Lougheed, whose Progressive 
Conservatives upset Social Cre­
dit in a general election last 
August, has a subscription to 
The Herald-Tribune. It was be­
ing mailed to party headquar-, 
ters at a hotel in Calgary and 
the address wasn’t changed 
when he moved to Edmonton. 
The newspaper received a copy 
back in the mail this week, ad­
dressed to Mr, Lougheed’s Cal­
gary office and bearing the 
standard post office sticker 
with the inscription: “Moved, 
address unknown.”
Leonard J. (Red) McLaugh­
lin resumed his functions as 
president of the Seafarers’ In­
ternational Union of Canada 
Thursday when an appeal was 
lodged against a Montreal Su­
perior Court order instructing 
him to cease functioning at that 
post. The order, Issued by Mr. 
Justice Philippe Lamarre Wed­
nesday, required Mr. McLaugh­
lin to cease acting as president 
pending a hearing and judg­
ment on a writ of mandamus 
concerning his re-election last 
December. The election is be­
ing contested.by William Glas­
gow, McLaughlin’s opponent, 
who obtained the writ and who 
alleges a seven-member tally­
ing committee illegally voided 
certain ballots.
Experts have attributed the 
survival of a Yugoslav steward­
ess who fell 31,000 feet when 
her aircraft exploded over
Inlet. Gov. William A. Egan 
las told a U.S. District Court 
hearing a suit between the fed­
eral government and the state 
over inlet ownership. Egan said 
tee state now controls fisher- 
lea in Alaskan waters, a talk 
Which was handled by the fed­
eral government before state­
hood.
The problem of setting so- 
called “safe levels" of radia­
tion or environmental chemi­
cals Is causing concern because 
response to xthem, especially 
those causing cancer, varies 
from person to person. Dr. 
Bans Stitch, a professor of gen­
etics at the University of Bri­
tish Columbia, told a meeting 
cd the Royal College of Physi­
cians and Surgeons of Canada 
in Toronto that some people
SALISBURY (Reuter) — Afri­
can nationalist leader Bishop 
Abe] M ti z d r e W a iald today 
bloody' revolution, is inevitable 
in Rhodesia unless the Country's 
white rulers end racial oppres­
sion of tee black majority.
Bishop Muzorewa headed an 
African nationalist delegation 
appearing before the British 
commission testing Rhodesian 
opinion on proposed terms to 
grant legal independence to 
white-ruled' Rhodesia.
• Rhodesia proclaimed its, inde­
pendence unilaterally Nov. 11, 
1665, considered an illegal step. 
Under the new proposed consti­
tution, if accepted by a majority 
of Rhodesians, blacks gradually 
would become members of Par­
liament, but it would be many 
years before black majority 
rule could be attained. There
now are 16 blacks in the 
member Parliament,
66-
Referring to resentment of 
blacks at their treatment, the 
bishop told the commission:
"... As long as we have the 
kind of legislation we have
today . . . and although these 
eelings may hot coine in the 
heat future. In the long run 
bloody revolution is inevitably 
In this country.” 
REJECT PROPOSALS
The bishop announced the out­
right rejection of the British- 
Rhodesian proposals by the Af­
rican National council, spear- 
head of popular black resistance 
to the settlement terms.
He said tee settlement terms 
leave Rhodesia’s 5,256,000 
blacks in A state of continuing 
subjection by th? white minor­
ity. ■ '■.
At the same time; ,the bishop 
described the explosion ot Afri­
can violence which hit several 
Rhodesian centres last, week as 
blacks “outbursting from their 
suppression." ' ; ■ '
He called the police killing 0 
14 black rioters murder.
One of the.ANC leaders, Ml* 
! chabl M a w e m a, told Lori 
> PeArce he And his colleagues 
feared government action 
: against them for appearing be- 
: fore the commission.
J
JEAN-LUC PEPlN 
; . heads commission




times more sen. 
agents than oth-
Judge Meurice
NURSES DEMAND 20 PERCENT
Czechoslovakia to an effect 
possibly similar to ski jumping. 
Vesna VbloVlc was the only sur­
vivor of the crash Wednesday 
of the Yugoslav Air Transport 
DC-9 in which 27 persons were 
killed.
The U.S. delegate at a recent 
World Health Organization 
meeting in Geneva, Switzerland 
admitted today he voted for the 
People’s Republic of China by 
mistake. Dr. Benjamin Blood 
voted for admission of China 
and exclusion of the organiza­
tion’s executive board two days 
ago. The vote was 13 to 4 with 
four abstentions. .
Two policemen on foot patrol 
in the East Village, New York, 
were shot to death Thursday 
night in what police called a 
"brutal, unprovoked attack” by 
unknown gunmen. Killed were 
Patrplman Gregory Foster, 22, 
who was hit eight times, and 
his partner; Rocco Laurie, 25, 
who was hit seven times, police 
said. Witnesses told police they 
saw one tnan run from the 
scene waving his gun aloft and 
firing into the air as if in glee. 
The attackers took the service 
revolvers from both patrolmen. 
Police scoured the area and 
within an hour of the shooting 
had seized at least 30 men, 
some armed, for questioning. 
None was listed as a suspect, 
however.
The state of Alaska has exer- 
Icised historic rights over Cook
Mulligan will hand down a dec­
ision Feb. 8 in the case of three 
Vancouver men charged with 
possession of and conspiracy to 
possess $750,006 worth of pearls 
stolen in a Seattle robbery in 
1969. Judge Mulligan reserved 
decision Thursday after final 
arguments were presented by 
the prosecution and defence 
counsels for lawyer Martin 
Chambers, 31, and businessmen 
Eugene Killam, 30, and Barry 
Ehrl, 32.
A Toronto kidney specialist 
said Thursday that abuse of 
pain-killing tablets can cause 
kidney disease severe enough 
to kill or to make A kidney 
transplant necessary. Dr. D. R. 
Wilson, director of the renal 
unit at the Toronto General 
Hospital,' said the tablets im­
plicated are those containing 
phenacetin, codeine, caffeine 
and acetylsalicylic acid, al­
though . those containing plain 
acetylsalicylic acid do not ap­
pear to cause kidney damage.
Resources Minister Ray Wil­
liston has halted construction 
of a logging road to Hobitan 
Lake in the Nitinat district of 
Vancouver Island pending a 
decision to .include the lake 
and two others in the Pacific 
Rim National Park. Rick Care­
less, chairman of the Victoria 
Sierra Club, said he was inform­
ed by Mr. Williston Wednesday 
that the land use committee 
would make a decision on the 
matter within 60 days.:
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities 
1654 Eilis St.
TORONTO (CPI — IndustrialMassey Ferguson
Issues on tee Toronto stock 
market climbed sharply higher 
today for tee second consecutive 
session as prices in all major 
sectors posted advances in ac­
tive mid-morning trading.
The industrial index was up 
1.26 to 197.06, its best level since 
May 30, 1969. Golds were ahead 
, 3.62 to 172.82, base metals .01 to 
85.53 and western oils .91 to 
219.63.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 
, 966,000 shares, up sharply from 
666,000 at the same time Thurs­
day.
Advances outnumbered de­
clines by about three-to-one, 192 
to 63, with 190 issues un­
changed.
Banking, beverage, general 
manufacturing,, oil r e f i n 1 n g, 
steel and pipeline stocks posted 
broad gains as 13 of the in­
dustrial Index’s 17 sub-groups 
moved higher.
Communications, real estate 
















Hospital Employees Serve 
VGH With Strike Notice
VANCOUVER (CP) — Non­
medical employees at Van­
couver General Hospital, mem­
bers of the Hospital Employees 
Union, have voted 64 per cent 
in favor of strike action, de­
spite an order banning strikes 
in B.C. hospitals..
Seventy-two-hour strike no­
tice was to be served on the 
hospital Thursday night.
The union carried on with 
strike procedures even though 
the government last week or­
dered the dispute to the B.C. 
Medication Commission for a 
binding decision.
Strike notices were served 
earlier at Kimberley, Lions 
Gate in North Vancouver, St. 
Joseph’s in Victoria, Royal In­
land in Kamloops ahd West 
Coast General in Port Alberni.
In all, 73 hospitals are in­
volved ih tee contract dispute 
between the union and the B.C. 
Hospitals Association. The un­













































































Meanwhile, the Registered 
NUrses’ Association of British 
Columbia asked for a 10-pet- 
cent wage increase in each year 
of a two-year contract when it 
it appeared Thursday before 
the B.C. Mediation Commission.
The nurses and the B.C. Hos­
pitals’ Association agreed last 
week to put their contract dis­
pute before the commission for 
a binding settlement.
Talks between the two groups 
broke down earlier after the 
nurses’ association rejected the 
hospital group’s position that it
VANCOUVER (CP) - Prices 
were generally up on the Van­
couver ..Stock Exchange today. 
A high turnover of~ 1,307.239 
shares were traded in the first 
■ hour. 1
Imperial Marine led the in­
dustrials Issues with 15,500 
chares off .05 at $3.15.
In the oils, the most active 
trader was Comaptex A, up .20 
at $1.10'oii a turnover of 56,000 
shares.
Northair led the mines with 
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Pence River Pete, .14
Ponderay 1.15
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By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
THURSDAY, Jan. 2T. 1M2
Municipal Affairs Minister 
Dan Campbell warned muni­
cipalities about “super plan­
ners.”
Frank Calder (NDP—Atlin) 
asked for public inquiry Into 
death of Fred Quilt.
New Democratic Party de­
feated hi vote on government 
auto insurance.
Alex Fraser (SC—Cariboo) 
says he is opposed to Hydro's 
application to build natural 
gas bipeiine to Vancouver. 
ftland.
Doh Marthall (SC-SOuth 
Peace River) attacks Trade 
Minister Waldo Skillings fob 
falling to open up mew 
employment opportunities In 
northern B.C.
Burt Campbell (SC-Itevel- 
stoke-slocan) called for close 
government scrutiny of Kaisfer 
Steel Interests in B.C.
Frank Ney (SC—Nanaimo) 
said he would like to see a 
bicycle path built from Vic- 
. toria to Campbell River.
FRIDAY. Jan. 28, 1972
Pat Jordan, minister with­
out portfolio, Alex Macdonald 
(NDP—Vancouver East), Hun­
ter Vogel (SC—Langley) And 
John Tisdalie (3C-Saanich- 
and-the-Islands) are scheduled 
to speak during throne speech 
debate.
Agreement Is Coming Soon 
On PGE Expansion-Richter
VICTORIA (CP)-Commercial 
Transport Minister Frank Rich- । 
ter said Thursday that the Bri-1 
tish Columbia and federal gov­
ernments are close to formal 
agreement on a plan to extend 
Ute Pacific .Great Eastern Rail- 
way to Whitehorse in the Yukon.
The plan includes agreement 
to share running rights on Can­
adian National Railway track­
age in northern B.C, z
Premier W. A. C. BAmtett Abd 
ftderab Transport Minister Den 
Jamieson “haVe cottte to Ah 
agreement that ift the interests 
bf both levela bf government 
teat tola Is a sound proposal,’’ 
Mr. Richter said.
Mr. Richter said federal Works 
Minister Art Laing, who is act- 
ing minister of energy, mines
•nd resources, has asked il.C.’s
co-operation on a study of res­
ource development along the 
route of the railway, which 
would be extended 250 miles to 
Whitehorse from Dcase Lake in 
north-central B.C.
”1 suggested that such a study 
group should also examine tim­
ber amt recreational resources 
as well as minerals," Mr. Rife 
ter said. N
•*\Ve should also be thinking 
inarms of roa« access as 
the federal goverrnttent also 
has indicated a,future interest 
tn puttino a PGfc spur Une into 
Alaska, Mr. Richter said.
The PGE's 350-mlle extension
if
i
could not give Increases beyond 
the 6.5-per-cent ceiling imposed 
by the provincial government.
Mrs. Nora Paton, irt arguing 
the nUrseS’ demand as the com­
mission hearing opened, said:
“We’re not trying to be lead­
ers in wage settlements. We 
, ust want a wage settlement 
that is proper add reasonable 
within the jurisdiction of B.C. 
and to maintain our place in 
the labor force.”
She compared the present sal­
ary of a general duty nurse to 
that of a ward orderly and an 
elementary school teacher.
The nurse starts at $590 a 
month with yearly increases to 
a maximum of $740 in six years, 
she said. •
The •orderly, whom she said 
needed no formal training, starts 
at $571.75 and moves in three 
jumps over two years to a 
maximum of $626.25. The elem­
entary school teachei; with a 
standard teaching certificate 
earns between $6,874 and $8,316 
a year compared to the nurse’s 
starting annual salary of $7,080, 
she said.
The nurses also are seeking 
a shift differential of $2 as com­
pared to $1.20 under the old 
contract. They also want five 
। weeks holidays after 10 years 
service and six weeks after 20 
years. They now get four weeks 
: after one year and five weeks 
after 20 years.
The nursed want to be paid 
at time-and-a-half on statutory 
holidays plus another day ’ off 
:• in lieu of such holidays. At pre- 
: sent they get straight time plus 





Provincial Coroner Ordered 







VICTORIA (CP) — Attorney- 
General Leslie Peterson an­
nounced Thursday night that he 
has ordered the province’s chief 
coroner to review the case of 
Frederick Quilt, a 55-year-old 
Chilcotin Indian who died last 
November after being escorted 
home by two RCMP officers.
Relatives of the deceased 
charged Mr. Quilt was beaten 
by the officers when they re­
moved ’ him from his truck 
which was blocking a highway. 
But an inquest in Williams Lake 
determined that he had died of 
peritonitis and cleared the RC­
MP of any blame.
Since tlicn Indian spokesmen 
have demanded that both the 
provincial and federal govern­
ments should re-open the case 

















By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Los Angeles—G e o r g c Ran­
dolph Hearst, 67. the eldest son 
of (he late William Randolph 
Hearst and longtime executive 
of the Hearst publishing empire.
Chicago—Mahalia Jackson, 
60, gospel singer and recording 
artist whose name appeared on 
marquees from CarneglO Hall in 
New York to the capitals of Eu­
rope, of a heart seizure.
• Paris—Maxime Garcia, 40, 
one of France’s leading jockeys 
Who won more than 1,500 races 
during his career, when he fell 




Won.-Frl. 11:30 a,in,-1:30 p.m.
Includes:
5 courses, naiad and 
dinner roll, coffee or
tea.
Only .. 1.95
Notice ~ Dogs Running Big Game
Owners of dogs take irotlco that from February 15, 1972
hl April 30, 1972, e area known nnd described ns
Game Management Aten Number 6, any conservation 
, officer or constable, without liability, may destiny any dog 
fAund running At large and hairassing big game,
Signed: J. Hatter,
Director; Fish & Wildlife Branch.
V
<3
Manager Thwarts ' 
Extortion Try
VANCOUVER (CP) - An 
anonymous telephone caller wks 
thwartea Thursday in his at­
tempt to extort $40,000 from a 
city bank by threatening a bomb 
explosion.
Bank manager Norman Man­
derson said he had received a 
telephone call warning hint that 
a bomb had been placed In the 
bank and would be exploded in 
five minutes unless he took 
$40,000 and placed it In a tele­
phone booth a block from the 
bank.
Instead, Mr. Manderson clear-i 
ed people from the bank and i 
called police, who searched the 
premises. No bomb was found.
from Fort St. James to Dcase 
Lake is scheduled lot4 comple­
tion In 1974. An cxlenMoh-Aas 
completed to Fort Nelson.vast 
summer, and that route is hc- 
ing pushed north again 16 Nelson 
Forks, about 40 mites below 
BiC.'s northern border.
The granting of running rights 
on CNR track would give the 
PGE direct access to 
Rupert as an outlet fotjsT^ 
timber and mineral res®'. 1 
of the northwestern scctiM,.. J 
the province.
II HEARING Is 
Your PROBLEM
B.C.
(CP) — The West Vancouver 
school board gave final approval 
Thursday night to a 1972 operat­
ing budget of $6,328,096 after 
slashing $122,000 from A provi­
sional budget which was des­
cribed as a "bare bones” docu­
ment.
That description came from 
John McKeoWn, chairman of the 
board’s finance committee, who 
said the . board probably will 
have to lay off 50 of its 362 
teachers next fall if ratepayers 
don’t agree to provide $226,000
BOW AND BULLETS !
Sows used as weapons by the 
Lepchas of Sikkim, India, fired 
nb arrows but used “bullets" 
made bf clay.
in operating funds.
Mr. McKeown said “the lay­
offs could demolish our school 
system by pushing our pupil­
teacher ratio right out of sight 
in terms of the provincial 
average.”
He said the $122,000 slashed 
from the provisional budget in­
cluded $60,000 from the district’s 
instructional account, which 
means 10 teachers won’t be 
replaced between September 
and December. Other reduc­
tions were made in administra­
tion, operations, maintenance 
and repair and student trans­
portation.
Mr. McKeown said the school 
board has reduced spending as 
far as possible in almost all 
areas except teachers’ salaries. 
He said if taxpayers turn down 
tile request, the board will be 
faced with laying off 50 teachers 
from September through Decenv 
her and'with further cutbacks 
in janitorial services and main­
tenance for school plant and 
equipment.
They charge that other inci­
dents have occurred in which 
Indians were beaten by police.
The latest charge was made 
in lite provincial legislature 
Thursday by Frank Calder, the 
New Democratic Party member 
for Atlin and the only Indian 
MLA.
Mr. Calder said Indians think 
they arc being treated unjustly 
because of the “hit-and-run 
publicity of brutality towards 
Indians in this province and 
throughout Canada.”
Mr. Calder reiterated his ear­
lier appeal for a public inquiry 
Into the Quilt case In order to 
“ease tensions, and believe me 
there are tensions, in the (Chil- 
cotin) area."
Later, Attorney ■ General 
Peterson announced outside the 
House that he has ordered chief 
provincial coroner Glen Mac­
donald of Vancouver to review 
the Quilt case.
He said the review will be 
made as soon as a transcript 
of the Williams Lake Inquest 
becomes available. He said offi­









MOSCOW (AP) - Pravda 
calls President Nixon’s peace 
plan, "new” and says it Is being 
"attentively analysed" by North 
Vietnamese leaders,
This is the essence of a report 
today from Pravda's corre­
spondent in Hanoi on the eight- 
point program revealed by the 
president Tuesday and publicly 
presented at the Paris talks 
Thursday.
Pravda correspondent A. Ser- 
bin gives every indication the 
president’s program is being 
taken seriously. In juxtaposition 
with the Viet Cong’s seven-point 
proposal of last. July, Serbln 
mentions the U.S. “counterpro­
posal."
Until now, the pattern of 
Hanoi and its allies has been to 
dismiss each U.S, initiative us 





• llearihg Aid Batteries, and 
Repairs
• Consultant Available 
Orchard Park shopping
Centre
Phone 763-5844. Local 341
HEALTH SERVICES FOR THE COMMUNITY \
A country-wide study on ambulatory health care pro­
grams — health centres — outpatient and other health 
service clinics is being made for the Conference bf Health 
Ministers of Caftada.
The personal views and experience of citizens, associa­
tions, and groups, either as users’of services or aS staff 
members of such a centre or program are being sought. 
If you think you cah be helpful, plbase write At once 
for further information to:
CommunityHealtfi Centre Project







The stirring saga of 








Sun International Productions Inc?
* Wholtiomt Family EnteriSInmenl Alwaya
Children 75o
Times — 7 and 9 p.m.
Matinee Saturday 2 p.,m
PARAMOUNT
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at 
261 Bernard Avd. 762-3111
Exclusively at the Koko Club
TOPLESS 
LUNCHEONS
When in Vancouver Stay at the
BILTMORE Motor Hotel
12TH & KINGSWAY VANCOUVER, B.C. 
For RcmvutloiH Telephone 872-5252 
Telex 0454X15
Owned and Operated by Charlie Bcnnetl ' , ,
-100 modern rooms
-Air conditioned
-TV in every room 
Free ptuklng
COFFEE SHOP — l)ININ(< ROOM 
BANQUET ROOM — "CYRANO’S GHILL" 
WEASONABI if kATES FOR ALL TYPES 
OF ROOM ACCOMMOOATION
Mon. - Fri
















NORMA ROSSI - VOCALIST 
Direct from a recent engagement 111 
Whitehorse, Yukon \ 
(2 l uq Slums Nlphlh 1
Phono 24'95(1 or J-3407
KOKO CLUB















HUDDLED TOGETHER FOR WARMTH
This black spot, above, was 
about 300 birds huddled to­
gether Thursday Jo keep 
warm on ice-covered Okana­
gan Lake. Following reports 
birds were freezing on the 
lake, three representatives of 
the Society for Prevention 
of Cruelty to Animals made
a perilous journey on the thin The SPCA has been feeding 
ice. They were inspector Ken the birds. At left is the scene 
tKam, part-time inspector on the lake today. It is rare
John Miller, and helper 
Harry Hannebauer. They 
found three groups of birds 
not suffering, but huddled to­
gether for warmth. The larg­
est group was photographed.
to have the lake completely 
frozen over. Tug crews re­
ported trouble getting through 
ttye ice.
(Courier Photos)
SEEN and CITY PAGE




lines is seeking approval to 
extend its route committments 
to Spokane and Wednesday 
sought Kelowna Chamber of 
Commerce approval. Now op­
erating between Prince George, 
Quesnel, Williams Lake, Kam­
loops, Kelowna and Penticton, 
the airline in a letter said it 
felt a Spokane flight would be 
beneficial to the area. Direc­
tors, generally agreeing with 
anything which would improve 
air service, referred the; letter 
to the aviation committee.
Drivers have a good excuse 
for dirty vehicles these days. 
Equipment at several car wash­
es has been frozen.
S ■ "
■ I ■ A combination of things has 
§ reduced business at area stores, 
5 says Gordon Bromley, an offi-
8 
ffl
cial of the Kelowna Downtown 
Business Association.
Snow and cold have kept 
many people at home except 
when they absolutely have to 
go out. With more stores oper­
ating, people are being more
discriminating with their pur­
chasing. And money is tighter.
Not feeling the effect of the 
weather too much are food and 
drug stores. However, much of 
the business is being done by 
phone and delivery. When peo­
ple do visit these stores, one 
manager reported, they buy 
more than usual so they will
HIGHWAY CONDITIONS
All roads are open, the B.C. Kamloops-Revelstoke, normal
highways department reported winter conditions, sanding.
his morning. However, motor- Rogers Pass, snowing lightly­





tires or chains, plus extreme 
care.
Following conditions were re­
ported at 8:30 a.m.:







.Fraser Canyon, normal winter 
Conditions, widening, sanding.
Cache Crcck-Kamloops, nor-




yr Chamber of Commerce, dir­
ectors agreed Wednesday with 
• a suggestion the city should
powing, sanding, poor visibility 
when passing blowers.
[ Allison Pass, normal winter 
conditions, widening, sanding.
Princeton - Penticton, normal 
winter conditions, sanding.
Osoyoos-Grand Forks, normal 
winter conditions, sanding,
Salmo-C'reston, normal winter 
conditions, widening, sanding.
Blueberry - Paulson, normal 
winter conditions, minor delays 
west of summit because of men 
and equipment working.
Highway 97, normal winter 
conditions, sanding.
Monashce, normal winter con­
ditions.
Yellowhead Route (Kamloops- 
Jasper); norma' winter condi- 
j tions, compact snow from Avola 
1 to Jasper, sanding.
not have to go out soon again.
Service stations and towing 
companies are busy rescuing 
motorists in trouble, and sup­
plying cold weather automotive 
needs. Taxis • are busy ferrying 
people who do,not want to drive 
or walk,
Shopping centres are appar­
ently feeling a reverse effect 
because of the weather. People 
like coming to them because 
they can park right outside the 
stores, which, are. connected by 
a covered, heated mall. -
There have been more tele­
phone calls, and Okanagan Tele­
phone crews have had difficulty 
making repairs '■ because of the 
snow and the fact many em­
ployees have been ill, reports 
Al Hughes, customer service 
manager in Kelowna. “Fortun­
ately there have been no major 
breakdowns.”
B.C. Tree Fruits officials
Prayers for warmer weather 
this weekend have ascended 
from the lips of some leaders of 
Scouts arid Cubs in the area. 
They are taking to sleeping 
bags on Silver Star Mountain 
near Vernon.
Pacific Western Airlines ex­
pected normal schedules to re­
sume at 11:45 a.m. from Van­
couver and 12:30 p.m. from 
Edmonton. First planes in .Kel­
owna were expected to be the 
12:23 p.m. from Vancouver, 
leaving at 12:40 p.m. for Cal­




look into the use of a piece of 
private property adjacent to 
Mill Crock at the end of Ellis 
Street as a park.
President David Chapman 
made |hc suggestion saying he 
felt it would be an excellent 
place for a park because of the 
construction of apartment build­
ings “all around it."
There was some Indication at
Snow
Saturday is expected to 
cloudy with a few periods
be 
of
snow, The low tonight is expect­
ed to be zero, the high tomorrow 
15-25 degrees, Snow began fall­
ing this morning, and 1/10 of 
an inch had fallen by 9 a.m. at 
the airport, Thursday tempera-
said growers reported no dam­
age, and none was expected. 
However, if there is a drop in 
temperature^ this may change. 
Pruning and other orchard ac­
tivities are being hampered.
The weather is working for 
motorists who park downtown. 
Traffic officers are not able to 
mark tires regularly.
The air strike combined with 
the weather to cut business at 
hotels and motels; However, no 
managers reported they arc 
“feeling the pinch.” '
Reports from the Capri Motor 
Hotel, Caravel Motor Inn, Wil­
low Inn, Parkview, Stetson Vil­
la and Inn Towner motels in­
dicate bus'ness has been slow­
er than usual at some eslab-
lishmentli.
Others
the meeting, however, that the
city hud already investigated । tint's varied between oiic degree 
such a possibility luul that the (above and 12 degrees below 
laud had already been sold to a zero downtown, zero and 22 de­
developer. i grees below at the airport.
Liaison Sought 
By School Board
Closer liaison with the city 
will be maintained by the board 
of trustees of School District 
23 (Central Okanagan) through 
representation on various com­
mittees.
The city had requested school 
board representation and trus­
tees approved appointment of 
board members by the chair­
man at the regular meeting 
In^rsday.
The move was endorsed by 
J. R. Wallace who said he felt 
the board had more responsib­
ility in “getting into contact 
with the city” at the commit­
tee representation level.
In agreement, Jack Brow 
described the measure as a 
means to “breaking the wall 
down” on sports and fitness 
programs as well as arena us­
age. He added there “should be 
someone on the advisory com-
BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU
MAY STILL BECOME REAL
The concept of a Better Business Bureau’has again been 
discussed for the area and Kelowna Chamber of Commerce 
directors are awaiting further information.
Director Frank Leeder, manager of the Hiram Walker 
Distillery, said his firm had been approached with the idea 
but had withheld any committment until endorsation by the 
chamber.
The chamber two years ago endorsed such an organiza­
tion but lack of funds apparently negated its establishment 
in the city, A new attempt is apparently being made on a 
Valley-wide basis.
A Better Business Bureau, as operated in other Canadian 
centres, acts as sort of a business community ombudsman 
against illegal or unfair business practices.
It is designed as a sort of consumer protection organiza­
tion for the benefit of the community and those member 
businesses endorsed by it.
Central Elementary Future 
Still Worrying School Board
The consul general for the 
Philippines, Jose Teodoro Jr., 
has been suggested as the next 
guest to be lined up as a Cham­
ber of Commerce guest speak­
er. President David Chapman 
said he spoke with the of­
ficial in Victoria and he agreed 
to come pending , further ar­
rangements. Meanwhile, plans 
have been finalized for the Feb. 
8 luncheon meeting which will 
hear Canadian chamber presi­
dent Neil German. Further de­
tails will be announced early 
next week.
Annual Meet
reported they arc 
their own" and one“holding ..........
manager said business is slight
ly ahead of last year,
A December fire that des­
troyed the Royal Anne Hotel 
accounts for the fact business 
is not down as much as might 








I*" Cais' like these' will bp 
shown ftt Orchard Pork the 
w, week of, Feb. 7. Tlic show is 
being arranged by the Oknnn- 
gan Vintage Car Club. From 
TT left, a Cadillac owned by
Hill Thcll; ;i, 1930 Model /V 
Foul mined l>y Irvine Mar­
shall of Rutland; a 1920 Model 
T Ford owned by Hob Mc­
Keever at Ka ledcn:..a 1905
Studebaker California hard-
top owned by Casey Sanders
of Kelowna; and a 1030 Model 
A Ford owned by Chtick Rob'- 
ertson oLWcsilwmk. The chib
ers an edge in traffic and other 
vehicular benefits not normally 
accorded a conventional bus.
The matter had been defer­
red pending wording of a reso­
lution by secretary-treasurer, 
Fred Macklin, which stipulated 
that, government regulations be 
enacted through the motor Veh* 
icle branch that all identifying 
.markings on school buses be 
removed before transfer to pri-
mittee as a liaison” between 
the board and city council.
Mrs. J. S. Harland recom- 
mended trustees go on city com­
mittees on their own on a vol­
untary basis. The- suggestion 
found disfavor from Gordon 
Johnson who felt placing the 
matter on a voluntary basis 
would lead to the impression by
vate purchasers.
On the same subject matter, 
the board approved purchase of 
two 66-passenger buses for the 
coming year to handle increas­
ed transportation needs.
The motion was recommend­
ed by the transportation and 
pupil conveyance committee 
headed by C. D. Buckland. One 
vehicle will handle students of 
Sunnyvale School which will be 
taken over by the board Sep­
tember this year, while the sec­
ond bus will carry the overflow 
from secondary school occupa­
tional programs.
Minor business included ap­
proval of a continued policy of, 
teacher recruitment from uni­
other board members that 
“someone else is going.”
Noll Derriksan favored ap­
pointment of trustees since 
people would think they were 
appointed officially anyway.
The naming of board mem- 
■ bers to city committees was 
left to the discretion of the 
chair.
In other agenda business, the 
board decided to go along with 
a suggestion made by D. A. K. 
Fulks at the last meeting advo­
cating erasure of markings on 
school buses sold to private 
buyers.
Mr. Fulks had claimed such 
familiar identifying markings 
could conceivably give new own-
versities; sanction for a student 
exchange program in three 
schools; rejection of distribu­
tion of printed material through 
schools supporting establish­
ment of a day-care centre in the 
city and approval of a request 
from the city of an easement on 
Dr. Knox school grounds for 
installation of an underground 
power line.
Mr. Macklin also informed 
the board of the sale of a sum­
mer cottage built last year by 
Kelowna Secondary School car­
pentry students for the sum of 
$4,500.
The board had tried in vain to 
interest a buyer in the beach 
abode Which cost about $4,000 
in materials alone. Several of­
fers by local purchasers had 
been rejected by the board be­






Dr. Paul Kozub, psychiatrist 
at the Kelowna General Hos­
pital, will address the annual 
meeting of the local branch of 
the Canadian Arthritis and 
Rheumatism Society, Feb. 3, at 
the health unit annex.
The guest speaker will talk 
on the role of physical medicine 
in the treatment of arthritis. 
There will also be a film show­
ing, and the agenda will In­
clude introduction of the new 
slate of officers by nominating 
committee members, Mrs, 
James Burbridge and Robert 
Kunzli.
Central Elementary School, an 
academic landmark in the city, 
is. on the block again.
School District 23 (Central 
Okanagan), knows what to do 
with the archaic edifice of 
learning but the department of 
education isn’t co-operating.
As explained by secretary­
treasurer, Fred Macklin, at the 
regular meeting of the -board 
Thursday, renovating the school 
to modern standards would 
cost just as much as tearing 
it down and building a new 12- 
room replacement (about $400,- 
000).
The board sent a query to the 
department of education asking 
for instructions but. received no 
constructive advice. It seems 
Premier Bennett is not in favor 
of tearing down old landmarks.
"We can't proceed until we 
know what the department 
wants,” complained Mr, Mack-, 
lin. . ...
Gordon Johnson, who said 
he was not “impressed" with the 
Premier, suggested the board 
write the department again
IN COURT
Two men pleaded guilty today 
before Judge R, J. S. Moir in 
provincial court to driving while 
their blood alcohol contents ex­
ceeded ,08 per cent. Both were 
charged following accidents, 
They were fined $200' and their 
driving rights suspended for a 
month.
Lawrence Douglas Bruce of 
Kelowna wns charged Tuesday 
after his vehicle was in colllsloii 
with a parked vehicle on Pan- 
dosy .Street’and Rose Avenue, 
Damage was estimated at $350.
of the Kelowna I needed to provide a brochure. 
Commerce are Last year’s budget was about 
"" ------!J~ n $1,365. Observers estimate the
cost of the brochure would 
probably mean an increase o!
Chamber of < 
hoping this year to provide a
special brochure containing
. District school superintendent, 
F. J. Orme-, in'reply to a ques­
tion. from C. D. Buckland as to 
how many classrooms were re­
quired in the Central School 
area, said there were currently 
10. He added there would always 
be a need for educational facil­
ities in that locale to support a> 
possible 16 classrooms in the 
future.
The matter was left on the 
floor with the unofficial infer­
ence the board would pursue 
the matter further with the de­
partment of education.
urging disposition of the mat­
ter. His stand was supported by 
Mrs. J. S. Harland.
TAPES STOLEN
Three tape decks wore
ported stolen Thursday from
Hit And Runs
Investigated
Damage was estimated at 
$500 in two accidents Thursday
facts,- figures and selling points 
for the city.
The brochure would be paid 
for within the bounds of a city­
chamber contract currently be­
ing negotiated.
Chamber president David 
Chapman said Thursday he felt 
a new brochure was important 
for the city this year. Alluding 
to construction of a new com­
munity centre, he said "it looks 
as if we’re; going to be back in 
the convention business one way 
or another.”
“There is no promotional type 
brochure presently", available 
which , is up to date and we’re 
hoping to provide one this year," 
he said.
The chamber has submitted 
its budget to a committee of 
council and preliminary dis­
cussions are underway.
The, amount of the budget has 
not yet been made public but 
Mr. Chapman said it’s essen­
tially the same as last year 
with the exception of the funds
afternoon in which drivers are 
said to have failed to remain at 
the scenes. They were the only 
two traffic accidents reported 
this morning by police. No-one 
was injured. > .
Robert Forner of Kelowna 
said his vehicle was hit by an­
other vehicle at ' Bay Avenue 
and Richter Street, causing 
about $200 damage.
reJ Abraham Neufeld, also of 
Kelowna, reported his vehicle
struck by another on Bertram 
cars parked on the Select Mot- street near Harvey Avenue.
Thomas Hennessy of West- 
bank was charged nfler Ills ve­
hicle was in collision with the 
rear of n vehicle slowing for 
a< traffic light at Richter Street 
and Harvey Avenue. Police said 
the road was icy and not sanded.
Joseph Chouinard of no fixed 
address was remanded until 
Monday without plea, He Is 
charged with having an un- 
rcRlstercd pistol Thursday.
AMBULANCE BUSY
o i r w umnK m iu  City fireman handled nlnp 
has 54 members from Salmon. iwitlne nmbulnncc cnlln since
Arm to Osoyoe*. President js>
Dick Brunt of Kelowna. 1
Thursday morning. There were 
no fire calls.
about 3,000 this year.
The city and chamber follow­
ing a number of years of hassl­
ing about the size of a grant, 
last year entered into a con­
tract whereby the city pays the 
chamber for those services 
aidermen feel are necessary for 
the city and can best be pro­
vided by the chamber.
These include the provision of 
information for tourists and 
visitors and the setting up of 
booths each summer.
Mr. Chapman described the 
first meeting with the city this 
year as “going well." He said 
the city committee appeared en­
thusiastic and "I'm optimistic 
they will see the need for a 
brochure.”
Meanwhile, Jaycce represen­
tative Mike Bate said the sales 
deadline for 50,000 tourist pro­
motion maps of the Kelowna 
area Is Feb. 28. He said the 
maps will Im available for dis­
tribution by May 1.
Board Relaxes Its Rental Fee 
In Deference To Pupil Couth
When it comes to the cultural 
education of secondary school 
students, the board of trustees 
of School District 23 (Central 
Okanagan) thinks bending the 
rules makes more sense than 
earning dollars.ors lot on Pnndosy Street.
F'
Damage estimate was $300,
FOUND FRIENDS IN DEED
of a city equip- old, was found wandering Rlclilcr Sit reef. EmployeesEmployees .....
ment company are helping about with a broken log. It chipped In to pay for a vctcr- 
this muskrat back to health,..found solace at Hoopcr Equip- , inarlan. When it Is well the
*1710 animal, a^oul six months ment Sales and Rentals on aninyH will be released to 
। continue on its'merry w«y-
The board relaxed a long- I 
standing school rental policy fee I 
to the Kelowna and District 
Arts Council so students from 
six senior schools might bene­
fit from a 'drama festival at Dr. 
Knox school.
The council had requested the 
board waive a "iwrtion" of the 
$231 school rental and custodial 
tab to bring the thespian arts 
to students.
District school superintendent, 
F. J. Orme, said he could see 
“nothing but good come of 
this," while J, R. Wallace cau­
tioned compromising with the 
rental fee would "open up the 
flood gates to others.”
On a more open-minded note, 
C. D, Buckland, felt some con­
cession should bo made to the 
council If the drama program 
was of/‘some value.to students.
Noll Dcrrlcksan, who is a 
member of the arts council, said 
it wan “unfair" to levy a higher 
rental rate because admission 
was being charged students by 
the arts council. Ho added the 
minimum admission would go 
Into a standing fund, to support 
the drama program “all over 
again,"
Mr. Wallace had earlier sug- 
Rcste,d> another form of board 
,supi>ort in the form of some 
kind of award In lieu of a rental 
fee concession.
A motion by Gordon Johnson 
to waive the School rental fco 
of SI05 and charge a custodial 
hwy of $126 woa approved by 
the lx>ard.
.........THIN IIOUHEWINB’"
VAN U O U V E R (CP) - A 
house that was built despite pro­
tests from neighbors on a lot 
only 16*.It feet wide has won an l 
award for its designer, Peter 
Wardle. The house—just 13 feet, 
Iwo Inches wide—was built after 
city council gave permission to 
Wardle; then a University of 
B.C. architecture student, It 
won an award from the Cana- 
dint) HntMlhg Dwigh Council in 
January^
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Fijian Notebook-III
If you arc ever in Fiji and it can 
be/arranged, plan to see the firewalk­
ers at Korolevu. Only one Fijian 
tribe does it and that tribe lives on 
an island, Bcqa, and once or. twice a 
month do their thing on the main is­
land at Korolevu. We walked down 
from the hotel to a forest grove; the 
larger -trees floodlighted making it a 
beautiful and impressive setting.
In tlie centre o£ the clearing a fire 
about 20 feet across was burning. 
Logs generally about six inches thick 
had been burning for several hours 
and the rocks piled on them were 
while hot. And I mean white hot! 
The heat was so intense that we 
could not walk within 30 feet of the 
fire.
Abodt 30 meh, following the ne­
cessary ceremonies, took the logs out 
and dragged them to one side. They 
smoothed the rocks out a litte and 
then, chanting, calmly walked on 
them in their bare feet. And some 
stood on them and some danced on 
them. Afterwards they sat on the 
ground, held their feet up so we could 
inspect the soles. So help me, there 
was not a mark on them.
Don’t ask me how it is done. I was 
skeptical but seeing is believing and 
I saw and was converted. . ..
As pointed out earlier, Fiji was a 
British dependency until October, 
1970, when it became independent. 
Every Fijian we talked to—white, na­
tive or Indian—complained about the 
tremendous increase in taxes since 
independence. Many commented: “I 
wish we were back under Britain.” 
Many struck a strangely familiar note; 
they complained about school taxes. 
They pay for each child attending 
school and people with large families 
claimed they couldn’t afford to send 
all their children to school. . . .
The economy of Fiji——ah, there's 
the rub! Fiji, like just about all the 
South. Pacific islands, has really no 
sound economy. The two main in­
dustries are sugar and copra. The use 
of the latter is declining while when
ed, if the country becomes less re­
mote, polluted or generally “overdoes 
it.’’ The country must keep alive its 
present charm, beauty and hospitality 
so that people will still be attracted 
there. Fiji is what Hawaii once was 
and it could so easily make the same 
mistakes that have been made in Ha­
waii. It should avoid becoming what 
Hawaii is—a tourist ghetto. . . . Last 
year there were 135,000 visitors to 
Fiji. By 1975 it is estimated the num­
ber will be 330,000. In 1969 only 29 
per cent of the people passing through 
Nadi airport broke their journey 
there. Last year that figure had climb­
ed to 43 per cent.
According to the bureau of statis­
tics, the biggest spenders among the 
visitors are—guess who!—Canadians 
who spend $26.2 a day while the 
Australians average $24.6 and the 
Americans $24.2. . . . Fiji right-now 
is remote, unspoiled and unpolluted 
with plenty of attractions to make it 
an ideal holiday place. But how long 
can it be kept that way?
One of the sights that will slay 
with us the rest of our lives was 
when we left Nadi for Honolulu on 
a bright, clear day. We flew over 
scores of islands and the sea was a 
hundred shades of blue. It was so 
beautiful it almost hurt. For an hour 
we peered down fascinated. ... We 
were fascinated, too, by the number 
and variety of flowering trees and 
shrubs and the flowers themselves. 
Big trees covered with blooms; little 
trees laden with flowers; pond sur- . 
laces covered with a blanket of water 
lilies of a dozen delicate hues. If you 
like flowers, Fiji in November is the 
place for you. We agreed, the b.w. 
and I, that Fiji seemed to have more 
flowers than Hawaii. ...
We found the native Fijians delight­
ful. Always smiling, frequently sing­
ing, always giving you a wave as 
you passed along the road. They were 
always polite and helpful. The Indi-
we were there the newspapers car­
ried stories about the sugar mill clos­
ing. My guess is that in a few years 
tourism will be. the number one indus­
try and should be a money-maker if 
they are able to limit tourism to the 
country’s capacity for absorbing the 
number of visitors arriving.
It will lose its appeal if the people 
become too sophisticated and cliarig-
ans, on the other hand, were more 
reserved but courteous. Both Indi­
ans and Fijians said their people get 
along well with the other and, on the 
surface at least, they appeared to do 
so. However, there are factors at 
work which convince me that Fiji 
is not entirely free from a race prob­
lem. A few comments on this, as I 
see it, will end this series Monday. 
—rPin ’
Bui ders Bankrupt
Some interesting observations on 
the construction industry have been 
raised in an engineering magazine by , 
Andrew. Zsolt, president of Inducon, 
a Canadian-based world-wide firm of 
engineering consultants.
Mr. Zsolt claims that the industry 
is bankrupt in a time of plenty and 
will not be able to keep up with de­
mand unless it changes bidding tech­
niques. .
He says world population will 
likely double in the next 30 years and 
that theoretically, in some areas, wc 
will be building during the next 30’ 
years as many houses, schools, roads, 
hospitals, factories and office build­
ing as exist today, if wc arc to main­
tain our present standard of living.
Anyone involved in the building 
, industry, will be busily engaged try­
ing lo satisfy ah cvcr-incrcasing de­
mand, "provided wc don't starve to 
death in the incantiine," Mr. Zsolt 
says. ■
Problems .caused by the tendency 
to rely on a "traditional competitive 





Black 'SYDNEY (API - The lack & - 
Power movement has come to SD
Australia. It is small—claiming p
>*%V’
Ci "*■
LEFT, THOMAS WOOD, AND CONNY O’KEEFE < 
The Old Rauch House
PIONEER RANCH
The O'Keefe Of O'Ka nag an
By ART GRAY
Recent happenings at the old 
O'Keefe ranch, involving s.ale 
of some of the antiques con­
tained in the historic house, 
and talk of the possibility of 
the ranch becoming the prop­
erty of the province of British 
Columbia, as an "historic site" 
has brought the old ranch new • 
publicity. The future of the 
property appeared to be in some 
doubt.
The story of the pioneer 
rancher, Cornelius O’Keefe,, is 
an interesting one. He had the 
undisputed claim to being the 
first postmaster in the Okan­
agan. The post office was open­
ed on Aug. 14, 1872 arid he con­
tinued as postmaster there un­
til 1907. The name was spelled 
with an "o” in the early days—
men of the B.C. Interior, Mi­
chael Hagan, publisher of the 
Kamloops Sentinel, wrote one 
of the earliest accounts of the
of the lake we now propose pro­
ceeding with our. narrative of 
the trip down to Penticton.” 
M. Hagan, July 20. 1888.
It will be of interest to read­
ers to note that some years la-
O'Keefe Ranch. In addition tp 
publishing his paper, he wrote 
articles for the Victoria Col- ter Hagan retired and made 
onist and in one of these articles his home at Okanagan Mission,
he gave a detailed account of This was a general term for
the whole of the present day 
Kelowna district in those days.
the activities of the three pi­
oneer ranchers. At the time that 
he wrote his account all three 
of the partners were still alive. 
His article reads, in part, as 
follows:
“A mile or so to the north of 
the head of the lake are the 
houses of Cornelius O'Keefe and 
Thomas Grccnhow—pioneers in 
this locality. A little over 21 
years ago these gentlemen form­
ed a . lasting friendship. They 
had all reached the country
from .the east in the early days .
“Okanogan”—but prohounced of the gold excitement, had op-   
much the same as it is pro- erated in the Cariboo, Big Bend nes. 
nounced today. That was the and other camps.
common spelling in the early "They were of one mind re- 
days for the name of the lake specting the climate and ad- 
als0, vantages of settling dovyn in
Born near Ottawa in 1847 of the interior of this favored eoun- 
Irish. descent, Cornelius or
His actual abode was. in the 
Rutland district,' as it is now 
known. He went into partner­
ship with a man named Brown 
in the raising of hogs.
They also began the construc­
tion of an irrigation, system 
from Mission Creek. They later 
sold their holdings to John Rut­
land, who planted the first or­
chard in the district. Hagan, a 
few years later, moved to the
Lakeview Hotel,. and passed 
away there following a brief ill-
only 30 members—but militant 
and increasingly vociferous.
Its militancy first emerged 
two months ago when 100 dem­
onstrators, 70 of them aborigi­
nes, clashed with police in Bris­
bane during a march demand­
ing the return of-tribal land.
Recently, a police guard has 
been put on the federal minister
t
TODAY IN HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Jan. 28, 1972 ...
Sir Francis Drake, Eng­
lish sea captain and ex­
plorer, died aboard ship in 
the West Indies 376 years 
ago today—in 1596—and was 
buried at sea. He first com­
manded a warship in 1567, 
aged about 22, and 10 years 
later sailed around the 
world, visiting the North
American coast as far north 
as California before cross­
ing the Pacific. He was 
knighted for this and ac­
quired a still greater repu­
tation for defeating the 
Spanish Armada in 1588.
1942—The Allies claimed a 
sea victory over the Japa­
nese at Straits of Macassar 
but all larger Allied ships 
were sunk.
1936—George V. was bur­
ied in St. George’s Chapel, 
Windsor, England.
1915—The United States 
Coast Guard was created by 
an act of Congress.
1902—The Carnegie Insti-
for aboriginal affairs, Petc£,j 
Howson, and on the first aborig-vl 
inal member of Parliaments 
Senator Neville Bonner, follow­
ing tlie discovery of a "death 
list.”
There have been several paint 
daubings, some office, windows 
smashed and a statue in a Syd­
ney park destroyed by explo--^j 
sives. o i
The movement has borrowt. 
the Black Panther party namc^-. J 
Afro hair style and the clenched 
fist symbol while it thinks up 
aboriginal names and insignia.
For leaders it has seven self- 
styled field marshals.
LED BY POET’S SON
The most outspoken is Dennis 
Walker, 25-year-old son of abo-&& 
riginal poet’ Kath Walker. He’* 
was financial co-ordinator of tlie 
Aboriginal and Islanders Coun­
cil in Brisbane until its govern- 
ment grants ran out.
“The Panthers are a political 
education and self-defence 
group," says Walker. “It’s the 
/defensive violence of the people
versus tire oppressive violence 
of the system, or survival ver­
sus money." But he adds: 
"Going out and killing people.^ 
haphazardly would make us justly 
a terrorist group. . . . We must 
be strategic.”
One of ,Wa|ker’s problems is 
trying to reach and rouse 
enough of the country’s 140,000 
aborigines to make an impact. 
Of these, 50,000 are full bloods 
who mostly live in the outback 
of the vast country.
Many aborigines do not sup­
port the Panthers, fearing that 
black violence will provoke a 
backlash from the whites who 
outnumber them 90 to 1.
lute was founded in Wash­
ington by steel-maker An-
In the meantime rancher O'­
Keefe had gradually increased -
his holdings to 15,000 acres, in- . drew Carnegie.
elusive of range, and was a 2807—London s Pall Mall
busy man. An item in the Vet'
try. Like the wandering Ulysses non News of Aug. 6. 1891, slat-
they were tired, and here in cd: “At noon on Tuesday he
known to most, joined the argo- British Columbia fain would had just completed the cutting 
nauts who came from many they rest. They purchased, each 
parts of the world to search for for himself, a quantity Of cat-
gold in British Columbia in the tie, and uniting in one band
early 1860s. drove toward the north, cross-
“Conny” O’Keefe, as he was
became the first street in 
the world to be lighted by 
gas.
They are unhappy with tlie - 
situation of the aborigines, par*dB 
ticularly with regard to land?* 
rights, an increasingly conten- V 
tiqus issue due to mineral dis- • 
coveries. But they believe that ■ 
some progress is being made, 
generally with the support of 
while intellectuals.
According to one early report mg Washington and along the 
O'Keefe and another man nani- trail to the west of Okanagan 
ed John Saul, laid out 50 miles Lake until they reached the
of 300 acres of fall wheat. Two 
binders are being kept in con­
tinual motion. . He is also- cut­
ting 50 acres of oats and 100 
acres of hay toward the arm of. 
the lake. He still has 600 acres ,
Canada May Provide Example
In World Anti-Smoking Drive
ready used 800 Bounds of binder LONDON (CP) — Britain’s
of wheat to bind, and has al-
of the famous Cariboo Road be- head of the lake. _____________ _____ _ . ......
tween Clinton and Bridge River, ,(r„ „ . twine. H6 has 200 acres of hay doctors, playing a leading role
.^ ^ANGJE u ' u. still to mow ” ----------------------- - -
Half a dozen years broughta’nd in addition to this and dig­ging for gold, they built a stop­
ping place at Mile 115.
He also joined up with Thomas 
Wood to drive cattle to the Big 
Bend mining camp via the Shus- 
wap and. Seymour . Arm. This 
was in the year of Confedera­
tion, 18(57. A I h i r d partner,
them increase, from care and 
industry, and Mr. Wood con­
ceived the idea of r' riding the 
land. He later rm ed to the 
foot of Long Lake. Messrs. O'­
Keefe and Greenhow preserved 
their first location and from
the over-all campaign, while 
still inadequate, -is gradually
factors in the constructive industry’s 
misery.
According to Zsolt, bidding on pre­
pared architectural plans invites dis­
aster because it leaves too much room 
for error. Today’s bidding techniques, 
which may involve a large number of 
contractors, have produced a bank­
ruptcy record for the industry which 
is,second lo none.
So, the conclusion js that design­
ers and builders will have to work as 
a team in what he calls "package'’ 
contracting, a technique where the 
architect and buildci; combine with a 
single combined bid.
Such would demand a team effort 
that recognizes ihat a valid contribu­
tion is made by all professions and 
draws from the specialized skills of ’ 
mchilecis, engineers, cosl-specialisis, 
builders, lawyers, insurance, financing 
and (ax consultants.
I he learn concept doesif I guaran­
tee an automatic and exclusive leader­
ship role to the design professions, 
but to the individuals who can draw 
the team together and co-ordinate the 
(Orees to produce the desired result,
„„ . ... year to year have purchasedThomas Wood, joined them m
this enterprise. In one drive up 
from the Dalles through the 
Okanagan they took a liking to 
a location at the head of the
Okanagan Lake and they de­
cided to settle there.
They pre-empted three adjoin­
ing properties, but continued 
for a while to run their cattle 
as a joint enterprise.
THREE PARTNERS
In course of time the three 
partners broke up. Thomas 
Wood left to take up land at 
the south end of the lake that 
now bears his mime, Greenhow 
passed away in 1889, but Mrs. 
Greenhow continued to operate 
her ranch for a time, but later 
sold to the Land and Agricul­
ture Company, popularly known 
as the L. and A, ' This left 
O'Keefe as the lone operator at 
tile head of the lake.
One of the jiioneer newspaper
CANADA'S STORY
large additions to their proper­
ties, and are now amongst the 
largest land owners in the in­
land country, while their large
bands of stock roam over 
thousands of acres of pasture 
land.
"They cultivate grain in many 
fields, and upon their ranchos 
may be seen the latest in agri­
cultural implements, steam 
threshers, etc., and they have 
an excellent, grist mill. The 
residence of Mr. O'Keefe is
NO SLEEP IN
It is not likely that he had 
time to lay abed of a morning. 
Robert Hall,, who drove the 
stage from Vernon to Enderby 
and picked up.the mail from 
O’Keefe Okanagan post office 
wrote as follows:
"One morning I had lo leave 
Vernon early in order to catch 
the boat at Enderby, and I was 
worrying because 1 had not no­
tified O’Keefe. I expected lo. 
have to. pull him out. of bed lo 
sort the mail, but when 1 rat­
tled down the hill to the post 
office, there stood O’Keefe at 
the door, picking his teeth, 'You 
are a bit early this morning 
aren’t you?’ was. his only com- , 
ment."
Willi the post office there.
one of.the finest in the country, grew up a small village around
and is furnished regardless of 
exnenso.
"Blessed with a worthy part­
ner and a large family, well 
earned hanpincss is now experi- 
cnccrK Mr, Grccnhow has not 
yet built his new residence but. 
has a comfortable and pleasant 
home, and is, surrounded by a 
devoted partner, children and 
friends, Having said so much 
about the settlers at the head
the O'Keefe house, with a 
church, store, blacksmith shop 
and all the bunkhouses and out­
buildings needed by so large
an operation. Restoration of all 













in the country’s anti-smoking producing' some results. ,/ 
campaign, figure that Canada Over-all cigarette consump­
tion has declined slightly, hemay provide the world with a 
special example of what de­
termination can accomplish.
And yet there is a feeling 
among some of them that 
even the Canadian policy, 
which is being watched 
closely, may not strike at the 
root of llie- problem—to en­
courage future generations to 
turn their backs on cigarettes.
"I believe that Canada is 
vyell ahead of any other coun­
try, al least in government- 
proposed legislation," says 
Lord Rosenheim, pr’'sklcht of 
the Royal College of Physi­
cians, which established an
anti-tobacco organization
known as A.S.H., Action oh 
Smoking and Health.
Rosenheim, who feels that 
British action is so far inadc- ■ 
quote, was referring to the
says.
The average British male . 
smokes about 130 cigarettes a 
week—that is, among those i 
who haven't kicked the smok­
ing habit—and what worries 
the campaigners is the Br'tish 
tendency to burn the cigarette ( 
down to an extremely shorU . 
butt.
"Tlie. shorter the butt the 
more dangerous is the ciga­
rette to health," Dunwoody 
says in referring to those who , 
inhale.
"All this would be helpful," 
says Dunwoody, "but 1 fpel . 
that more, must be done. 
We’ve got lo get right down to 
Hie school child, with lectures 
and other means, to Impress 





he was often jocularly referred . 
to, passed away March 2(1. Bill), 
at the ago of 78, The funeral 
was held at the church on the 
farm, and interment was in 1he
small cemetery on the ranch, 
The Vernon News In comment­
ing said, "Ills nninc is insep­
arably connected wlll.i the pi­
oneer history of the Okanagan.”
proposed complete Canadian 
ban on, all cigarette adver.lls-, •, 
ing as contained in legislation 
Introduced in the Commons at 
Ottawa,
BAN HEALTHY STEP
This, be fools, would be a 
hciillhy stop forward, fur .su­
perior 16 (Iio British govern­
ment ac|ioii which, in addition 
Io (ho imposillon of a health 
warning on all eigarollc pack- 
els, organized some anti- 
smoking commercials on telc- 
v I s I o n, These commercials 
have been switched from TV 
to movie houses,
Touching on Ilie clgareltc- 
. box warning, itosoiiliolin said
In an interview; "1 doubt
(.b'rotit Cornier riles)
10 YEARS AGO 
January 1962
Dr. A. W. N. Druitt was elected for 
his second term n.s president of the Rut­
land Chamber of Commerce. J. Norton 
Would was elected vice-president, Mrs. 
It, C, Lucas secretary and John Ivans 
treasurer. Future projects arc street 
lighting cxtqiHion, house numbering, 
garbage collection service nnd planning 
for the health centre,
20 YEARS AGO 
January 1952 <
come. Rev. R. S. Leitch pronounced 
(he "Selkirk Grace" nnd Harry Mitchell 
was chairman, Bob Caldow was the 
proud bearer of (he Haggis, led by (Hir­
ers Jim Arthur and Alex Harvie, Peter 
’Ritchie led In the singing of Scottish 
airs.
Over 350 loyal Scots mid (heir friends 
gathered for the first "Burns Night" 
celebration In 12 years. Cameron Day, 
president, spoke n few words of wcl-
30 YEARS AGO 
January 1942
Kev, 1’, A. Gnglanll will fill the pulpit 
at the Evangel Tabernacle for two 
weeks. Mr, Gaglnrdl gave up a promis­
ing singing career to,follow the minis­
try and his fine tenor voice will be
heard in rendition of special Selections 
during the tenure of his two weeks min­
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40 YEARS AGO 
January 1932
, Guest speaker nt the Rotary Club 
luncheon was Julius Rickert. M\E., 
FJt.G.S,, resident geologist of tlie Okn- 
uiigpn Oil nnd Gns Company Ltd., who 
■ fliive nn interesting address on “Nni- 
ui al Gas" mid the origin of petroleum, 
He was introduccil by W, E. Adams, 
president of the <‘hib, and thanked bv 
Mr,'J, Ix'atliiey,
50 YEARS AGO 
January 1922
l ocal 'mid Pcrsoniil: Dr. Boyce has 
<1 'j-oscil of his general piactue in Dr. 
MucEwnn and in future will confine 
himself lo treatment of diseases of the 
rye. Messrs, George Monford, W. Price 
nnd W. n, filonchouse went to Vancou­
ver lo attend the provincial convention
, of the United Farmers of B.C.
By BOB BOWMAN
When Calgary Slainprilcrs 
score a touchclown in their home 
field, a rider on horseback gal­
lops along the touchlines, 11. is 
a gesture typical of the west, 
where all s(joi'ls arc popular, 
but horseback riding Is su- 
prcinc, The "Stamps" brought 
Ihcii; rider to the Grey Cup 
gaipe in Vancouver: a good 
omen. ' ,
The, westerners come by it 
nnlurally, The Blackfoot Indi­
ans and others used horses in­
stead of canoes for travelling 
mai\v years before Anthony 
Hcndny became the first white 
man lo meet them in 1755. Even 
so, when Hcndny got back to 
Hudson Bay nnd made his re- 
port, his directors .refused to 
lielicvc Miim.
Some of the ciirhesl settlers 
on the prairies,' especially peo­
ple from England, began im­
porting horses for riding and 
racing, One of them was a , 
Caplnin Pierce who begun 
homesteading near Moosomin, 
Saskatchewan, on Jan. 28, 1883, 
। However, Ciiplain Pierei- had 
pliniil a luiigshoi to j'vt' the 
hmd he wauled, When he nr- 
। rived in Canada from Engla'iul 
lie discovered ihal tlie Mixisn- 
mm aiea Ibid been wilhdrawn 
fi um , homericiidnig, He imm- 
agcd'to get an appointment with 
Sir John A, Macdonald and told 
him about his plan eventually 
to establish' n cdlonv that would 
annu l '.llie nghl people”' liom
England. This appealed to Sir
John and he arranged (o have 
the Moosomin area thrown open 
for one day, This was all Cii|>- 
Inin Pierce needed (o claim the 
land he wanted,
After several years farming 
with moderate success, Cii|>- 
taln Pierce mimed his hnmn 
"Cmmlngton Manor” and' be-, 
gan attracting and arrangii'ig 
horse races, fox hnnls, and 
cock-fights to attract seniors 
from the Old Country. He was 
able to get ybinig men Id come 
nut from Britain and he gave 
(hem instruction Jn farmiiig for 
$500 n year. This proved lo be 
more profitable than farming 
nnd a groat deal more enter­
taining! ,
OTHER EVENTS ON JAN. 3H: 
1689 -French and Indians left
Three Rivera to attack 
England ahttlements, 





hawks in New York,
183? -Comm^icinl Bunk wns in­
corporated in Upper Can- 
Iida,
1870 "City of Boston" disap- 
|i<'iii<’(| vsilli 191 on )h>,h<| 
after Hailing from Halifax,
(907 Toronto telephone employ­
ees went on strike,
1916 Mnnilohn Icgislniuir> pus- 
sed temperance act.
1952 Viscount Alexander, ended 
service ns Governor Gen- 
cral of Canada. He wax Hie 
Inxl Governor General from 
Hnlmn. ' ' । <
Charter Flights 
Code Set Up
whether this Is going to stop 
people smoking 30 cigarettes 
a day."
Dr, John Dunwoody, dlroc- 
Inr • general of A.S.II,, agrees 
though he is convinced Him.
smoking."
A.S.H. intends to send doctors 
• into the schools for lestures 
against smoking. The Health 
Education Council . a branch 
of .government, says it al­
ready sends some lecturers 
into the schools though.it con-, 
cedes that it. is limited In its 
operations by the lack of re­
sources,
Rosenheim says the council , 
gets about £100,000 from the j 
government annually to cam­
paign against smoking, while 
alxmt £1.3 million Is used to 
advertise road safety.
"Now, this Is out of all pro­
portion and something ought 
to be done," he says, indlcat- 
" ing that more pressure will be 
brought on the government to 
increase anti-smoking hinds, .
The council Indicates It Is fl 
the lack of funds that has I 
forced a halt In TV anti-smok­
ing commercials.
TORONTO (UP) -• The Globe 
and Mail an,ya It now requlrea 
charter Bight advcrtiM'inenlH to 
conform to a code not out |>,v the 
Central Canada chii|>lf’i' of the 
Ainei'iqnn Sociotv of Truv/’l 
Agents,
Tlie newspaper, ,vhich raVS it 
is Ilie first to lake Midi notion, 
lists the following inforniiition 
the 'advcrliseincntH miiat eon- 
tain;
—Total rnd complete co; t 
from dcpiuluro |x>lnt to nrrivnl 
JHlillt
•—'I’hc carrier airline and type 
of equipment (propeller or lol 
aircraft L
—Features Included in the 
price (iiionls, bar service and io 
on i.





Citizens' Rights, Oath Of Allegiance
Become An Issue In Quebec House
QUEBEC K.'l’i - Jein-Nocl ‘QUEBEC U.'I'i
Lavoie, speaker of the national 
assembly, says any citizen can 
challenge the const llutionallly 
of a government plan to abolish 
the oath of allegiance to llio 
Qtit'cn, required of all new na- 
Uoniil assembly members.,
A Quebec legislature coinmil- 
tee has proposed a series of.
It was hoped (his process 
Would aid in forming a conacn- 
Hua before the actual rcHolutlon 
to change the rulcn la intro­
duced.
BNA ACT REQUIREH OATH
The oath of allegiance la n 
provision of the British North 
America Act. ■
In Montreal, the Gazette
m,1rnWlUiJ|,1lJill?i 'niuR ih1”(KCI a legal adviser lo Prc- 
ii, '»ii a i 'ilKi, * " 1 ” " tiller,llohcrt Bournssu ns saylpg
llie milh winch lu'i'iime an Issue • • - '■ ■■
when t|ic Kcpanitlst Parti Que- 
IiccoIh had xcvcn in c m fieri 
t'lci'Kil In April, 197(1:
Speaker Lavoie said here 
"wv have piovIdcd for a for­
mula winch would perinil ,n 
piarlicc ihe Mibsllliition of nip
there Were "ncrloun obstacles 
io abolishing the oath.
u'hcr piuccdiue for the cuireiil 
Ali'imi'l nt which ihc (hiirler oblignllon of uwemlng the oath
arrives. ,
—Chin Il s' iiiiUract ii'iiiilwr 
The c o ii t r a c f mun,>< । j, 
awarded lo Ixnm folc ' < h.ii lei 
(lights by the air ti anspoi | rum- 
mission.
’Ilie ciHlq wns, dcvoliqiod by 
the travel body to chunter dlRI- 
cullies imgiy pen>oniC have en- 
coiiufi i i'dBfier signing iqli for a 
charier, I
of (ille>!iltiue to the Queen."
Anv clinnget in the 'rules 
would be imide simply by n gov­
ernment .resolution being' ill- 
( i pled in Ilie |eg|..|aiui e.
Prior Io tli.f Mr, Lavoie r\. 
pl.rned, lendei s pf tlie L.b'ei al, 
Lmti'-Qucbi <, Cvf'dltUle and I'Q 
parries will ’■tudv the rliwc5, 
hlarlmg iuxl week, mid will 
meet with .the »fudv■ committee 
tn Fcbfuiuy.' . .
"By the kxiks of II," he said, 
"Ilie niattcr may huve tn go 
back to London before we cnn 
gel an amendmenl," ’
In 1905, the Quebec govern­
ment abolished the oath for civil 
scrvantH, Mibslitullng an oath lo 
"legislative autlyirltles,"
I'ne PQ memlMTH originally 
(efusid to take the onfh nnd sot 
in ithe national assembly's pub­
lic gnllciy (oh about 10 days be- 
fiiic iclctitmg on the voimIHIoh a 
P i <• a tn b I e be Included The 
preaiublc described the oath of 
allegiance, ns "archaic."
Standing In the lOH-aeat no- 
(lonnl assembly ia: Liberal 72; 
I 'iiitc-ljiicber 17,; (Teditiste 12; 





The Kaleido dancers, all 
members of the Kelowna Hos­
pital Auxiliary are shown re­
hearsing for the charity ball
REHEARSING FOR CHARITY BALL
that will be held in the Capri 
Feb. 4. The dancers are un­
der the direction of Rosemary 
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HITHER and YON
A recent week-long visitor 
with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hay 
was the latter’s mother, Mrs. 
Walter Trusler of Kamloops, 
who was ‘house mother’ while 
the Hayes' newest arrival Shane 
Robert arrived from the Kel­
owna General Hospital.
Pete and Fred Demoski left 
for'Canora, Sask., where they 
will attend the funeral of their 
mother, Mrs. Pearl Domosku 
Travelling by bus to Salmon 
Arm and then train, they made 
the journey to the Prairies, ar* 
riving 18 hours late. Pete is 
expected back early next week, 
but’ Fred will remain with his 
father for some time.
who was called to the Alberta
A Calgary visitor was Mrs. 
Norman Love of Belgo Road,
city when her mother, Mrs. 
Alma Gonyea became suddenly 
ilL Meeting with all six of her 
brothers and sisters for , the 
first time in 20 years was made 
more enjoyable by their mo* 
ther’s recovery.
Tuesday evening, Gail Dun­
lop whose marriage to Derek 
Bird is an event of Feb. S, was 
honored at a miscellaneous 
shower hosted by Mrs. Eric 
Waldron of Richmond Street 
The living room decked in a 
red and white theme of hearts 
and flowers was the lovely set­
ting for the happy event at­
tended by around 20 guests. 
The honoree’s corsage was for­
med of tiny red roses nestled 
on a white lace background.'
of Ballet. Left, Mrs. Alan 
Broome, Mrs. Granger Ev­
ans, Mrs. Allen Hignell, Mrs. 
Gerald Jansen, Mrs. Robert
Turik, Mrs. Kurt Zander and 
Miss Ross the instructor.
(Courier Photo)
Mrs. James Pearce Elected ?l?ert?n Jxrn?Y
Head Of St. Paul's UCW
The executive of St. Paul's Following a delicious pot luck
jjhited Church Women met re- luncheon, the meeting opened 
cently at the home of Mrs. J. with a prayer by the new pres- 
,M. Davidson to plan the dates ident, Mrs. James Pearce.
lor their coming events.
ANN LANDERS
Mrs Davidson, in reading -the
Child Battering
Is Sick Symptom
Lots Of Fur Is The Fashion 
In French Alpine Ski Resort
People On Diet 
• Are Not Losers
By EMILY WILKENS
“To most people, diet means 
dying! I believe a 365-day way 
of living is toe best approach to 
staying slim and keeping fit.” .
So says Mrs. Deborah Bro- 
deau Szekely, founder and presi­
dent of toe famous Golden Door 
health’ and beauty spa in Escon­
dido. Calif., and its sister spa, 
the Rancho La Puerta, in Te- 
cate, Baja Calif. Last year'she 
was named by President Nixon 
to his Conference on Physical 
Fitness and Sports.
essary to produce required en­
ergy.
“A surplus of food becomes 
fat,” she says. “To lose this 
surplus, you must burn up su­
perfluous food.”
The Golden Door therapy, 
therefore, depends on expending 
.energy,' not.on counting calo­
ries.''
EXPERT ADVICE
Dear Ann Landers: As I was 1 
talking along a busy downtown . 
ifeet, ' I noticed a woman 
Streaming at her child to walk ; 
faster. The little girl was no 
more than three years old. The । 
mother threatened to kick the 
child to the next bus stop if she 
didn't hurry up. Then the 
mother proceeded to hit the 
youngster on toe head with her 
purse. As if that wasn’t enough 
she literally kicked the little girl 
in the backside, causing her to 
stumble. The poor little thing 
dirtied her white stockings when 
sh^fell. Her mother gave her a 
hafW slap across the cheek for 
being clumsy.
By this time I was furious. I 
hurried to catch up with them 
so that I might give the mother 
a look of disapproval, but she 
ignored me. By then I was near­
ing the parking lot and decided 
to go to my car an(i forget the 
incident. But somehow I can’t 
get it out of my mind. What 
should I have done? Is it. proper 
for a stranger to interfere in a 
family matter?—Southern Gen­
tleman
tear Gentleman: That was 
I more than a family matter. It 
I was a case of public injustice 
I and cruelty. Each of us has a 
I responsibility to speak out when 
I we witness b r u t a 111 y. You 
I should have told the mother 
I . that you were sure she didn’t 
I realize how hard she was hitting 
I the little girl, and in the interest 
I of her own peace of mind as 
I well as the child's ’ mental 
I health, she should get some
basic philosophy of Gamblers 
Anonymous is patterned after 
Alcoholics Anonymous. AA has 
proven that people who share a 
common problem give one an­
other strength and encourage­
ment. Meeting with folks who 
have been cured of a sickness is 
proof that it can be done.
I feel as if my husband owes 
his life to Gamblers Anony­
mous. He thinks so. too. Please 
tell people. Thanks, Ann.,—Sal­
vaged
Dear Sal: Here's your letter 
with an . added word from me. 
Compulsive gambling is as 
much a sickness as arthritis— 
and it can be equally crippling. 
Gamblers Anonymous has been 
the answer for thousands. I rec­
ommend it.
The address for Gamblers 
Anonymous in Toronto is: 
PO Box 134. Station L, Toronto.
Phone: 366-0787.
Dear Ann Landers: After 
reading the letter from Relaxed 
Ma in Sherman, Texas, I de­
cided to write my first letter to 
Ann Landers.
I also had a feeding problem 
with my baby. It was something 
new because toy other kids 
were good eaters. I was afraid 
this child had a serious stomach 
disorder because he wouldn't 
eat a thing.
When he was seven months 
old I took him to the pediatri­
cian. He agreed the boy was 
starving to death and asked the 
ages of my other children. I told 
him 6, 4, 3 and 2, and he re-
minutes of the December meet­
ing, named toe executive of the । 
UCW for 1972.
These members were instal­
led in a special ceremony by 
Rev. John Davidson as follows: 
honorary president, Mrs. D. M. 
Black; past president, Mrs. E. 
G. Hanna; president, Mr§. 
•Tames Pearce; 2nd vice-pres­
ident, Mrs. Charles Parker; 
secretary, Mrs.- J. M. David­
son; treasurer, Mrs. L. E. Can- 
tell.
Committee leaders were in­
stalled: finance, Mrs. J. G. 
McKinley; citizenship and soc­
ial action and membership and 
literature, Mrs. E. R. Smith; 
supply and welfare, Mrs. G. S. 
Spence; stewardship and re­
cruiting, Mrs. J. G. Mervyn; 
nominations, Mrs. E. G. Han­
na; flowers, Mrs. H. A. St. 
Laurent; program, Mrs. E. G. 
Edgar and Mrs, J. G. McKin­
ley.
Social functions will be con­
vened by one ' member from 
each unit, with Mrs. R. Mathie 
in charge of kitchen supplies. 
Mrs. Charles Parker is heading 
the committee in charge of the 
Time Out program.
Mrs. Jack Hawksworth pas­
sed around letters to be read 
from Mok Yat Ping, the USW’s 
‘adopted’ boy in Hong Kong, 
who has learned to write’in 
English.
At Fashion Show
ROME (AP) — Toreador out­
fits, Moa collars and baggy 
Zouave pans patterned on an 
Algerian army uniform sallied







collection on Knickerbocker 
jumpsuits.
The Zouave pants in pink, tur­
quoise or navy blue fabrics 
often went with a short sleeve­
less vest in contrasting color. 
The jumpsuits, usually zipped 
up the front, had open shirt col­
lars or high Chinese ones. Some 
pants stopped below toe knee, 
some reached to midcalf and 
others went down to the ankle.
At CentinarO’s the pleated 
kirts and dresses just brushed 
le knee. Coats,slightly gath­
ered at the waist, were a little 
shorter and a different color.
ST. GERVAIS, France (Reu­
ter) — Skiers in this fashionable i 
Alpine resort are bedecking 
themselves this year in bright 
colors, flared trousers worn 
over their- boots and with 
enough fur to denude the 
world’s zoos.
Drab and practical outfits in 
black, dark grey and brown are 
out. In comes the type of uni­
form worn by instructors and 
hostesses at the newest French 
ski resort, Isola 2000—sky blue 
trousers and sun yellow parka.
Ski wear has certainly fol­
lowed the color boom with a 
vengeance. Yellow, sharp mus­
tard hues and orange are the 
most popular but also promine- 
nent on the winter ski scene are 
red, blue, pink and violet.
Even ski boo.ts have joined 
the new trend to loud colors. 
Latest styles are shiny red and 
blue vinyls designed with sloped 
wedge heels and with giant buc­
kles replacing classic lacings.
Most women usually cannot 
resist the temptation to drag 
masses of clothes up the moun­
tainside, but this season it is 
fahionable to travel light with 
the right clothes.
One pair of well-cut trousers 
is the basic item, teamed to 
‘ matching or contrasting wind- 
■ breaker jackets, a few off-beat 
! sweaters and accessories.
Trousers are being worn out­
side the confines of boots, fall­
ing free to the ankles in bell 
bottoms. • >
Wide-legged trousers "are the 
vital' part of all three leading 
ski silhouttes: two-piece trouser 
and jacket ensembles, unisex 
bib-top overalls worn over 
heavy sweaters or parkas to 
contrive a layered look, and 
one-piece jump suits zipped up 
the front.
Fabrics are making as much 
news in weatherproof fashions 
as colors and silhouettes. Nylon 
and other synthetics lead toe 
field, followed by quilted cottons 
and waterproof stretch velvet. 
Quilting is often used on nylon 
as well, sometimes all over, 
sometimes concentrated at stra­
tegic points in giant patches set 
over the knees, elbows, and 
shoulders. •
The shiny wet look may be 
appealing but one expert 
French skier has dubbed the 
slippery' nylon suits “suicide 
outfits.”
Wearing these an amateur, 
prone to frequent tumbles, may 
continue sliding indefinitely on 
an icy trail. In spite of quilted 
elbow and knee patches, several 
skiers have suffered third-de­
gree burns as the light weight 
fabrics disintegrated from fric­
tion on toe snow.
Even though a stay at either 
of her spas encompasses a vig­
orous program, Deborah 
Szekely is no faddist when it 
comes to diet, or, for that mat­
ter, exercise.
“The only regime that will 
work is a comfortable'one," she 
says. “Self-denial is a form of 
punishment and this wreaks 
havoc on the emotions. A health 
and fitness program must be 
based on the same premise as a 
teacher-child program. The 
teacher must set realistic goals 
which a child can fulfil—the 
threat of punishment for failure 
is not sound teaching technique. 
The same holds true with any 
make-over program.”
According to Mrs. Szekely, 
each person has different needs 
so it is impossible to arrive at 
one “blanket formula” that will 
work for all. It’s important to 
assess the amount of food nec-
. For New You readers. Mrs. 
Szekely offers the following 
suggestions to make a figure-re- ‘ 
shaping plan more “comforta­
ble” on a do-it-yourself basis:
For every decade of your life 
you need five to 10 per cent less 
food. If you are eating at 40 as 
you did at 20, you’ll slowly, in­
sidiously gain weight. Cut down 
proportionately.
Make yourself a calendar and 
weigh-in every day at tire same 
time. Each day you gain a lit­
tle, the next day eat a little less. 
This will keep your weight sta­
bilized. If you need to lose 
weight, follow each plus day by 
two minus days.
Serve all portions of food in 
the kitchen and, if you’re cook-' 
ing for a family, make your 
serving 10 per cent less than 
you normally do.
Try to eat a half hour to an 
entire hour later than usual. If 
, you eat at 6 p.m., you’ll be hun* 
I gry by 10; but if you eat at 
i 7 p.m., you may be asleep by 
. the time hunger strikes again.
Eggs Can Easily Star On Menu
As Well As Taking A Minor Role
If there were but a limited 
number of foods in the world 
from which to choose, surely 
eggs would be one of toe most 
difficult to do without. There is 
virtually no end to the splendid 
dishes that can be made from 
eggs, apart from toe role of the 
egg as an ingredient, in count­
less recipes.
Nearly every country has or 
seems to have its own knack of 
cooking eggs or a unique dish 
that has brought it fame. 
France, of course, is toe home 
of the towering souffle and toe 
fluffy omelet. Indians excel in 
curried eggs, while the Chin­
ese drool over vintage green 
eggs or Egg Fop Young.
2 tablespoons minced green
Centinaro favored yellow, tur­
quoise and red and used the 
same shade for the skirt, scarf 
and hat—always a highrerowned 
boater or a sou’wester.
Action Is Needed Now To Stop
Population Boom-ZPG President
counselling.
y Dear Ann Landers: I didn't 
think that letter was very funny 
—the one from the bride who 
gave her husband a vigorous 
kiss at the altar and he yelled: 
"Turn me loose, will ya?" The 
guests all heard and laughed.
When we were .married in a 
large church ceremony my hus­
band, didn’t kiss me. He Just 
stood there. I was hurl a,nd 
tjwcd It. Several people inen- 
ned It later and that made 
the. hurt worse. Every time I go 
to a wedding and see the bride 
and groom kiss 1 am. reminded 
that 1 was a kisslcss bride and 1 
relive the shame and embar­
rassment.
Please, Ann, loll all couples 
that the wedding kiss Is the 
Lg^LWcctest kiss of nlll Those of us 
MMho were deprived never foi- 
—I.-Fort Worth
M|M)ear F.W.: You told 'em. And 
r^E thank you.
I Dear Ann Landers: Do mil- 
I Hons of people a favor and print 
I the address of Gamblers Anony-
I If more people were aware of 
I the help that is available to the 
I ■'ttainpulslvc, gambler and his 
I family, they would seek it. As 
I ere who has lived through hell I 
I can tell you that a gambler's 
I wife gets so desperate after a 
I ahc'll try anything. The
plied: “I’m not surprised." 
Then he went on to explain that 
this child was starving for 
affection.' He suggested that I 
keep the baby close to my body 
all day long. I thought this was 
insane but he explained that I 
should strap the child, to my 
back so he could feel th? close­
ness of me.
I decided 1 had better listen to 
him, so I made an Indian pa­
poose bag out of gingham yard 
goods. I carried that child on 
my back from morning till 
night. He was on my back when 
I did the cooking, when I ran 
after the other four, when I did 
the cleaning and the marketing 
and when 1 hung out the 
clothes. By the time he was 
nine months old hp was handing 
me the clothes pins, one by one. 
The neighbors thought it was a 
scream. But the child started 
eating, so 1 didn’t care what the 
neighbors thought,
The boy Is three years old 
now and he Is my healthiest an< 
happiest child, What he needed 
was love. My doctor knew what 
he was talking about, If It 
hadn't been'for him that bqy 
would not be alive? today. Please 
print my letter. It might help 
someone else,—-Eleven Steps In
The annual meeting of the 
congregation has been set for 
Feb, 6, following'a pot luck sup­
per at 5:30 p.m.
DATES SET
Events planned are toe. an­
nual blossom drive for the el­
derly and shut-ins on May 7 
and the fall color drive on Oct. 
22.
The spring and fall rummage 
sales will be held on March 18 
and Oct. 14; the. spring tea on 
May 6 and the Christmas tea on 
Nov. 25.
The fall congregational din­
ner, is planned for Sept. 22.
St. Paul’s Time Out program 
featuring lessons in various 
arts and crafts is proving very 
popular, with approximately 60 
members attending the Tues­
day and Wednesday afternoons. 
Their display of work ik plan­
ned for April 15 and 16.
Dates for the general meet­
ings <)f the UCW have been 
tentatively set for March 7, 
May 2, June 6, Sept. 11, Nov, 
6 and Dec. 4; the first three 
commencing at 8 p.m. and the 
last three at 1 p.m.
The units and their leaders 
for 1972 arc: Friendship, Mrs. 
W. F. Jervis: Okanagan Mis­
sion, Mrs. L. J. Mills; Helping 
Hands, Mrs. D. F. Froom, Ila 
Perley, Mrs. E. G. Edgar; 
Crescent, Mrs. R. C, Hilton and 
Centennial, Mrs, S, W, Lawrie,
Virginia
Dear Eleven: Your doctor 
.sounds like a honey. Please tell 
him I said so. He’s my kind of 
pediatrician.
. COMPLETE ><-•
' OPTICAL SERVICE /TV
Special Frames for LjJLj 
a Fashionable Miss ' <ttw€
Just as you choosq make-up, 
Mothes to complement your 
own fashion look , , . we 
choose eyewear tn flatter xj'xsMjJ 
your features, .accent jotir 
personality,









land (AP) Tom Smith
locked his wife up in an an­
tique chastity belt for her 26th 
birthday. Then their three- 
y e a r-old son Mark threw 
away the key..
Smith attacked the me- 
dieaval cast iron with a saw 
and broke two blades. Father 
bundled mother into the car 
and drove her to the fire 
house.
Chortling firemen freed 
Mrs. Smith with their wire 
cutters.
“When Tom presented me 
with it, I said it was what I 
had always wanted,” she said. 
“It was a joke—but it wasn’t 
too funny for me."
DEFEND THEMSELVES
PRETORIA, South Africa 
(AP) — The government has or­
dered all high school students in 
Transvaal province to take a 
new course called "youth inviol­
ability," It includes lessons in 
self-defence for girls, , •
EASY DOES IT
with WIN PACKER
Dear Mrs. Packer: I wish 
you could tell me how to get 
electricity out of nylon lingerie 
after laundering.—E.U,
There are several commer­
cial products oh the market for 
Just this purpose, so look for 
them on your grocery shelves 
where laundry essentials are 
sold.
Many Women find a cupful of 
white vinegar added to , the 
final rinse water when launder­
ing garments cuts clinging of 
static electricity.
When buying new slips, look 
for the static-free nylons or th 
non-clinging taffeta-type which 
prevent dresses from clinging. 
These are perfect to wear un­
der crimp-set dresses, which 
have n natural tendency to 
cling to one's figure.
LONDON, Ont. (CP) — If the 
Canadians of the future are to 
enjoy a continued high standard 
of living, many must remain un­
born, says toe local president of 
Zero Population Growth.
Pam Evans, president of the 
50-member London chapter , of 
ZPG and a mother of two, says 
action is needed now to stop the 
population boom.
Instead of government baby 
bonuses and income tax deduc­
tions which increase with the 
number of dependents, taxpay­
ers should be penalized for hav­
ing large families, the govern­
ment should subsidize steriliza­
tion and set up a department of 
population and environmental 
control which, among other 
duties, would hand out contra­
ceptives.
“It costs the government 
$10,000 to $20,000 to educate one 
person, plus they have to build 
more schools, hospitals, roads 
and so on as the population in­
creases,” Mrs, Evans said in an 
interview.
Would It not be less expensive 
and more beneficial for Canada 
if the government paid $1,000 
for anyone volunteering to be 
sterilized, she asks.
“The population of Canada 
will double in 35 years, and its 
problems will also double: un­
employment, pollution, short-
ages of schools and hospitals 
. . .,” she says. ’
Population control would not 
take away personal freedoms, 
she insists, despite the opinions 
of some to toe contrary. “They 
must realize the more people 
there are, the more freedoms 
we lose... It’s just common 
sense.”
A federal department of popu­
lation and environmental con­
trol would initiate legislation to 
cancel baby bonuses, begin ster­
ilization subsidies and tax in­
centives for small families, as 
well as , distribute contracep­
tives.
"And we need a more radical 
approach to toe delivery of con­
traceptives,” says Mrs. Evans. 
“They should be available at 
schools, factories, buincsses 
and recreation facilities, as well 
as drug stores."
The problem will become evi­
dent in the future if no action is 
takeii today, she said. “The 
birth rate is still double the 
death rate in Canada.”
We eat our Way through 
mountains of egg salad sand­
wiches and scrambled eggs. 
Eggs are on the delicate side, 
so the best way to give ’em 
flavor is via the spice seasoning 
route.
Here, then, are some excel- 
lent egg recipes (we nearly 
wrote “eggcellent”)!
EGG SALAD RING
4Vz teaspoons (about enve­
lopes) unflavored gelatin
1% cups cold water





3A teaspoon garlic salt 
Ya teaspoon coarse black pep­
per
% teaspoon paprika
% cup chopped red radishes
1 cup chopped celery
Crisp salad greens
In small saucepan, soften gel­
atin in cold water; stir over low 
heat until dissolved. Cool. Blend 
eggs with remaining ingredients 
except salad greens. Combine 
egg mixture with cooled gelatin 
and turn into 6%-cup ring mold. 
Chill about 3 hours or until set.
Unmbld onto chilled platter, 
lined with greens.





CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD
LargesTselectTon^Tabncs 
in the valley. Custom made 












Rugs 1 URVEY’S — Your Downtown 
Furniture Headquarters
1618 Pnndosy St., Kelowna Phone 762-0836
MAY HARM TOES
LONDON (AP) — Pantyhose 
may improve the looks of a 
girl’s legs but pressure from the 
stretch material could lead to 








Next to Strohm’s Barber 
and Beauty Shop
Ladies' Bikini*
Colorful prints and patterns 
in nylon fabric. Sizes S-M-L. 49c
Men's. Longs
Stanfield's polyester/cotton longs. ft Aft




Now Located at 130 Belgo Rd. 
‘‘Next to Frank’s Shoe Store”
COME JOIN US DURING OUR ...
GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION
BEGINNING FRIDAY, JAN; 2D 
‘‘Hot Coffee While You Browse”
a Agents for Pfaff, Husqvarna and ether Brand Name 
Machines.
o Complete Service to all Makea of Machine#.
a Reasonable Ratca
a Free Plck-np and Delivery
e A Machine for Every Budget ' \
• Good Selection of Reconditioned Machines.
ENTER OUR . . . ■
FREE DRAW CONTEST
. 130 Beige Rd. PJ^m 765*8759
Girls* Pants
Variety of broken styles and sizes. i Aft
Jeans, cords. Sizes 7-14. I aww
Boya' Sweaters
Variety of styles and color? |n 
acrylic sweaters. Sizes 10-16. 2.99
Panty Hose Oddments
Pretty Polly and Can Can/ limited colors 
and sizes. Mira-fit glittei1,
Average or tall. Gold only, WV
Child's Fluffy Orion Slipper
Attractive, fluffy orlon slippers, available 
in sizes of 11 to 3. QGa \
Colors of red, blue and gold, Only w"w A
BAYMART Sheafs
Fino white cotton, single bpd. *9 Aft




Open Thursday and Friday 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
i
Nanne Also Prolific Scorer
I ' ■ ■ ' ‘ ' . , • '' ■ / ■ .
Move Pays Off For Norstars
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR 
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By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Lou Nanne has something in 
common with Bobby Orr.
Nanne, the 31-year-old right 
winger with Minnesota North 
Stars, certainly isn't compara­
ble to Orr, the 23-year-old Bos- 
ton Bruin superstar as a gate 
attraction around the National 
Hockey League.
Nor will he ever puli in the 
same multi-year, millibn-dollar 
contract the Bruin detencefnan
the Black Hawks trounced Van­
couver Canucks 4-0.
Tonight's lone game has To­
ronto Maple Leafs, their once- 
firm hold on fourth and a play­
off berth in,the East Division 
shaved to a single point by De­
troit, visiting California Golden 
Seals at Oakland.
I
NOBODY HAS EVER said 
that hockey is a safe sport, 
and a member of the Kelowna 
Peewee Reps finds that out as 
he suffered a blow to the chin
and went to the ice. Here the 
injured player receives at­
tention from the Kelowna 
trainer while members of the 
Kelowpa squad and the visit-
ing Penticton Reps ghther 
around. The game, cbming in 
the middle of Minor Hockey 
Week in Canada, had both 
teams coming out ■ partially
satisfied as Kelowna scored 
two goals in the last couple 
minutes of play to claim a
MINOR HOCKEY WEEK
Kelowna Hockey Jamboree
The Kelowna and District 
Minor Hockey Association joins 
other hockey groups across 
Canada in celebrating Minor 
Hockey Week in Canada with a 
full day of hockey Saturday at 
the Memorial Arena.
The hockey jamboree will 
start at 5 a.m., and games will
continue all day until coaches 
meet the coaches in a confron­
tation at 9:30 p.m.
This season is a usual one 
in corqparjson to other years. 
Many of the problems that 
arose last year, and were settled 
in a momentous meeting be­
tween the association, the media
Bruins Break Up Domination 
OneTwo Combo Is Disrupted
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
For the first time in three 
. seasons a team other than Cal­
gary Centennials or Edmonton 
Oil Kings is in second place in 
the Western Division of the 
Western Canada Hockey 
League.
Calgary and Edmonton div­
ided the berths between them in 
the 1969-70 and 1970-71 seasons 
and so far this season—until 
Thursday night.
Then, New Wes tmin s t er 
Bruins, who have gone 16 
games without a defeat, edged 
Swift Current Broncos 3-2 to go 
into a tie with the idle Oil 
Kings.
The Centennials, winners 7-4 
at home over Medicine Hat Ti­
gers, increased their first-place 
. margin to nine points over the 
Bruins and Edmonton.
In the other WCHL game 
Thursday night, Brandon Wheat 
Kings whomped Regina Pats 
10-0 to vault over Saskatoon 
Blades into second place in the 
Eastern Division, Regina still is 
in first place, three points 
ahead of Brandon.
A crowd of 1,230 at Swift Cur­
rent saw Don Martini au tally 
twice for New Westminster. 
Bernie Lukowich added the
other Bruin goal. Dari McCarthy 
and Terry McDougall counted 
for the Broncos.
At Calgary, before 3,581 fans, 
rookie Jerry Holland scored 
three goals for the Centennials. 
Holland was called up recently 
from Kamloops of the British 
Columbia junior league.
Captain Brian Walker scored 
twice, including the 100th of 
his WCHL career. Defence­
man Jim, Watson and Xookie 
Marty Kissell counted the other 
Calgary goals.
Derek Kuntz and Jeff Ablett 
each scored two goals for Medi­
cine Hat.
Slightly more than 1,000 fans 
in Brandon watched goalie Dave 
McLelland of the Wheat Kings 
get a shutout against the divi­
sion-leading Pats.
Glen Mikkelson and Bob Mur­
doch each scored two goals for 
Brandon and single goals were 
recorded by Ron Chipperfield, 
Grant T h o m s o n, Dale Mc­
Mullen, Bob McKinstry, Gordie 
Lane and Robbie Neale.
Despite the lopsided score, 
Regina had numerous excellent 
scoring opportunities in the 
wide-open contest, McLelland 
made 33 saves, about one-third 
of them dangerous.
and the public, have been 
avoided this season but the 
main problem remains.
The. main problem is ice, or 
the lack of it. It was established 
long ago that the Memorial 
Arena, would not continue to 
meet the needs of hockey and 
figure skating .interests in the 
city and district.
There are nearly 50 teams in 
the minor hockey association, 
not counting the junior hockey 
representatives in the city, the 
Buckaroos.
Add the minor hockey players 
to the skaters in the large and 
very active figure skating club 
and the ice time problem be­
comes critical. More valued 
time is taken up with public 
skating.
Each player in the association 
gets only a couple of hours on 
the ice a week, and a large part
(Courier photo)4-4 tie.
is reported to have signed this i 
season.
The common denominator 
that links the two is that both 
recorded scoring firsts as de­
fencemen in widely-separated . 
arenas.
Orr, of course, became the 
first defenceman to win. the 
NHL scoring title, with 120 
points in the 1969-70 season. 
He’s been one of the league’s 
prolific shooters since joining 
the Bruins in 1966. .
But what isn’t as well known 
is that Nanne also recorded a 
scoring title as a defenceman, 
copping the Western Collegiate 
Hockey Association crown in his 
senior year at the University of 
Minnesota.
MOVED TO WING
He didn’t set any scoring 
feats as an NHL defenceman, 
but his ability to score 
prompted Stars’ coach Japk 
Gordon to convert the Canadi-
.Nanne, who captured the 
WCHA title with 14 goals and 43 
points, now has 16 goals to his 
credit this season playing bn a 
unit with veterans Dean Pren­
tice and Murray Oliver, both of 
whom are enjoying banner 
years at Minnesota.
But the big story in the wide- 
open game at Montreal was the 
Canadiens’ continuing defensive 
futility without their rookie 
goaltender, Ken Dryden, to 
back them up.
Dryden was given the night 
off by coach Scotty Bowman to 
rest after Tuesday night’s all- 
star game at Minneapolis and 
the North Stars combed Phil
of that is during scheduled
games.
Some teams get 
time than others, especially 






Fran Tarkenton Returns Home
resentative teams. These teams 
play against other rep teams 
from the Valley and Kamloops.
Plans to build a new arena out­
side, of Kelowna to take some of 
the strain off the Memorial 
Arena have bogged down and it 
seems that a new arena isn’t 
in the making for the near fu­
ture.
• Thirty-eight of the nearly 50 
teams in the association will get 
ice time Saturday in the full day 
of hockey action celebrating 
Minor Hockey Week in Canada.
It would be a good idea to 
heed the saying, "take your boy 
to the rink, and stay to see him 
play.” For those who don’t 
have youngsters strapping on 
skates, it would be a good idea 
to go anyWay. and watch these 
players give everything they 
have.
CHILLIWACK, B.C. (CP) — 
Last-place Kelowna. Buckaroos 
scored three goals in one min­
ute and seven seconds' of the 
third period Thursday night as 
they scored a come-from-behind 
•6-4 victory over Chilliwack Bru­
ins in, a British Columbia. Jun­
ior Hockey League game before 
845 fans. . ...
Archie McKinnon led Kelowna 
with a three-goal performance.
The fourth-place Bruins were 
leading 4-3 midway through the 
third period when Kelowna 
staged its scoring splurge. The 
Bruins had led 2-0 at the end 
of the first peripd and 3-2 aftei' 
two periods.
KeloWna scorers, in addition 
to McKinnon, were Phil Blake, 
Dave Okrainee and Murray 
Hanson. Scoring for Chilliwack 
were Dave O'Donnell, Marcel 
Vandergraff, Rich Kramp and
an-born U.S. citizen to right 
wing last season.
Nanne has paid dividends for 
the Minnesotans up front, cli­
maxed Thursday night by his 
three goals in a 6-5 win over 
Montreal Canadiens.
His performance over­
shadowed the three-goal effort 
of Montreal’s Frank Mahovlich. 
It was Nanne’s first three-goal 
output in the major leagues but 
was old hat for Mahovlich who 
now has 13.
Orr, meanwhile, was held to 
an assist while team-mate Phil 
Esposito turned in his first 
three-goal effort of the year in 
Boston’s 4-2 assault of Philadel­
phia Flyers. ,
And threes , were big in Buf­
falo, too, where Nick Libett’s 
first three-goal night in the NHL 
pulled Detroit • Red Wings to 
their third straight win, 3-1 over 
the Sabres.
Vikings Re-Acquire Scrambler Rider Increase
Li SAFEWAY wBUDGET * ' SAVINGS CENTRE








Grade “A” .............. 49c
NEW YORK (AP) — "Don’t 
worry," one defensive lineman 
said to another after Fran Tar­
kenton had eluded them in a 
wild bchind-the-scrimmage-line 
chase. "He'll be back in a mo­
ment."
And so Tarkenton, the quart­
erback who turned the once-dcs- 
pcratc act of scrambling into a 
fine art In the National Football 
League, Is, Indeed, returning 
from whence ho came.
New York Giants, who ob­
tained Tarkenton from Minne­
sota Vikings in 1967, traded him 
back to the Vikings Thursday 
for a raft of present and pro­
spective talent.
in return (or their No. 1 
quarterback, who ran and 
passed Now York to a five-year, 
33-37 record, Including last sea­
son's 4-10 lasLplace finish in the 
National Conference East, the 
Giants acquired:
1. Bob Grim, tiie Vikings’ all-
pro wide receiver whose 1971 
performance wa§ the best of ,his 
slx1year career,
2. Norm Snead, a journeyman 
quarterback who, in his 11th pro 
year last season, was Minneso­
ta’s No; 3 signal-ciiller behind 
Gary Cuozzo and Bob Lee,
3. Vince Clements, a rookie 
running back who missed the 
entire season with a knee in­
jury.
4. One of the Vikings’ two 
first-round draft picks in Tues­
day's NFL draft of college sen­
iors, and
5, Minnesota's second-round 
choice in the 1973 draft.
Tarkenton was delighted with 
the trade.
"Wc are very happy about 
going home to Minnesota . 
back home, almost, to where we 
started,” Tarkenton said from 
his home in Atlanta,
BOWLING SCORES
VALLEY LANES; RUTLAND i
Monday Ladles, Jan. 2|—High ' 
single, Ixiis Grieve 320; High ; 
triple, Ixiis Gricye 784; Team ' 
high • single, Unprcdictublcs J 
1015; Team high triple, Knight 
Owls 2883; High average, 1.61s 
Grieve 223; ?.'3OO" chib, Lois 
Grieve 320; Team standings, 
Busy Belles 55, Nibblcrs 49, 
Snip and Clip 46, Hurricanes 40.
Tuesday B Hight, Jan. 25- 
lligh. single, women, Isobel 
Rainey 201, men, Les Jensen 
306; High triple, women, Eileen 
Boyer 662, men, George Kozub 
766; Team high single, Merry 
Makers 1274, season record; 
Team high triple, Merry Mak- 
I ers 3239; High average, women, 
, Mary Klassen 205, men. George 
Kozub 21?, season high; ”300" 
dub, Les Jensen 306, George 
Guthrie 302; Team standings, 
'Saskatchewan 916, Aces 870, 
Mutilators B62Mh
Tuesday "A" League, 
I Jan. 25—High single, wojnen, 
I Joyce Hayashi 311. men. Andre
I Blarilell 321; High triple, wo- 
I men, Kathy Yamaoka 758, men, 
I Bud Toole 7(83: Team high sin- 
I file, Tagatonga 1279; Team high 
I triple. Bowled Ones 3613; High
I average, wqmcn, Gerda Per*
ron 227, men, Bud Toole 240; 
"300" club, Andre Blanlcil 321, 
Joyce Hayashi 311, Fred March 
305, Bud Toole 301; Team 
standings, Rutland Welding. 911, 
Hep Cuts 859, Hot Shots 828, 
Fobs 815, Big White Ski 8(X)i,i,
MERIDIAN LANES
Ladies’ Golf League, Jan. 26 
--High single, Jane Takoff 261; 
High triple, Jane Takoff 634; 
Team high single, Divots 838; 
Team high triple, Divots 2239; 
High average, Audrey Beal 197; 
Team standings, Triumph .287, 
Climax Wild Goose 203*4.
Wednesday Coffee League, 
Jan. 26—High single, Jackie 
Endo 274; High triple, Terry 
DcBoico 601; Team high single, 
Swingers 1105; Team high 
triple. Swingers 3115; High 
average, Eleanor Beattie 202; 
Team standings, Wildcats 408, 
Little Arrows 397, Bops-38«:
Is Expected
REGINA (CP) - Saskatche­
wan Roughriders of the Cana­
dian Football League announced 
Thursday night that ticket 
prices for Taylor Field games 
will be increased this year.
Club president Bill Clarke 
made the announcement at the 
club's annual meeting. He did 
not specify how much the In­
crease would be.
The prices now range from $2 
to $5.50,
The meeting was told that the 
club lost $89,887 during 1071, 
ilbout $200 less than in 1970,
Clarke said thnt if . ticket 
prices weren't increased, losses 
during the next four years could 
total $600,000,
(late receipts during 1971 to­
talled $505,000, almost 12,000 
more than in 1970 season, but 
the gate equalisation payment 
from the league was $48(339, 
about $15,000 more than 1970, 
Total attendance was 130.350 for 
eight home games, a small in­




Myre with 39 shots.
Defensive lapses proved 
costly at both ends of the ice. 
Tom Reid converted an errant 
clearing pass by Montreal’s J. 
C. Tremblay into "a 5-3 Minne­
sota lead in the second period 
and Canadiens’ rookie Guy Laf­
leur evened the score at five 
apiece in the third, capitalizing 
on a Stars defensive error.
But Nanne slapped in the win­
ner at 16:27 after working his 
way into the slot, in front of 
Myre to take a pass from Oli­
ver. . •
Esposito’s three goals at Bos­
ton snapped a deadlock atop the 
NHL scoring race with New 
York’s Jean Ratelle. Esposito, 
who last year set a record 76 
goals and 152 points, now has 84 
points, including 42 goals.
The outcome was never in 
doubt as the'Bruins rifled 47 
shots at Philadelphia goalie 
Bruce Gamble, removed by 
Flyers’ ‘coach Fred Shero with 
just over a minute left in the 
game and the score 3-2.
The manoeuvre backfired, 
with Esposito combining with 
Orr and Dallas Smith for an­
other goal. The same combina- 
> tion set up the winning score 
i Tuesday night as the East All- 
• Stars downed the West 3-2 at
• Cliff Koroll' just missed join-, 
ing the three-goal performances 
at Chicago, scoring twice in 
support of goaltender Tony Es­
posito’s third straight shutout as
Minneapolis.
The three-goal night was Es­
posito’s first this season. He 
recorded seven en route to his 
record-breaking feats a year 
ago.
Controversy Will Continue 
No Answers To Many Questions
Breakfast Gem
Large Eggs




Town House Tomato or Vegetable




. 10 oz. tin
Frank Hyndman.
There were 'five penalties 
handed out, three to Chilliwack. 
Gord Neilson drew the two 
Kelowna penalties, including a 
10-minute misconduct.
Ron Bourcicr turned aside 42 
shots on the Kelowna not and 




SAN DIEGO (AP) - Gene 
Littler credited a resurrected 
putter thnt ho, "just pulled out 
of the barrel"’for his two-stroke 
lead in the first round of the 
$150,000 Andy ’ Williams-San 
Diego open golf tournament., 
"I had been putting' just 
awful," the 41-year-old vetcian 
said Thursday after putting to­
gether a six-under-par 60 Includ­
ing a string, of five consecutive 
birdies.
’’So 1 decided to go back to an 
old bullseye putter, I hadn't 
used it In something like five 
years,''
Ho needed only 28 strokes on 
the greens at the 7,011-,yard Tor­
rey Pines golf course in his ear­
ly-morning round that was com­
pleted More chilly winds hit 
the seaside layout and sent 
scores up as the teiniKciitures 
dropped. ' •
Paul Harney, Jim , Colbert, 
and a 27-yoar-bld Japanese long- 
shot, Takashi Murakami, tied at 
68.' ,
SAPPORO, Japan (AP) — i 
Controversy over the eligibility 
of some of the world’s top 
skiers for the Winter Olympic 
Games continued today and ap- . 
peared destined for the full In­
ternational Olympic Committee.
Following an IOC executive 
committee meeting in Tokyo, 
most members brushed past re­
porters and refused to answer 
questions.
But Lord Michael Killanin of 
Ireland did say: "We have no 
report to make bn this meeting. 
We are still awaiting the reports 
from the eligibility commis­
sion.” '
In the press headquarters at 
the Olympic site, however, a no­
tice was posted under the desig­
nation "IOC release” which 
stated:
"The executive board of the 
IOC today in Tokyo received a 
preliminary report from the eli­
gibility commission which is 
presently under study. Mr. 
(Marc) Hodler, president of the 
FIS (International Ski Federa­
tion) was called for discussion 
with regard to rules.”
HINTED AT BAN
President Avery Brundage of 
the IOC, in repeated statements 
to the press, has suggested that 
skiers associated with commer­
cial interests be declared ineli­
gible for the Olympic Games, 
Presumably this would include 
several members of the top 
French and Austrian Alpine 
teams and some on Scandina­
vian Nordic squads,
Brundage will head the IOC 
two-day meeting which starts in 
Sapporo on Sunday and could 
decide the Issue.
Although Hodler has said the 
FIS would not boycott the Olym­
pic Games If some skiers arc 
banned as professionals, some
I of the individual c o u n t r I c s, 
I France and Austria in particu­
lar. have threatened to with­
draw .their entire teams If nc-
tion is taken against any of 
their members.
In an interview on his arrival 
in Tokyo, Hodler said,. "FIS 
doesn’t have any idea of boy­
cotting the Games because the 
main purpose is to have and 




By THE CANADIAN PRESS
National
Boston 4 Philadelphia 2
Detroit 3 Buffalo 1
Minnesota 6S Montreal 5
Chicago 4 Vancouver 0
Central
Tulsa 5 Fort Worth 5’
Western
Phoenix 5 Salt Lake 4
San Diego 5 Seattle 2
Eastern
Long Island 4 Johnstown 1
Quebec Junior
Cornwall 8 St. Jerome 0
Central Junior
Pembroke 3 Ottawa 3
Ontario Junior
Peterborough 5 Kitchener 4
Southern Ontario Junior
Windsor 5 Chatham 3
Guelph 7 Welland 2
Northern Ontario Junior
Chelmsford 5 North Bay 3 
Manitoba Junior
Portage la Prairie 6 West Kll- 
donan 2
Saskatchewan Junior
Humboldt 5 Prince Albert 3
Regina 6 Weyburn 3
Calgary Canucks 4 Calgary
Cougars 3
Western Canada
Brandon 10 Regina Pats 0
New Westminster 3 Swift Cur- 
rent 2
Calgary 7 Medicine Hat 4 
Intercollegiate
Western 5 Guelph 2
Wee
Munsie, prerident' of British Col­
umbia Lions of the Canadian 
Football League, said Thursday 
there likely will lx' nri ineiea.'ir 
In ticket prices for Lions* games 
pt Empire Stadium this season.
Murisie said in nn Interview 
"wo have the matter of nn in­
crease in ticket prices under 
consideration."
Last’ season, ticket pilots
A group nt 6!) I'n eluded 
Tommy Aaron, Tom Wetskopf, 
Hunky Henry, Homero Blancas, 
Dale Douglass, Phil Rodi’crs, 
Hale Irwin, Bill Bnisk and John 
Schlec,
George Knudson of Toronto 
led a two-innn Canadian contin­
gent with ml oixmlng-round 70. 
Gary, Bowerman,, \also of To­
ronto, tired ,n 72,
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
How|c Morenz played his 
last hockey game 35 years 
n g o tonight—In 1937-yfor 
Montreal Canadiens, Mak­
ing a comeback with the 
Babs, his old team since 
1,923, after three years with 
Chicago, he broke a log dur­
ing the game and dlcd\ 36 






48 oz. tin ............. 99c
Edwards
Coffee
Vacuum Packed. Regular or 








Refreshing way to 
Start the Day. 
Size 48*e ............ 1089c
Tuesday Ladles, Jan. 25— 
High single. Arlene Duggan 
318; High triple, Arlene Dug­
gan 791; Team high single, 
Rockets 11116; Team high triple, 
Slowpokes 3122; High average, 
Dorothy Stoltz 212; "300" dub, 
Arlene Duggan 318; Team 
standings, Rolling Pins 113. Tin 
Pan Alleys 95, Slrangefts 87*>,
were $5.50, $4 and The Lion* 
Inst raised ticket prices in 1966 
when top-priced seats were in- i 
creased by 50 cents.
An increase would pinkp the 
Lions the third CEL club to 
raise prices. Montreal Alourttcr । 
increased ihcir top price to $9; 
from $6.50, and Saskatchewan ( 
Roughridci'ji annopneed Thurs- , 
day scats at Regina's Taylor |
FIRST TRANSPLANT
The first successful liansntnn* 
of an Internal organ—it kidney 
—took place more than 12 years1 
ago.
Field would ixs increased this | 
year. No amount was given fort 
I he Regina increase. I
IMPORTED
TEAK FURNITURE |
Living Romii • Dining Room 










Wc specialize in wheel 
balancing and wheel align­
ment and mufflers. All work 
guaranteed. '
D. C. (Don) Johnston
Don't let Mi accident ruin 
your future , , , be sure your 






Friday and Saturday, January 28 and 29
TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU •
Downtown Open Mon. - Fri. 9:00 s.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sal. 9:00 a.m, - 6:00 p.m.
Orchard Park Open Mon.-Wcd. 9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.j
Thur. And.Frl. 9:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.; Hat 9:00 a.m. - 0:00 p.m,
Wc Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities




Friday, January 28, 1972
v ENTERTAINMENT
¥ I GUIDE
Hollywood s Conscience Americans And The World
Seen In
HOLLYWOOD (API — Why 
an honorary Oscar to Charlie 
Qiaplin in his 83rd' year? The 
answer to that lies partly in 
Hollywood’s conscience—and 
Chaplin’s onetime partner, D. 
W. Griffith.
In a surprise move, the Mo­
tion Picture Academy an­
nounced last week that Chaplin 
would return to the United 
States after a 20-year absence 
to receive an honorary Oscar at 
the awards April 10,
He was cited for "the incalcu­
lable effect he has had in mak­
ing motion pictures the art form 
of this century. . . .”
Chaplin had been given a spe­
cial award at the first academy 
event in 1928 "for his versatility 
and genius in writing, acting, 
directing and producing The 
Circus,” but over the years he 
never won an Oscar in competi­
tion.
The acedemy often "makes up 
for discrepancies like that by 
giving honorary awards,” says 
a long-time observer of the local 
scene.
"Obviously Chaplin is one of 
the greats of film history and 
should have won an award. The 
honorary Oscar helps salve Hol­
lywood’s conscience."
Hollywood with a conscience? 
It may seem absurd, but the 
remaining figures of the film 
establishment are concerned by 
the industry *s image. That 
image was tarnished in 1948 




. . . long wait
Griffith, who founded United 
Artists with Chaplin, Mary 
Pickford and Douglas Fair­
banks, was generally considered 
the creative father of movies,. 
He was given an honorary 
Oscar in 1936, but for his last 
dozen years he was virtually ig­
nored by the industry he 
founded.
The neglect of Griffith has 
long been cited as evidence of 
Hollywood’s callous attitude to­
ward its former greats.
During the past two decades, 
the academy’s board of direc­
tors has striven to compensate 
for the industry’s neglect—and 
to reward those who should 
have won an Oscar but didn’t.
Greta Garbo, acclaimed by 
many historians as the screen’s 
greatest actress, never won the 
Oscar although nominated four 
times. In 1955 the academy 
made up for the omission with a 
special Oscar for “her unforget­
table screen performances.”
GRANT HONORED
Cary Grant, the screen’s best 
light comedian, was nominated 
twice but failed to win. Two 
years ago, he got an honorary.
Comedians rarely win Oscars 
unless they break type and play 
dramatic roles, Red Buttons 
(1957). So the academy has 
compensated with special 
awards to Harold Lloyd (1953), 
Danny Kaye (1955), Buster Kea­
ton (1960) and Stan Laurel 
(1961). Bob Hope has also been 
honored several times by the 
academy.
Chaplin left the United States 
in 1952 with his family for a 
visit to Europe. The justice de­
partment announced he would 
not be able to return without 
facing a hearing on charges of 
moral turpitude and Communist 
sympathies.
A long-time resident of the 
United States but never a citi­
zen, he took up residence in 
Switzerland. In 1957 he made a 
film in England, A King in New 
York, which was critical of 
America.
Mourn Mahalia'
CHICAGO (AP) — "She was 
a noble woman, an artist with­
out peer,” says President Nixon 
of M a h a 1 i a Jackson, whose 
handclapping gospel songs en­
deared her to millions from 
Carnegia Hall to the capitals of 
Europe.
The 60-year-old singer died 
Thursday in hospital of a heart 
attack. She had been a patient 
there since Jan. 19.
In a White House statement, 
the president said:
"American and the world, 
black people and all people, 
today mourn the passing of Ma­
halia Jackson. She was a noble 
woman, an artist without peer, 
a magnetic ambassador of good 
will for the United States , in 
other lands, an exemplary serv­
ant of her God.
“Millions of ears will miss the 
sound of the great rich voice 
‘making a joyful noise unto the 
Lord,’ as she liked to call her 
work, yet her life story sings 
the gospel message of freedom, 
and will not cease to do so.”
ILL FOR YEARS
Miss Jackson, who rose from 
a scrubwoman in the levee sec­
tion of New Orleans to interna­
tional fame,. had been in ill 
health the last several years. 
She returned home from an Eu­
ropean concert tour several 
months ago on doctors orders.
Miss Jackson received aer 
musical training from listening 
to records of blues singer Bessie • 
Smith while growing up in a 
shack along the Mississippi 
River.
Passing
At age 16, she moved to Chi­
cago, where she sang in a Bap­
tist choir. She began to sing solo 
and her career was launched. 
She made her first recording in 
1934 and appeared in' Carnegie 
'Hall in 1950.
“I was bom to sing gospel 
music,” she once said. "I want 
my hands, my feet, my whole 
body to say all that is in me."
The granddaughter of a slave. 
Miss Jacksori became a star 
among her own people long be­




BROOKLINE, Mass. (AP) — 
Television personality Ed Sulli­
van has been presented the 
Brotherhood of Temple Ohabei 
Shalom’s annual brotherhood 
award.
It was the second time Sulli­
van received the award. The 
only other person in 39 years to 
■ receive the award twice was the 
late Richard Cardinal Cushing, 
Roman Catholic Archbishop of 
Boston.
Sullivan received the award 
Tuesday night for "devotion and 
dedicated service in furthering 
the cause of human brother­
hood.” \
Sullivan’s r e g u 1 a r Sunday 
night television show went off 
the air last June after 23 years.
Now 69, he produces eight 
specials a year and writes two 
newspaper columns a week.
At
Well, you were right about one get
bothered by our next door neighbors
room with fireplace. Call Ken Mitchell 
762-3713 days or 762-0663, evenings. MLS.
CHARMING CAPE COD HOME - 3 -4 bed- 
room home with fireplace and dining room on 
large view lot in Glenmore ar<?a. To view call 
Blanche Wannop at 762-3713 days or 762-4683 
evenings. MLS.
4 LEVEL SPLIT — In Lakeview Heights. This 
is a full value home priced at $38,500. Large 
safe, fenced lot, fully landscaped; 3 bedrooms, 
3 baths, carpeted throughout. Large family
thing — we sure don’tCOLLINSON REALTORS
Kelowna —- 483 Lawrence Ave. 
Phone: 762-3713
COLLINSON REALTORS
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SATURDAY CKIQ-1150
Channel 2 — CHBC — 
(Cable Channel IS) 
11:30—Rocky and Friends 
12.00—Children’s Cinema
CBC Channel 4 — CBS 
(CaMa Only) 
7:15—Across the Fence 
7:45—Sunday School of the Air1:00—Pre-Olympic Sports -
2:00—Canadian College Sports 8:00—Bugs Bunny
3:00—CBC Curling 
4:00— Bugs Bunny/RR 













9:30—Hair Bear Bunch 
10:00—Pebbles and Bamm 
Bamm
10:30—Archie’s TV Funnies
11:00—Sabrina, the Teenage 
Witch




Monday to Sunday 
Hourly News — 24 Hours 
Information Blocks 
7:28-8:10 a.m. 
12:28 -1:10 p.m. 
5:28 - 6:10 pan.
MONDAY to FRIDAY 
BRIAN LEBOE 
6:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
6:55—Farm Report 





6:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
7:00—CKIQ News and Weather
NICK FROST 
8:00—CKIQ News and Weather 






SANTA MONICA, Calif. (Reu­
ter) — A judge ruled Wednes­
day that actress Lana Turner’s
Channel 3 — ABC
(Cablo Only)
6:45—Davey and Goliath










12:00—Boxing from the Forum 
1:00—Pro-Bowlers Tour
2:30—Pac 8 Basketball .
4:30—Wonderful World of 
Sports Hlustrated
5:00—Wide World of Sports 
. 6:30—Name of the Game
8:00—Bewitched
8:30—Movie of the Weekend 
“The Screaming Woman”






HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Jer­
ome Cowan, 74, a character 
actor in more than 100 movies, 
died Monday.
His pictures included Miracle 
on 34th Street and Shall We 
Dance. His latest appearance 
was on the Alias Smith and 
Jones television series.
Cause of death was not dis­
closed.
TOKYO TO PAY BILLS
TOKYO (Reuter) — Tokyo 
ciiy authorities said Tuesday 
they had decided to bear all 
medical expenses for about 
25,000 children suffering from 
illnesses often caused by envi­
ronmental pollution, such as 
pneumonia, asthma and asth­
matic pneumonia.
A/L's RADIO & 
TV SERVICE
1383 Ellis St. 763-5022
Service to all color and B&W 
TV, Phonos, Stereos and 
Radios.
Serving Kelowna, Rutland, 
Westbank.
Open Mon. through Sat, 
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
 7:43—Sports
1:00—Children’s Film Festival 8:00—CKIQ News, Weather





5:00—That Good Ole Nashville
Sound 
5:30—Rollin on the River 
6:00—Buck Owens 
6;30—Lawrence Welk Show 
7:30—All In The Family 
8:00—Hee Haw 




11:30—Big Four Movie 
“You Came Along”
Channel 5 — CHAN TV 
(Cable Channel 9) 
10:00—Topic 
10:20—Pete’s Place 
11:00—A Nice Mix 
11:30—The Red Fisher Show 
12:00—Mr. Chips / 




4:30—Wide World Of Sport 
6:00—All Star Wrestling 






11:30—The Late Show 
“Sundays and) Cybele’’














“Battle of the Worlds”.
2:30—Creature Feature 
“House of Frankenstein
4:00—Saturday Great Movie 
“See How They Run”
6:00—NBC Nightly News 
6:30—Starlight Stairway
7:00—The Amazing Kreskin 
7:30—Adam 12
8:00—Emergency
9:00—Saturday Night Movie 
“Topaz”
11:00—06 Eyewitness News 
11:30—Saturday Late Movie





9:00—CKIQ News and Weather
10:30—International House of 
Music (Bob HaU)
11:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
11:05—International House of
Music (cont’d) 




12:43—Weather Office Report 
12:46—Sports .
12:55—Report From Parliament 
■ Hill ;
seventh husband defrauded her 
of $35,000 and ordered the mar­
riage dissolved. ,
Superior Court Judge Goscoe 
Farley issued the ruling after a 
three-day trial in which the hus­
band, Ronald Dante, 43, a night­
club hypnotist, denied the alle­
gation.
Dante had filed the divorce . 
action and Farley incorporated 
it into Miss Turner’s civil suit in 
■ which the 50-year-old actress 




10:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
10:05—Happy Day News 
10:15—Jean Pauley
10:30—Community Date Book 
11:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
11:15—Nancy Edwards
•12:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
12:30—CKIQ News
12:44—Weather Office Report 
12:47—Sports
GEORGE YOUNG
1:00—CKIQ News, Weather 
1:30—T-radio
2:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
3:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
3:05—Random Mike
4:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
5:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
5:15—Snowmachine Scene
(Tues, only) 
5:15—Q Conditions for Snow- 
mobilers 







6:00—CKIQ News, Weather 
and Sports
6:11—IQ Alley (Tues, only) 
6:15—Close of Day 
6:30—T-Radio
7:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
8:00—CKIQ News and Weather 




Hourly News; Sports at 
11:05 p.m. and 2:05 a.m.
. money in a business deal, <
  Dante said Miss Turner gave 
1:00—CKIQ News and» Weather him the money to compensate 
----  -----for a nightclub tour he can-
GEORGE YOUNG
2:00—CKIQ News and Weather
3:00—CKIQ News and Weather celled to stay at her side at her
4:00—CKIQ News and Weather request.
5:00—CKIQ News and Weather The couple married May 8,
1969, and separated six monthsMONTY HUGHES 
6:00—CKIQ News, Weather 
and Sports
6:10—Sounds of Soul .
6:25—Hymns by pop artists
7:00—CKIQ News and Weather
7:05—Bob Concie Concert
8:00—CKIQ News and Weather
8:05—Bob Concie cont’d
9:00—CKIQ News and Weather
9;05—Bob Concie cont’d
10:00—CKIQ News, Weather 
and Sports
10:10—Bob Concie cont’d
11:00—CKIQ News and Weather
12:00 mid. - 6 a.m. 
CHRIS LANE
(Country Music) 
Hourly News and Sports at 
11:05 p.m. and 2:05 a.m.
later. Dante was her seventh 
husband and this was her eighth 
marriage. She was married 








India produced 430 feature 
films last year, more than any 
other country.
MORTGAGE MONEY
$1600 to $10,000 or more
• Up to 15 yeor amortization
• No hidden charges
• No bonus '
• No finder's fee ,
• Open from commencement for home pur­
chase, renovations, debt consolidation, 
vacation or any other purpose.
C.A.C. REALTY LIMITED
A Subsidiary ot Canadian Acceptance 
Corporation Limited
270 Bernard Ave. Phono 762-2513
SATURDAY 
BRIAN LEBOE 
6:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
6:55—Farm Report 
7:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
7:30—CKIQ News . 
7:39—Weather Office Report 
7:43—Sports 
8:00—CKIQ News, Weather 
8:15—Road Report 




9:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
9:05 -9:15—Peanut Club 
(Uncle Ebeneezer) 
9:30—Shoppers* Village Show 
10:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
10:05—Happy Day News 
10:30—Community Datebook 
10:35—Adult Education, rpt. , 
11:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
12:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
12; 30—CKIQ News 
12:44—Weather Office Report 
12:47—Sports
JIM YOUNT 
1:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
1:30—T-Radto 
2:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
3:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
4:00—CKfQ Nows and Weather
MONTY HUGHES 
5:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
5:30—CKIQ News 
5:35—HERE IT IS 
(Brian Leboe) 
6:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
6:30—T-Radio 
7:00—CKIQ News aiufWcather 
8:00—CKIQ News and Weather 
9:00-CKIQ News 
10:00—CKIQ News, Sports, 
Weather
10 p.m, - 6 a.m. 
CHRIS LANE 
(Country Music) 
Hourly News; Sports at 
11:05 p.m. and 2:05 a.m,
! A LONG MATCH
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP) — Twenty-four Prince 
George College Catholic high 
schpol students.—16 boys and 
eight girls—claimed a world 
volleyball marathon record re­
cently after keeping the ball 
rolling for 90 hours, 10 hours 
longer than the mark set in 1970 
by a high school in Great Brit 
ain.
He left the 







'Act 3: same as Act 2.
He looked for a get-well 
card in the German langu­
age because hjs friend had 
German measles.
He doesn’t see the need to








• Repairs to All Makes of 
Electric Shavers
ll you see the need to 
tires > drop in and see
buy 
the
- friendly fellows at Big-O. 
We can fill your tire needs 
today.
Til IL ON AVI
PLAN YOUR WINTER
VACATION NOW






PUERTO VALLARTA. $299.00 and up
I , 1 ■. ...































Channel 3 — ABC
(Cable Only)
7:30—Eight Lively Arts
8:00—Let’s Catch A Wish
8:30—Underdog




















Channel 4 — CBS 
(Cabin Only)
7:30—Rev. Rex Humbard
8:30—Kathryn Kuhlman and 
Guests
9:00—Voice of the Church
9:30—Ensign O’Toole
10:00—Good Old Time Gospel 
Hour
11:00—NHL Hockey 
Minnesota at New York 11:30—Sunday Tonight Show
1:30—Adventure Theatre 
2:00—CBS Golf Classic 
3:00—Sports Action Profile 
3:30—Face the Nation 
4:00—“I Am A Fan” 
5:00—Animal World
5:30—Sunday Award Theatre 
“Is This Our Life”
7:3O-CBS Sunday Night Movie 




11:30—It Is Written 
12:00—Merv Griffin
likes audience
T-Bone Walker, Texas blues 
band artist who began a six- 
week Canadian tour with a ben­
efit concert at Ontario’s Collin’s 
Bay penitentiary, says the 400 
prisoners and their guards 
made up "one of the most fan­
tastic audiences I have ever, had 





Tuesday to Saturday inclusive
MimKT
210 BERNARD AVE. 
763-5120 
SEA FOOD AND STEAKS
SUNDAY (JOV-FM EO



































8:00—Streams of Faith 
8:30—Day of Discovery
9:00—Oral Roberts.
9:30—Herald of Truth 
10:00—World Tomorrow 
10:30—Council of Churches 
11:00—Academy Award Theater 
“Razor’s Edge
1:00—Meet the Press 
1:30—Bishop Sheen 
2:00-r-Music Box
2:30—John Wayne Theatre— 
“Angel and the Bad 
Man”
4:30—Championship Wrestling 
5:30—Death Valley Days 
6:00—High School Bowl

















11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m
5:00 p.m. « 10:00 p.m,
9 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.





Solid Stereo Music 
Between News
LONDON (AP) — A thousand 
Yugoslav soldiers ran down the 
hill to fetch a pail of ‘ water. 
With a million or so dollars at 
stake, B r i t i s h Broadcasting 
Corp, came tumbling after.
BBC faced a near-mutiny by 
the extras it Was . using to 
! record Leo Tolstoy’s epic War 
and Peace as a television serial 
of 20 episodes, 
“That’s one time we had 
more war than peace,” says 
producer David Conroy, the
MONDAY TO FRIDAY
6:00—CBC World At 6 a m. 
6:10—Good Morning Music 
7:00—OV Shnul. News
8:00—CBC "World at Eight” 
8:30—Music
9:00—CBC World at Nine
9:59—Dominion Obsvtry T/S: 




4:00—News Simulcast OV 
4:05—Caravan






1:00—OV Simulcast News 
1:05—Night Music


































PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (CP- 
Reuter) — Gene Austin, com­
poser and singer of tunes that 
have been performed, for more 
than four decades, died Monday 
at the age of 71. He had been 
suffering from lung cancer for 
20 months and entered hospital 
last week.
Austin’s songs include When 
My Sugar Walks Down' the 
Street, Lonesome Road, How 
Come You Do Me Like You Do, 
Wedding Bells Are Breaking Up 
That Old Gang of Mine and 
Ridin’Around in the Rain.
Austin never learned to read 
music and composed by ear at a 
piano or electric organ, Be­
tween 1924 and 1930, the public 
bought 86 millibn copies of his 
records.
His theme song, My Blue 
.Heaven, sold 12 million, My 
Blue Heaven was, written by 
Walter Donaldson. Earlier re­
ports erroneously identified 
Austin as its composer.
WEAKER SEX
The female giant water bug, 
after laying her eggs, forces the 
nearest male of the species to 
carry the eggs on his back until 
they hatch—30 day's later.
SPECIAL 
SALAD BOWL SETS 
$1.49





k^lowna daily cour^Lr, fri., Ian. m, 1972 wage ^a
BBC Faced
man who talked BBC into, its 
biggest gamble in serious 
Near-Revolt
drama.
The small rebellion of the Yu­
goslav soldiers—territorials 
hired as extras along with their 
officers—came last August at 
Bela Crkva, Yugoslavia. The 
temperature was 105. .
FOR LOW-FLYERS
B O U R G O I N JALLIEU, 
France (AP) — Denise Ghiselli 
was acquitted of narcotics 
-charges because the strain of 
marijuana that grew in her gar­
den after she planted a birdseed 
mixture was weak stuff indeed, 
fit only for parrots. “I can't 
help it if the marijuana seeds 
grew better than the others,” 
she said.
BOTTLE CENTRE"
RETURN YOUR .. .
' BEER & POP BOTTLES, POP & BEER CANS
FOR "CASH"
JENKINS CARTAGE LTD.




■ - • Edmonton’s World Recognized Concert Pianist 
jS • Canadian JM Award Winner — CBC Network 
ps'.. ... Artist
■ • Concert Successes in London, Russia, New. York
J TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 1,
fg- KELOWNA COMMUNITY THEATRE 7:30 P.M.
S Advance Tickets Now at Music Box — Paramount Music 
■ Wentworth’s
Adults $2.00 — Available at Door Feb. 1 — Students 75c





TWO MOST IN DRY OLIANINO
LANDALE CLEANERS LTD.
559 Bernard Ave. Kelowna, B.C.
These days, no one has trouble finding a Dry Cleaner who 
gives first class service.
Let us be your guide to belter cleaning ...




















MOEM KELOWNA DAILT COtiktEK, EEL. JAN. a, JJB 
DAILY PROGRAMS
Monday to Friday 
Channel 2—CHBC — CBC 











2:00—Paul Bernard (M, F) 
2:00—Galloping Gourmet 
2:30—Let’s Visit 
2:50—Fashions In Sewing 
3:00—Take 30 
3:30—Edge of Night 
4:00—Family Court
Channel 3 —• ABC 
(Gobi* Only) 
7:00— ■
Mon.—Agriculture Today ' 
>ic.—S vied Heart
Wed.—Agriculture Today 
Thu.—Signs ol Life 
Eri.—Agriculture Today 












1:00—All My Children 
1:30—Let’s Make a Deal 
2:00—Newlywed Game 
2:30—Dating Game ’••••■ 
3:00—General Hospital 
3:30—The Flintstones 
4:00—Love, American Style 
4:30—Wild, Wild West 
. 5:30—ABC Evening News 
6:00—High Chaparral 
7:00—What’s My Line
Channel 4 — CBS 
(Cable Only) 
6:55—Farm Reports 
7:00—CBS Morning News 
7:30—Cartoon Time 
8:00—Captain Kangaroo 
9:00—Love Is A Many 
Splendorea Thing 
9:30—My Three Sons 
10:00—Family Affair 
10:30—Love of Life 
11:00—Where The Heart Is 
11:25—CBS Mid-Day News 
11:30—Search for Tomorrow 
12:00—Dialing for Dollars 
12:30—As the World Turns 
1:00—Dialing tor Dollars 
1:30—The Guiding Light 
2:00—The Secret Storm 
2:30—The Edge of Night 
3:00—The Lucy Show 
3:30—Gilligan’s Island 
4:00—Big Money Movie 
5:30—Scene at'*5:30 p.m. 





OF TRUE LOAN VALUE 
1st, 2nd, 3rd MORTGAGES
HOMES APPRAISED ON TODAY’S
HIGH MARKET VALUES.
BORROW *1,500 — $25,000.OR MORE
For any reason, whether, your home is paid for or not. 
Let the equity you have in your home work for you in' 
lowering your monthly payments, home renovations, pew 





$3,JtW ......... 48,51 .
Above examples based on interest oi 1 to per month 
on the uiq.u.d balance amortized over 15 years. Open • 
mortgage prepay anytime. Shorter term loans available. 
We come tp you, loans are made confidentially in the
privacy of your home, ■ 
TELEPHONE DAN KILBURN — 763*6338
BURRARD MORTGAGE
Channel 5 — CHAN TV 
(Cable Channel 9) 
8:00r-University Of The Air 
8:30—Good Morning Show 
9:30—Yoga , 
10:00—Peyton Place 
10:30—All About Faces 




2:30—What’s The Good Word 
3:00—Another World 
3:30—Anything You Can Do 





Channel 6 — NBC 
(Cable Only)





6:30—Government Story . 
7:00—Today Show 






10:00—Sale of the Century 
10:30—Hollywood Squares 
11:00—Jeopardy 
11:30—Who. What or 
Where Game 
11:55—NBC News 
12:00—The Noon Thing 










6:30—NBC Nightly News 
7:00—Dragnet
GETS THEM TALKING
MONTREAL (CP) — Pierre 
Pascau, moderator of CBC Ra­
dio’s national open-line Cross 
Country Checkup, says “if any 
project could be a major factor 
in achieving any kind of Cana­
dian unity,” it would be his 
show. “It’s frequently said that 
Canadian people don’t get along
because they don’t talk to each 
other. Checkup has got them 
talking.” . sion drama series The Whi-
: ~ ' teoaks of Jalna, are filmed at a
STRIKE COSTLY ‘ private estate near Whitby, Ont.
LONDON (Reuter) —A strike The actual house is of similar 
style and dimensions and 1850s 
■ vintage as the “Jalna” de-
by coal miners, which for the 
last Uiree. weeks has paralysed 
Britain’s mining industry, will 
have cost $140 million by the
end of this week, the National based. 
Coal Board said Thursday. It —------—
added that some of the closed 



















Hwy. 97 N. 762-5203
lArflabies Then
But Not Now
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — In an­
other era, they might be -singing 
lullabies. But not' now.
In tune with the '70s, a flock 
of liberated women are restyl­
ing the sound bf music that sells 
records—and challenging the 
long-time male dominance of 
..the field.
Their sound has been called
“soft rock” a switch from the 
hard rock blare of the ’60s.
The queen of the movement, 
Carole King, 29, stunned the in­
dustry with her album Tapes­
try, which has sold five million 
copies. Her compositions, nota­
bly You’ve Got a Friend and 
It’s Too .Late, have been 
recorded ' by virtually every 
major artist.
Big hitmdkers include Canadi­
an-born Joni Mitchell with Both 
Sides Now and Woodstock, 
Laura Nyro with Stony End, 
When I Die, and Wedding Bell
Brigette, Sister 
In Court Fight
PARIS (Reuter) — A court 
case between movie' star Bri­
gette Bardot and her younger 
sister, Mijaridii, over a disputed 
apartment was postponed 
Thursday for three weeks. Court 
sources said the sisters would 
probably settle the matter pri­
vately.
The apartment—on the fash­
ionable . Left Bank—belongs to 
the 38-year-old star who lent it 
to Mijanou and her husband 
some time ago.
Brigette recently decided to 
sell the property and. offered 
Mijanou the use of another 
apartment in an even smarter
area of Paris.
Mijanou said she wanted to 
stay put, so Brigitte went to 
court to seek a civil order to get 
her out.
VINTAGE HOUSE
Exteriors of the Jalna home­
stead, seen in the CBC televi-
scribed in the Mazo de la Roche 
books on which the series is
Blues; Carly Simon with That's 
the Way I’ve Always Heard It 
Should Be and Anticipation; and
Dory Previn with Come Satur­
day Morning and the album 
Mythical Kings and Iguanas.
The list of successful woman 
writer-singers also Includes 
Joan Baez, Janis Ian, Buffy 
Sainte-Marie, a Canadian In­
dian, and more.
LEAD THE WAY
"The female singer-songwri- . 
. ters are leading the way,” says 
one music critic. "They at least 
let us know that the seasons are 
indeed changing.”
Joni Mitchell, ‘28, a native of 
Fort Maclcod, Alta., was edu­
cated in Saskatoon and Calgary, 
and played in the Calgary cof­
fee house, The Depression, and
in church basements and YMCA 
halls in Toronto. She was only 
21 when she met and married 
Chuck Mitchell in Detroit. They 
performed as a duo around 
Michigan then split up, and she 
moved to New York.
Buffy Sainte-Marie, who will 
be 31. Feb. 20, born on the Pia 
Pot Cree reserve north of Re­
gina, was adopted at an early 
age by a Micmac couple who 
took her to live with them in 
Maine. She majored in Oriental 
philosophy at the University of 
Massachusetts. _
Miss King refuses interviews 
—“she doesn't want the super- 
star trip,” says a press agent— 
but has talked of her past bat­
tles to make it in a man’s song­
writing world. "The only way 
for me' to get my songs heard 
was to sing them myself,” she 
' said of her decision to start per­
forming in the late ’60s.
Since then, King hits have in­
cluded It’s Too Late; I Feel the 
Earth Move, Where You Lead, 
and the haunting You’ve Got a 
Friend.
Refrigeration - Air Conditioning
Prompt, Efficient Service 
RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL




SYDNEY, Australia (Reuter) 
— The Royal Winnipeg Balle 
arrived here Friday for a na 
tionwide tour.
Among the 30-strong ballet, ii 
a Sydney girl, Louise Naughton, 
24, who arrived Thursday to 
prepare her parents to meet her 
fiance, William Lark, also with 
the ballet. -







KV shelf hardware goat up 
In minutes. Shelf brackets 










, 6:38—Drop In 
8:00-Mr. Wizard 
B:3O-Get Smart 
8:00—Dick Van Dyke 
4:30—Evening Edition 
7:00—The Smith Family 
7:30—The Irish Rovers 
8:00—Partridge Family 
1:30—Cannon 
9:36—Front Page Challenge 
38:00—Nature of Things 
18:30—Man Alive 
11:00—National News 
11:20—Late Edition News, Sport 
11:36—Nightwatch
■ Channel 3 — ABC 
(CebloOaly)
8:00—Monday Evening Movie 
“The Defector"
8:06—The Show of the Week 
8:00—ABC Monday Night 
Movie 






Channel 4 — CBS 
(Cable Only) 
7:00—Mayberry RED 
7:30—To Tell The Truth 
8:00—Gunsmoke.
8:00—Here’s Lucy
9:30—Dons Day Show 
10:00—Sonny and Cher 
11:00—The Scene Tonight 
11:30—Merv Griffin
Channel 5 — CHAN TV
(Cable Channel 9)
7:00—Doris Day Show - 
7:30—Medical Centre
8:30—James Garner as Nichols 




82:00—The Late Show 
“Harlow”.




9:00—Monday Night Movie 
“Nobody’s Perfect”





TORONTO (CP) — Canadian 
•pera star Teresa Stratas, re­
cently seen in the CBC televi­
sion opera production of Pucci­
ni’s La Rondine, says her tem­
perament is keyed to a large
degree to her role on stage. “If fairly. After all those years, no
it’s tragic, something dies in me ®ne said anything to me. The
show was just dropped.” 
He admitted he plans to still
each time. I can’t suddenly 
after a performance, go into a 
party atmosphere. I go off by 
myself or with someone close to 
me, I feel very empty, like I’ve 
given my last drop of blood. But 
if it's the lighter side, then I’m 
very up. Life Is wonderful. Peo­
ple are all good.’’
THEATRE LOSES MONEY
BARRIE, Ont. (CP) — The 
Gryphon Theatre, a professional 
company established in 1970 In 
this summer resort area north 
<f Toronto, has lost money for 
foe last two years. Brian Rih- 
■ foul, theatre director, says, 
however, that a basic premise 
for doing theatre, in this area 
was the fact that the theatre Is 
going to lose money. Attendance 
at the theatre's summer-time 
performances last year was up 
from the previous year, and 






(left off South Pandony) ■ 
Phone 3-6551
TUESDAY







7:00—The Brady Bunch 
7:30—David. Frost Review . 










jkdO^ABC Movie of the Week
“Hardcase"
10:00—Marcus Welby, M.D.
11:30—Tuesday Late Movie 
“Adventures of Haji 
Baba” '










Channel 5 —CHAN TV 
(Ceble Channel 9) 
7:06—Hawaii 5-0 





11:20—News Hour Final 
12:00—The Late Show
“Captain Newman, MD
Channel 6 — NBC 
(Cable Only) 
7:30—Search for the Nile 
8:30—Pre Olympics 
9:30—Nichols




LAS VEGAS, Nev. CAP) — 
Comedian Red Skelton says' he 
won’t schedule any more per­
sonal appearances after eight 
remaining that were booked in 
advance.
Skelton in an interview Tues­
day night, said: “I’m through 
with television. T won’t go back. 
I think I was treated. very un­
keep busy in the entertainment 
industry. After leaving here this 
weekend, he said he will begin 
work on a motion picture. He 
said he also planned to write 
music.
SNOWMOBILERS COMPARE THESE DEALS!
New 1972 Specials
CHAPARREL SNOWMOBILES
340 c.c. — Was $1100
309 c.c. - Was $1150
440 c.c. — Was $1200
. Kat Kleate ..r.—...........................
Ski-Doo Bogle Wheel Assemblies 






Reg, 80c ...................... ...................
MIDWAY FORD TRACTOR Springfield Rd.Phone 763-6227
"And He
A Fishy Look
TORONTO (CP) — David 
Maley dropped around to the 
Toronto Musicians Union of­
fice awhile back to take out a 
membership card.
All he got at first was a 
fishy look from theofficial.
Mr. McLey had listed on his 
application: Piano and syn­
thesizer."
The official crossed out syn­
thesizer and wrote in organ.
“Synthesizer,” insisted Mr. 
McLey. .
“No such category,” replied
. the official.
After several minutes of 
. discussion, Mr. McLey won 
his point, but the incident 
served to put into perspective 
the attitude of many people to 
these new-fangled devices and 
the electronic music they pro­
duce.
“There’s really a lot of ap­
prehension among musicians 
about synthesizers,” says 
Gene Martynec, another syn­
thesizer enthusiast; “and basi­
cally it’s because the sounds 
that come out of it seem so ' 
funny and scary to them.
“They don’t sound like any- 
' thing else. That’s the key to 
the apprehension.”
But synthesizers are turning 






wish to announce that 
effective Monday, January 
24th they will be per­
manently located at
571 Gaston Ave. 
Kelowna, B.C. 
Phone 762-0883
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. A -------------„ .if A synthesizer is operated by
means of a keyboard hooked 
into a confusing array of elec-
how'crudely they are used—iff
pop music. And Canadian pop 
musicians are not exactly 
. dragging their feet.
In Toronto there is a grow­
ing group of young musicians 
who are acquiring the skills it 
takes to play the instrument.
And there is an .amazing
number of synthesizers—some .. - 
in private hands and some 
owned by such institutions as 
York University, the Royal 
Conservatory of Music and 






Across the Town —- Across the Continent
1120 ELLIS ST.
tronic gear.
The more sophisticated the 
. player, the. greater the variety 
of notes, rhythmic effects and 
other sounds that can be pro­
duced.
David McLey’s living room 
is dominated by an ARP £ 
Model 2500 synthesizer, a F 
massive stack of panels, 
lights, knobs, switches, tapes g 
and wires worth 821,000.
762-2020
If you've decided against electric heat 
because you were told its operating costs 
are too high, then chances are you haven't 
looked into Intertherm's electro-hydronic... 
HOT WATER HEAT WITHOUT PLUMBING
ySInij J. Ntlai) 
Cbairata «f th. Itiri
Theeccu.atlonof 
high- operating 
costs Ie a burden 
electric heat has 
had to hear. But 
with Interlhsrm'a 
hot water electric 
heat, we have man­
aged a Solution to
I can only tell you with the utmost
. this problem. Our 
heating system follows less the 
principle of ordinary electric resis­
tanceheat, than itdoa. the principle 
ol economical hot water heat. ainuerity, tha} before you do any- - 
-With almost a half million Inter- thing else, before you go through 
therm Installationa under our belt it another discomforting winter, look 
issimply amazing to tie tha number Into Intertherm. Plug in modela also 
of people who write ua telling how available for heating Individual 
pleaearitly surprised they were of rooms. Write In for literature. We 
the low operating coste. won’t have a salesman at your door
And not only is Intertherm eco- the next day. Just examine what we 
nomlcal, it’s also the most com- have to say, and make your own 
fortableklndofheatyoucanprovide decision.
for your own family. That’s because But do write to tie today, 
it eliminates cold floors and
cold drafts. And there Is none 
of that "on-again, otf-agaln” 
type of heat. Just smooth, 
even, comfortable heat.' ■
It’s also a healthful heat, now be- RJ//V TERTHERM INC Dept, oo# 
Ing recommended by allergist.all£/p"xav.,«.tokfomn 
over the nation and In Canada, 
patlente susceptible to combustion । send me a FREE Brochure today. । 
gases and “fried dust", caused by i t
the hot heating surfaces of ordinary t : i
heating plants. • I
And finally, it Is so absolutely J xrfrfr... ■ . J
safe, a child can stult the filmiest । I
tissue and gauze into the to.se-। cny ...zip.........।
board, without the oNgMoet dSMper. ------------------—.
A. SIMONEAU 
& SON LTD.









for the Donald Duck nephews 
in the comics
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8:30—Tap It Gently 
9:00—Owen Marshall
11:00—National News
11:20—Late Edition News, Sport- 
11:30—It Takes A Thief
Channel 3
(Cable Only)
7:30—1 Dream of Jeannie
; 8:00—Courtship og Eddie's
Father 
8:30—ABC Comedy Hour 
9:30—Once Upon A Tour










11:30—Th^ Mer v Griffin Show
CHAN TV
(CeMe Channel 9)












Montrear Catholic school board
provided orientation classes for
520 students of 45 different na­
tionalities ranging in age from
six to 18 between July, 1070, ant 
August, 1971. Of these,189 wen
on to regular French-languag
classes, 89 to English schools
and 160 remained in the immi-
grants’ welcoming” program.
The others moved away or
sought employment.
ti i K PHYSICIST
THURSDAY
GELES(AP) — Phy
sicist Willard Libby was booked
Channel 2— CHBC—CBC
4:30—Drop-In














7:30—Let’s Make A Deal







7:30—Mary Tyler Moore 
8:00—Me and The Chimp
8:30—My Three Sons
9:00—CBS Thursday Night 









9:30—Here Come the Seventies
10:00—The Bold Ones
11:20—News Final
"Walk Like A Dragon”









REGINA (CP) — B. C. Tre-
mame, president of a city car­
tage firm, has purchased two
old circus wagons. The wagons,
built in the 1920s, will be remo­
delled at a cost of $4,000 and put 
on display at the city’s summer 
exhibition. Tremaine is a carni
val-circus buff who spends his
leisure time visiting circuses
and carnvals, touring circus 
museums and . collecting circus 
and carnival memorabilia.
Big Seller In Santiago
for investigation of drunk driv­
ing following an automobile ac­
SANTIAGO (AP)
book, How to Read Donald
Duck, which attacks Donald 
and other Walt Disney char 
acters as "class enemies’*
They conclude that this "ab­
errant world created in
Chile’s leftist government and order to shield readers from
its supporters, has become a >.
big seller here. dren'
the normal sexuality of chi I
Since its release last week
the 161-page book, which among 
other things claims a “sado-
masochiatic” relationship ex
ists between Donald and his
‘We’re all out a clerk said
Tuesday in the biggest book
store in Santiago. Other stores
also reported that their stocks 
were exhausted.
The book was written by two
leftists, Ariel Dorfman, a liter 
ary critic who works in the 
juvenile publications division of 
Quimantu, the government pub­
lishing house and Armand Mat 
telart, who heads Quimantu’s 
"mass communications divi­
COMPETE WITH WALT
The publishing, house 
cently published several works
aimed at Chilean youth to com­
pete with Disney comic books, 
widely distributed here in
Spanish, and other non-govern- 
ment publications.
Dorman and . Mattelart says. 
the Disney comics are a threat
to “the Chilean reality” as the 
Allende government works to 
transform Chile into a socialist
state because they advocate 
such "bourgeois” institutions as
free enterprise.
Scrooge McDuck comes in for 
heavy criticism. Most of one 
chapter is devoted to concrete
examples of how Donald’s skin­
flint uncle takes advantage of 
people to earn his riches.
The authors hint that there
are more than casual rea­
sons for the lack of parents
SERIES SOLD
Twelve episodes of the CBC
television series. Canadian 
Short Stories, televised in Can
ada last year and renewed this
season under the title To See 
Ourselves, have been sold to tel 
evision stations in England 
Scotland and Wales
MUSIC AND TALK
Country music and conversa­
tion are the basic ingredients of 
the new Gordie Tapp Show, 
which has its premiere on CBC 
television Feb. 2. Canadian-born
Tapp was last a regular on the 
U.S.-made TV series Hee Haw.'
MICKEYMOHAWKS
SUPER SAVINGS









YOU SAVE EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK AT
MOHAWK KELOWNA SERVICE
1505 Harvey Avc Phone 762-2822
cident that injured three per­
sons including his wife, police 
say. The 63-year-old Libby, who
won the I960 Nobel Prise la
physics, was released on $1,259
bond after the incident Saturday 
night. His wife, Leona, 50, was 
booked for investigation of 





■^Tinted lenses, safety lenses and 
fancier frames higher. Plastic





Tinted lenses, safety lenses 
and fancy frames at slightly 
higher prices ... and special 









1471 Pandosy St., Kelowna CHARGEX 
762-5035 Stores in Kamloops and Vancouver
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H: 20—Late Edition News, Sport 
31:30—“Fistful of Dollars”




8:30—The Partridge Family 
9:60—Room 222
' 9:30—The Odd Couple 








8:00—O'Hara, U.S. Treasury 
9:00—CBS Friday Night Movie 
“The Glass House” 
10:30—Don Rickles Show 
31:00—Scene Tonight 
31:30—Big Four Movie 
TBA
Channel 5 — CHAN TV 
(Cable Channel 9)
7:00—Story Theatre
7:30—The Don Rickles Show







“War of the Worlds”










HOLLYWOOD (AP) — The 
GP motion picture rating has 
been changed to PG so that it 
will more clearly stand for 
“parential guidance.’’
mistaken for “general publie.”
Jack Valenti, president of the 
, Motion Picture Association of 
America, said Tuesday the 
, KPAA executive committee 
'voted to change the rating on 
the urging of the National Asso­
ciation of Tlieatre Owners.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — 
Singer Jack Jones is to give his 
former wife $1,000 a month, 
household furniture, a chess set 
and a painting of a dog under a 
divorce settlement reached in 
Superior Court.
Gretchen Jones, 22, for her 
part of the property settlement 
approved Tuesday, pledged to 
vacate the 33-year-old singer’s 
house.
The couple married Sept, 5, 
3970, separated eight months 
later and were divorced Dec. 16, 
Mrs. Jones is a former airline 
stewardess.
The GP rating was widely who worked in French hospitals 




(Highway 97 North, 
Winfield, Telephone 766-2170) 
RETAIL— Quality fresh and 
cured meats.
FREEZER BEEF — Custom 
meat processing.






6:00—News, Weather, Sports S F 1 Sh
6:12—Bryan Laver Show T.OO-News
7:00—News, Sparta
7:10—Bryan Laver Show
7:30—News, sports, weather 
8:00—News, Sports, Weather 





10:05—Bryan Laver Big Country 
Show
11:00—News





1:05—Sounds of Saturday 
2:00—OV News 
2:05—Sound of Saturday 
3:00—OVxJlews
3:05—Billboard Open Line 
3:30—Sound of Saturday 
4:00—OV News 
4:05—Sound of Saturday 
5:00—OV News 
5:05—Sound of Saturday 
6:00—CBC News 
6:03—Midnite—Generation ’71 
(News and Sports on the 
Hour)
SUNDAY





8:00—OV News, Sports 





10:00—OV News, Sports 
10:15—Sound of Sunday 





1:30—Sounds of Sunday ,.
2:00—CBC News 
4:00—CBC News 
4:05—NHL Hockey (Times 
vary upon where played)
6.32—Sounds of Sunday 
7:03—Sounds of Sunday 
8:00—Voice of Hope 
8:30—Lutheran Hour
- 9:00—Canada National Back 
to Bible Hour 
9:30—Family Bible Hour 
10:00—National News, Sports 






MONTREAL (CP) — Mrs. J. 
Cecil McDougall of Montreal,
First World War and went on to 
found provincial and interna­
tional associations to stimulate 
and co-ordinate hospital volun-. 
leer programs, has received the 
Order of Canada service medal 
and a special citation from 
CARE of Canada for “service of 





ROADS AND STREETS, COMMERCIAL AREAS, 
INDUSTRIAL SITES ...
FOR ESTIMATES CALL
762 - 4916 or 763 - 5221
Subdivisions, Sewer and 
Water Installations and Irrigation Systems
Modem Equipment and 
Experienced Personnel
MIDVALLEY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
907 Ethel St KELOWNA 762-4916—763-5221
DAILY PROGRAMS 
MONDAY TO FRIDAY









8:15—Road and Weather 





10:10—Peter Bell Show 








(Mon., Wed., Fri.) 
12:55—Toronto Stock Report 
1:00—OV News 
1:05—Peter Bell Show 
2:00—News 













6:15—Meet Your Aiderman 
(Wednesday only)




10:00—News and Weather 
10:30—OV Sports
10:33—CBC Programs (Fri. 
Generation ’7). to Mid­
nite)
Canuck Game of the Week 
Chicago at Vancouver -
Friday, Feb. 4, 8:00 p.m.
KILLS 3 GUERRILLAS
TEL AVIV CAP) — An Israeli 
patrol killed three Arab guerril­
las in a clash in the occupied 




Spring is just around the corner. 




Take advantage of our 35 years experience.
POLICY SWITCH FARMERS’ AGE
DETROIT (AP) — Detroit More than half the estimated 
Renaissance, a local civic ac- . 50,000 farmers in Alberta are 
between 40 and 60 years old.tion group which includes top 
officials of all four automobile 
companies, unanimously en­
dorsed Monday the principle of 
increasing state gasoline taxes 
to provide mass transportation 
funds. In a departure from tra­
ditional auto industry opposition 
to diverting gas tax revenues to 
mass transit, support for'the 
resolution came from Ford, 
General Motors, American Mo­
tors and Chrysler Corp;
Ph. 763-7684; Home 762-8513
RENTALS
USE CAN
Pour sand on icy walks and 
doorsteps from a garden water­
ing can. With the sprinkler head 
removed, the spout helps to 




Service and Repairs 
Jerry Schleppe 
848 Crowley Ave., 
Kelowna, B.C.
-Britain or Europe- 
... it’s Cooks for the best in
COACH TOURS’72
See the best of everything out of the broad clear windows of your modern 
private motor coach. Have the great sights explained on the spot by your 
knowledgeable Cooks Tour Manager who takes care of all details for you. 
Fares include reserved coach Beat, hotel accommodations, many meats. 
All touts escorted, Faroe from London.
THE BEST OF BRITAIN THE BEST OF EUROPE
4, 7, 9, 11 and 13-day escorted 7 Io 32 days, escort ’ y
tours... from $120 •rw,M’ . from $145
Always Carry Cooks Travel Cheques
DETAILS IH FREE FULL-COLOR 32-PAGE BOOKt
■— — — — — — — — — MM MH. HM HM Hn __ _ m M MM MM MH HMM. 
Cooks Travel Service
Plsaw sand mo your "Cooks Coach Touts"
— -------- - —' Prnulnr.
.The 131st Anniversary of the Reliables
AcWrow.
City___
1 WORLD TRAVEL SERVICE—1
416 Seymouir Street 




















All taxpayers will receive at least two booklets—
BUY ISRAELI PLANESin.
Revonu
TAGE 8A KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, FRY., JAN. 28, 1OT2
His Plots A Little Bit Wild
And They're Certainly 'Far Out*
NEW YORK (AP) — Casual, 
with open-necked shirt and sus 
pender-hoisted trousers, writer
Kurt Vonnegut had been peck­
ing out a story on the type­
writer in his Manhattan apart
ment as two cats played in the 
backyard garden
"It’s going to be a feature 
film for educational television
Vonnegut explained, pointing at 
Rie pages in and around the 
typewriter. "It’ll run an hour 
and a half and deal with a
space shot.
‘The astronaut will be * poet
named Stony Stevenson. We de­
cided to fire a poet into space
because he probably would have 
a bigger vocabulary than a reg 
ular astronaut and could de­
scribe things better. It’s not a 
regular1 shot either because 
Stony gets fired through a time
warp.
Which pretty well describes 
much of Vonnegut’s six novels
short stories and plays—they 
usually start out normally but
quickly move into the wildly-im
aginative improbable.
His tightly-wrought novel 
Slaughterhouse Five, for exam­
ple, deals, at the same time 
with-the blunt reality of the fire
termined effort to explain his 
books or . their rather recent
market. I don’t know why the
bombing of Dresden in the Sec
ond World War and the wild ad­
popularity, especially among 
the youth set, after being re­
garded for a number of years 
as strictly a science-fiction
ventures in time and space of a 
"hero” named Billy Pilgrim.
HEADED FOR SCREEN
The novel—by a man who In 
the past ‘“Hollywood never had
anything to do with”—will be
the secopd -of Vonnegut’s writ 
ings adapted for the screen. The
first, Happy Birthday, . Wanda
June, was adapted for the mov
ies by Vonnegut from his Broad 
way play of the same name.
The 49-year-old Vonnegut, a 
cigarette often between his mus
tache-topped lips,-makes no de­
writer.
I don’t consider myself a scl 
ence-fiction writer,” he says 
quietly. "That’s just a literary 
ghetto , area writers want to be novel.
kids read me, it’s not for me to : 
say. I never set out to please 
them. It’s simply that theread- 
ers found me. The publishers 
react to sales figures and my
sales figures are high.” 
In addition to the television
show, Vonnegut currently it 
working on a movie script and ■
"Some writers enjoy being set 
apart by beingcalled. science­
fiction writers. That’s OK.
But me, I’m just a novelist.
DIDN’T SEEK YOUTH
The books of mine that are
popular now I sold to the paper­
back houses for $3,000 when no
TEL AVIV (AP) Four
countries have ordered 36 Is­
raeli-built Arava turbo-prop. air­
craft, valued at $18 million, it
was reported Monday. The Is­
raeli aircraft industries declined
to name the buyers, but one 
___ _ _ country ordered 18 of the twin- 
one took me seriously______________engined short take-off and land*
. “I didn’t go after the youth ing passenger planes
Mailing 22.2 million 
booklets
is a big Job.
Tax reform legislation has bceft passed by
Pariiament and is now law
What does tax reform mean to you? How will 
it affect you?
To answer these questions, the Department is
Highlights for Individuals” and Valuation Day 
These should provide answers to most of your
conducting a massive national mailing program 
Booklets are now being printed and mailed to all tax
payers as quickly as they come off the press.
The-complete mailing will be finished in about
questions.
Some taxpayers will, receive additional informal 
iion, according to their specific needs.
Read your booklets. Afterwards, if you haw 
questions, ask us. We’ll be glad to help
You will find that your booklets will make it 
easier to file your income tax return in 1973. becaufiO 
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The Kelowna and District Minor Hockey 
Association wishes to thank the 
community-minded businesses 
listed on this page.
c
I
January 23 — 30 Is ...
Minor Hockey Week CITY OF KELOWNAParks and Recreation Commission
£
Support The Kelowna and District
Whillis-Harding Insurance
AGENCIES LTD.
288 Bernard Ave. 762-2217
Capital Welding & Auto Wrecking
HOCKEY JAMBOREE 824 Crowley Ave. 762-4622I Treadgold Sporting Goods Ltd.1615 Pandosy St. 762-2134
Saturday, January 29.
Turvey's Furniture Ltd.
1618 Pandosy St. 762-0836
—....... ■" 'T । _
Glenwood 66 Service
715 Harvey Ave. 763-3267
Schedule of Games Kelowna Prescription Optical
Time Teams Division Time Teams Division
243 Lawrence Ave. 762-2987
5:00- 5:45 Juveniles vs. Juveniles
















Canadians vs. Maple Leafs 
Clean
Flyers vs. Rangers . . .
Hawks vs. Flyers . . . 
Clean
K of C vs. Hawks . . .
Bruins vs. Knights . . . 
Clean
Eagles vs. Legion . . . 



























Lions vs. Kinsmen ... . . 
Canucks vs. Warriors. . . . 
Clean
Pups A - Regular Schedule 
Pups B - Regular Schedule 
Clean
Pups B - Regular Schedule 
Pups B - Regular Schedule 
Clean
Wings vs. Bombers . . . 
Firemen vs. Mounties . .
8:30- 8:45 Clean
8:45- 9:30 Bantam Rep vs. Midget Rep





Kelowna & District Credit Union
1475 Ellis St. 762-4315
Gordon Hansen Insurance
AGENCIES LTD. 
Agents for Wawanesa 
455 Lawrence Ave. 762*2346
Rutland Sports Centre Ltd.
290B Hwy. *J3, Rutland Phone 765-6956
Westmill Carpets Ltd.
Hwy. 97 N., Rutland 765-5192
Western White Star
2076 Enterprise Way 763-2515
General Teamsters' Union I
LOCAL 181 I
1619 Ellis St. Phone 762-2820 |
Black Knight Television Co. Ltd. I
249 Bernard Ave. 762-4433
intaMto
. U U OVlR sy
game start*
FREE ADMISSION
■ ; ■ /■ ' ' .




DON'T SEND YOUR BOY, BRING 
HIM TO THE ARENA ...THEN 
STAY TO WATCH HIM PLAY.
Millar and Brown Ltd.
TRUCK LINES 
760 Crowley 'Ave. : 1 ■ , 762-2500
Roth Daily Products
1136 Richter St. 762-2150
Olympia Pizza and Spaghetti House
571 Bernard Ave. 762-5536
(Visit our Location in Vernon)
Athena Pizza, 2916 30th Ave., Vernon, B.C. 542*9468
Olafson's Linens
529 Bernard Ave Phone 762-4235
Stanburn Texaco Service
470 Harvey Ave, Phone 762-2124
Dewhurst Plumbing Ltd.





Coffee Cup Mobile Ltd.
! Phone 765-7286
I Lotus Gardens
279 Bernard Ave. 1’hon® 762-3575
/ Your Host - - BUI; 1(IW > ,
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INCOME TAX AND 
BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION
Stc. 2 - 268 Bernard Ave. 
. Ph. 763-1781 or 763-7882
M, W, F tf
APPRAISALS
Bus. 763-4343 1561 Pandosy St.
Res. 763-7776 Kelowna, B.C.
P. F. STEEVES, A.A.C.I.
Accredited Appraiser 
Canadian Institute 
Real Estate Appraiser 
and Consultant 
Certified Municipal Assessor 
Assessment & Property 
Tax Consultant
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, CAR- 
pet living room and bedrooms, bath and 
half, refrigerator and stove, carport, 
storage Shed. Give us:a call. 766-4408 
or 765-5527' — and you could be our 
first tenants. ■ tf 
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY 
view at MacKenzie Manor fiveplex. 
MacKenzie Road. Rutland. Two baths. 
2V5 bedrooms, spacious living, some 
children welcome, water and garbage 
collection free. *143 per month. No pets. 
Telephone 763-3013 or 763-547Z tf
LARGE, NEW. THREE BEDROOM 
duplex; broadloom throughout, balcony, 
large basement.. Close to beaches. Ideal 
ior family with several children. *170 
per month. Telephone 76345*5 day* or 
763-7163 evenings. tf









R. George Trimble, 
Y R.I. (B.C.) F.R.I.
c/o
tf
Apple Valley Realty Ltd
205 - 1139 SUTHERLAND AVE. 
Across from The Bay 
763-2610
F. tf
1451 Pandosy St., Kelowna, B.C. 
Business 3-4144 Res. 2-0687 
T, F tf
VACUUM CLEANERS
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX FOR 
rent in central Rutland. Includes re­
frigerator, stove, double fireplace, and 
built ini, vacuum. Rent inclades water 
and garbage. Available February 1st.
763-6892. «
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
sixplex In Rutland on Briarwood Road. 
Close to school and shopping centre. 
Children welcome. No pets. Telephone 
764-4001.' tf
THREE BEDROOM, THREE YEAR OLD 
home on Patrick Road. Features full 
basement, attached carport and land- 
scaping. $150 per month. 762-3713, 9 a.m.- 
5 p.m. —tf 
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, THREE 
bedroom duplex. Elm St., Kelowna. 
$155. Larry Road. Rutland. $145. Wall 
lo wall carpet, stove. Telephone 763-
‘ VILLA APTS.”
1966 PANDOSY ST.
For rent/one bedroom suite, 
including range, refrigerator, 
w/w carpeting, drapes, air­
conditioner, cable TV, laundry 
facilities, elevator, parking. All 
utilities, except telephone, paid 
by landlord. Adult building.
Phone Manager 762-7765 
' m, w, f. tf
ROYAL APARTMENTS 
on Rowcliffe Avenue now rent­
ing. Featuring one, two and 
three ,bedroom suites in quiet 
neighborhood away from traffic’ 
No Children, No Pets 
762-8068
16. APTS. FOR RENT
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION-TWO BED- 
room triplex with part basement at 415B 
Hardie Road, Rutland. *110 fer month. 
Telepbon# 76W90, 154
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT IN GLEN- 
more area, Available February 1$. 1972.
*100 per mMth. Call Okanagan Realty 
Ltd- 3-5344. 151
SLEEPING' ROOM IN PRIVATE HOME, 
centrally lociled. Breakfasts and laundry 
may be srrnged. Call after 5:30 p.m.. 
763-7387. , , . ' 1*1
BASEMENT SUITE FOR RENT TO. 
working penon or couple. Non smoker*.
Close to Capri and Orchard Park. Tele-
phone evenings, 763-5213. 150
3737 or 763-3990. tf
WESTBANK - SMALL THREE ROOM 
cottage. Oil heat, refrigerator, electric 
•tove. Two person limit. *75 per month, 
plus deposit.. Telephone 768-5183 after-
noons only. 150
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
CONSTRUCTION





763-6648 days, 763-6688 eves.
M. W. F tf
KIRBY VACUUM CO.
OF KELOWNA 
350 Dell Road, Rutland 
Sales — 765-9248 
Service — 763-3270
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, 
fireplace, refrigerator, stove, washer, 
wall to .wall carpet, drapes, paved drive­
way. carport, patio with roof. Telephone
763-4150. 154
LARGE THREE BEDROOM HOME ON 
large lot in Glenmore. Carport, stove, 
refrigerator, drapes included. Electric 
heat. *150 per month. One or two school





SALES & SERVICE 




502 Groves Ave, 
SPECIAL: Compact, near .new 
This week, $85. »
763-3270
FURNISHED CABIN FOR RENT. $60 
per month including utilities. Older 
people preferred. No dogs please. Apply 
at 1330 Highway 33, corner of Nickel
Road. . 153
tf




NEWiyi TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX 
with refrigerator and stove. Carpet and 
lino floors. Carpdrt. Possession immed­
iately. $135 per month. Telephone 764- 
4742.  152
LARGE THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX 
with full basement and carport, drapes. 
Some children accepted, no pets. Im­
mediate occupancy. Telephone 765-5395, 
Th, F, S, tf
tf
CLOSE IN, QUIET TWO BEDROOM 
suite available February' 1. Range, re­
frigerator, drapes, wall-to-wall carpets, 
cable television, air conditioning, laun­
dry facilities, elevator, covered parking. 
Landlord pays all utilities except tele­
phone. Adult building. Contact manager, 
Bermuda House, 1779 Pandosy Street, 
telephone 762-3911. tf
THE CHATEAU-NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
occupancy. Adult building, complete with 
shag rugs, draperies, air conditioning, 
ranges and refrigerators, free laundry 
facilities, and sauna baths. Close to 
downtown and park. Telephone Man­
ager. 762-3422, or Argus Industries Ltd.,
CABINS, FUkNISHED, *80.00. SUITES, 
one bedroom, *95.00, two bedrooms, 
*120.00, All utilities Included. Sain's 
Resort. Winfield, telephon* 766-2504. 149
SUTHERLAND MANOR. SPACIOUS 
one bedroom suite*. Adults only. Apply 
at 560 Sutherland Avenue. tf
ATTENTION! CHILDREN WELCOME 
in a modern two bedroom fourplex. For 
viewing, call 768-5185.  tf
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED MOTEL 
unit, utilltiei paid. Telephone 765-5969. 
_>________ ' ' ________ tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES, 
some cable vision. O'Callagban'* Re-
VINEYARD
2VJ acres of this 10 acre block planted 
to Seibel grapes, balance could be planted, 
good soil, irrigation and domestic water, 
small house on property, has'a nice lake 
. view. MLS. Art MacKenzie 2-6656.
2 BDRMS. UP — ONE DOWN 
1140 sq. ft. of main floor, divided into 5 
Ihrge spacious rooms. Condition is excel­
lent and close in to Rutland. Good view 
from sundeck off dining room. It’s clear 
title, we’ll help remortgaging.
RAW LAND
13.69 acres of raw land with small house. 
Located in S.E. Kelowna off June Springs 
Rd. Ideal for someone who wants seclu- 
sion and privacy. MLS.
VIEW PROPERTY
Orchard with potential subdivision, over­
looking Okanagan Lake, with beach ac­
cess close by. Domestic water, power, 
paved rds. $20,000.00 down. Call Art Day 
3-4144. MU
THIS IS DIFFERENT
117’ of good lakeshore, Mission area, .989 
acres presently used as a Tent and Trailer
camp, would make an excellent site 
an executive type home. MLS.
RENTAL & INCOME
Excellent 1900 sq. ft. duplex. Monthly 




each side with both sides with . partially 
finished basements with Rec. rooms. 
Priced right and priced to sell. Excl.
APPLE VALLEY REALTY ™
1451 Pandosy St. **♦ SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY *** Office Ph. 3-4144
sort. 3326 Witt Road. tf
763-2761 tf
WESTVIEW APARTMENTS—ATTRAC- 
tive new one bedroom suites, shag car­
peting throughout, appliances, large pri­
vate patios, ten minutes from Kelowna. 
$110 per month. Two bedroom suite 
with panoramic view of lake also avail-
TRAILERS FOR RENT, ADULTS, NO 
pets, Shops Capri area. Telephon# 763- 
5396. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES. 
No children.no pets. Telephone 762-4225. 
' tf
CAPRI yiLLA - ONE BEDROOM 
suit# for rent. No children, no pets. 
Telephone 763-6114. tf
WINDMILL MOTEL - OFF-SEASON 
rates. Children welcome. Telephone 763-
2523. tf
able. Telephone 768-5875. tf
SEE OUR KNOX MANOR ONE BED- 
room apartments. Lovely, spacious and 
warm — drapes, TV cable, broadloom, 
colored atove and refrigerator. Elevator 
and free washing facilities. Friendly 
atmosphere. 1855 Pandosy Street. Tele-
phone 762-7918. tf
WINDSOR MANOR - ONE BEDROOM 
suites now available for occupancy. 
Sound proof adult building. Shag car­
peting, drapes, - air conditioning, recrea­
tion room, free laundry facilities, range, 
refrigerator. Close to downtown. Tele-
TWO BEDBOOM FOURPLEX UNIT IN 
Rutland. Sundeck, large yard. Near 
schools. $121; Telephone 765-6255. tf
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE AND 
two bedroom suites, no children or 
pets. Telephone 764-4246. tf
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex. Children welcome. Telephone 768- 
5185. ' 154
NEW SELF CONTAINED BACHELOR 
suite, available February 15th. Tele­
phon# after 6:00 p.m., 765-6308. 150
TWO BEDBOOM FURNISHED MOBIL';
home. Telephone 763-4026. 151 ;
phone Manager, 762-2348. tf
FURNISHED, WELL HEATED, ONE 
bedroom units for rent by month or 
week. Carpeted, completely furnished 
kitchen, cable vision, telephone. No 
children, no pets. Canamara Beach 
Motel. 3756 Lakeshore Road. Telephone
FOR RENT — THREE BEDROOM 
central ci(y home, on February 1st. 
Small landscaped lot. $175. References 
required: Telephone 763-3143.






A JOYFUL OCCASIONI THE NEWS 
of your child’s birth is welcomed by 
everyone. Friends and neighbors want 
to hear the news, the baby's name, 
weight, data of birth and other interest­
ing facts. A courteous ad-writer at The 
Kelowna Daily Courier wiB assist you 
tn writing a Birth Notice and the rate 
is as low- as *2.50. Telephone 763-3228. ■
Z DEATHS
BABIJ — Mrs. Lorraine Babij of West- 
bank, B.C., passed away at Kelowna on 
January 26, 1972. at the age of 41 years. 
She is survived by her loving husband, 
lx>uis of Westbank, her parents, Mr. and 
Mrs; W. A. Jiggins of Vancouver, two 
sisters, Mrs. Vivian Wick of Vancouver, 
(Patricia) Mrs. B. Sohejda of Langley, 
B.C.. an aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. 
S. H. Jiggins in Manitoba, also an 
aunt, Mrs. Sadie Williamson of Van­
couver, 3 nieces and one nephew. Fune­
ral services for the late Lorraine Babij 
will be held from The Garden Chapel, 
1134 Bernard Avenue on Monday, Jan­
uary 31, 1972 at 10:00 a.m. with The 
Rev. Paul Robinson officiating. Inter­
ment will follow at the Kelowna Ceme­
tery. THE GARDEN CHAPEL FUNE­
RAL DIRECTORS are entrusted with the 
funeral arrangements. (Phone 762-3040).
12. PERSONALS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O. Box 587, Kelowna. B.C. Telephone 
763-5057 or 762-0893, in Winfield 766-2107. 
Is there a drinking problem in your 
home? Contact Ai-Anon at 762-6202 or
765-6768. tf
NEW DUPLEX, THREE BEDROOMS 
and laundry room, main floor. Full 
basement and carport. Available im­
mediately. $165. Telephone 765-7036. tf
WESTBANK. SPACIOUS TWO BED- 
room duplex, wall to wall carpeting, car­
port. Laundry room. Children welcome.
FEBRUARY 1ST. QUIET ONE BED- 
room apartment on second floor. $130 
per month including all utilities. Close 
to Shops Capri. No children or pets. 
Retired couple preferred. Apply Mrs. 
Dunlop, Suite 1, 1281 Lawrence Avenue
or telephone ,762-5134. tf
FLOWERS
Convey your thoughtful 
message in time of sorrow.
KAREN’S FLOWER BASKET
451 Leon Ave.
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE, 
medically approved method. Highly- 
qualified operator with many years ex­
perience; For further information, tele- 
phone Helen Gray, 763-6512. tf
JOIN THE RENO BdAA SUN FUN 
Tour. Buses leave Penticton February 
12., Complete package, $80. Call 492-7016. 
BCAA Travel Agency. / 339 Martin 
Street. Penticton, B.C. 162
CERAMIC CLASSES, MORNINGS, 
afternoons or evenings. Small classes.
■Telephone 763-2083. F, S, tf
TO COURIER SUBSCRIBERS: WOULD 
th# Courier tubscribers please make 
cure they have a collection card with 
the carrier's name and address and 
telephone number-on IL If your carrier 
has not left on* with you. would you 
please contact The Kelowna Daily 
Courier, telephone 7*2-4445. M. W, F. tf
13. LOST AND FOUND
FOUND - ORANGE MALE KITTEN
Telephone 765-5002.





TWO BEDROOM DELUXE FOURPLEX 
unit, shag carpet, feature walls, patio. 
No pets. *145 per month Telephone 765- 
9080, , tf
RUTLAND FOURPLEX, AVAILABLE 
Feb. 1. Two. bedrooms and den. *125 
monthly. No pets. One child accepted. 
Telephone 765-6925. tf
LARGE ATTRACTIVE UNFURNISHED 
two bedroom duplex, 1826 Chandler near 
Shops Capri. Available now. Telephone 
764-7526. . ' tf
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM MOBILE 
home. Green Bay Resort. Vacant Feb­
ruary 1st. *100 per month. Telephone 
768-5081. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FULLY 
furnished with kitchenettes. Available 
weekly and monthly rates. Close to 
shopping centre. Vocational School, bus. 
etc. Cinnamon’s Lakeshore Resort. 2924 
Abbott Street. Telephone 762-4834. tf
UNFURNISHED FOUR ROOM SUITE, 
refrigerator and stove. Ryalowna Apart­
ments, opposite Library. Suitable for 
elderly couple — no children or pets. 
$90 per month, Available February 1st. 
Telephone 762-0309. tf
LOVELY LARGE. ONE BEDROOM 
suite, fireplace, wall to wall carpet, 
drapes, stove, refrigerator, swimming 
pool, private entrance, and patio. All 
utilities included. Available immediately.
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
FURNISHED ROOM: WALL TO WALL 
carpet, TV, separate entrance, bathroom 
and kitchen facilities. Close to down­
town. Suitable for student or working 
girl. *50 per month. Telephone 762-4449. 
________ _____________________ 150 
GENTLEMAN, FURNISHED KIT- 
Chen, bedroom, bathroom; linens and 
utilities supplied, separate entrance. $60 
per month. Telephone 765-7200._____ 153
FOR RENT: SLEEPING ROOM. 
Centrally located, private entrance. 
$50 per month. Telephone 762-2428. tf
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM, 
close to downtown Kelowna. Suitable 
for lady only. Telephone 765-5276. 153
18. ROOM AND BOARD
NICE, WELL FURNISHED ROOM AND 






FOURPLEX SUITE Ibf RUTLAND, 
two bedrooms, full basement. Close to 
school. Available February 1st. Tele-
phone 763-3841. tf
FOR LEASE OR RENT, NEW TRIPLEX 
units. Two bedrooms, full basement, 
close to Rutland centre.. Immediate oc­
cupancy. Telephone. 765-5446. tf
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, FULL BASE- 
rnent, Kennedy Road, Rutland. No pets. 
$120 per month. Available February 8.
Telephone 762-7015. tf
REPOSSESSION — Priced to sell. Try $1,100 down to a full 
price of $19,750 on this 3 bedroom, full basement family home. 
Call Joe Limberger at 762-3713 days or 763-2338 evenings. 
Exclusive.
B.C. HEART FOUNDATION - DEEP 
satisfaction comes from remembering 
departed family, friends and associates 
’ with a memorial gift' to the Henri
Foundation. Kelowna Unit, P.O. Box 
IS* • tf
^ENGAGEMENTS
RUFF-ARNDT - Mr. and Mrs. Reinhard 
Rutf of Rutland announce the engagement 
of their daughter, Eileen Theresa to 
Arnold Edward Arndt, son of Mr. and 
I Mrs. Samuel Arndt of Kelowna. Wedding 
. will take place on April 22. 119
"sTTlOAEMdRlAM
IN MEMORIAM VERSE:
A collection of suitable verses fop us* 
: In In Memorlams la on hand at The
Kelowna Daily Courier Office. In Mem- 
' oriams ar# accepted until 1:30 p.m. dsy 
. preceding publication, tf . you wish 
I com# to our . Classified Counter and 
make a selection or telephone for a 
trained Ad-writer to assist you In the 
choice of an' appropriate vers# and 
in writing th# In Memorl*m., Tele-
Del's
BRAND NEW, TWO BEDROOM Du­
plex in Rutland, available February 15. 
Carport, full basement, close to school 
and shopping. Telephone 765-7691. 156
$125 MONTHLY,'NEW TWO BEDROOM 
duplex.'Full basement. Balcony. View. 
Location—near Rutland. Children wel-
come. Telephone 765-7340., 153
phone 763-3228. M. W, F. tf
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME 
tery n«w address' 1790 Hollywood Rd 
tend) tlutland. Telephone 765-6194, tf
6. CyRD~dFfiUNks““
WlTwiSH TO EXPRESS OUR SINCERE 
appreciation io Mrs, Tarnowski and 
ataff at Rest Haven, to Dr, G. Deagle. 
nurses and staff In the Kelowna General 
Hospital and at Stlllwaters. who did 
everything possible for our father, the 
. late Mr, E, M, Hunt, during his Illness, 
and Io Rev. David Stewart anil our 
I (rlemls who were with u* when w« 
< heeded them, 
i —Hilda Clements and Marian Barwick
and family 149
8C0^INGJVIENTS
"TIIK SKFARATK BWlNGEHs ”WIU. 
hold * "ll#rd Time* Dance" on 8*(ur- 
d*y, January 2$ al 9:00 p.m. In th* 
Women’* Inatilule Hall, 740 Lawrence 
Avenue, I'leaie tfreaa accordingly, 150 
wurnFfL^^^^
lX»le hy St. Andrew'* Guild will b« held 
Tuevdny. February 15th, In the I'arlnh 
11*11, Okanagan Mlaalon, at 2J0 p.m, 
149, 155, l«0 
nii<i i:\i:ii\ , s\iiuti>\5 m 
Juxph’n Hull. SuiliviIuikI Amiiiiv. S.ioiv 
aored by Kmghta o( Columbu*. I , tf
ritOPANE BOTTLE FILLING DEU- 
very Bervlc# (Mobil# Unit) Oltlc# lorat- 
#<l in th# heart of th# growing trailer 
Induatry. Iklivery area — Oyama to 
Peachland al prcaenl Uma. Partial 
work week with good rcturna. Ideal 
aecond builncu* -■ advlta working 
management. Unlimited potential. Fin­
ancial atatementa available t« proven 
lnt*re*ted parttei. *M.000.00 will hendl*. 
For further lnlorm»tlon. pl«a>» telephony 
WM17* alter * p.m, or write to Box 
3111, Rutland. D C. tf
"TOK SNOW KASTLiS’'? MVKLY’, 
light rock, popular and t>ld lime mu*le 
fur wrddlnga, banquet*, public and pri­
vate dancaa. For booklnga te|*phone 
Ken Sinclair at 7M OIO F, 8, IM
tllXlKKEEPlNO FOR SMALL BUSI- 
■K**a*i eocoUMi Receivable, accoonta 
payable, paytulh. aynoptlca, ledger* and 
tMaactal Metemeatn. P*c*on«l tacama< 
tax, Trkpkwiw ril-lW U5
JOR»AN-i rousT-. to~view"'»am’
I BM# fr#m Canadel* lariaft carpel *•!■ 
I JS!*!?’- WmMmto# Keith McDeageld. 
I ******* topart hwUttnUaa eeretca. 11 
I K'^kr heatinosurpiJi-irijn) 
I ”T*,u®a*hl«*. abert metal












Milkshakes, 7-Up and 
Pepsi-Cola Floats 
JAN. 26 thru JAN. 31
at the
BURGER BARON
20<)l HARVEY AVE. 





with preview of the 
FABULOUS NEW
KIRBY





TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, FULL 
basement, Rutland. Near shopping centre 
and bus. No pets. Available February 
1st. $135 month. Telephone 765-6826. 151
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM HOUSE; 
garage, fenced yard, gas heat and 
stove. $140 per month. Telephone 762-
2045. 150
UNFURNISHED TWO BEDROOM Du­
plex, available February 1st. $130 per 
month. Telephone 765-7517 evenings, tf 
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX IN.RUT^ 
land area, Telephone 765-8542 after 6:00 
P.m, tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM FULL BASE- 
ment duplex on creek. $150 monthly.’ 
Call 765-7105, evening* . 765-7451.' ■ tf
DELUXE THREE BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex aulte in Rutland;'■ full basement. 
cln.sc to schools. Telephone 763-5013. tf
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT 
at 3)7 Leon Avenue. Available February
loth. Inquire at 762-2204. tf
150
9
FOR RENT TO RESPECTABLE WORK- 
ing couple, small two bedroom furnish­
ed suite. Utilities included, $125 per 
month. Okanagan Mission. Non smokers 
and references please, .Telephone 764- 
4935. tf
ORCHARD MANOR APARTMENTS, 1181 
Bernard Avenue. Large' two bedroom 
apartments,available March 1st. Walking 
distance to shopping and services. Adult 
family preferred.. $145 and $149. 762-0722. 
151
FRASER MANOR, 1922 PANDOSY 
Street. Two bedroom suite, available 
March 1 or sooner. Many .deluxe features 
included with this spacious apartment. 
Call the Manager for details, 762-0720. 
150
TWO BEDROOM SUITE AVAILABLE 
immediately. Stove and refrigerator in­
cluded. $150 monthly. Including utilities. 
All applicants must have references.
COMFORTABLE BOARD AND ROOM 
and care for retired gentlemen or 
couples. Telephone 762-0548. 160
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING 
gentleman. Telephone 762-0220. tf
19. ACCOM. WANTE&
MOTHER, ' ATTENDING SCHOOL, 
needs room and board, or suite, for self 
and one child, with baby sitting. 765- 
8978, anytime; 763-4022 (no. 25), after 
5:00 p.m. 153
20. WANTED TO RENT
WANTED TO RENT: BEACH PROP- 
erty on Okanagan Lake between Kel­
owna and Winfield from May 1 through 
October 1, Telephone 766-2817 or 765-
8282 after 6:00 p.m. , 153
WANTED - LARGE MODERN CABIN, 
good exposure. Lake Okanagan for July, 
Write James. D. Biggs, 1815 SW 170th, 
Seattle, W«h., 98166. F, S.-156
21 PROPERTY FOR SALE
Telephone 766-2872. tf
TWO BEDROOM MAIN FLOOR SUITE. 
Dining room, carpets, garage. Clean. 
Privacy. Close to Orchard Park. Avail­
able February 1st. Telephone 763-7236. 
■ '___________ tf
IN WESTBANK, SPACIOUS TWO BED- 
room basement suite; wall to wall In 
living room, close to stores and schools. 
Available February 1. *115 per month. 
Telephone 768-5661. ' tf
FOURPLEX SUITES FOR RENT IN 
Rutland. Wall to wall carpeting, re­
frigerators and stoves. Children and 
nets welcome. Immediate occupancy.
INLAND REALTY
Telephone 764.7139. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM DELUXE 
suites available for Immediate occupan­
cy. Adults only. Continental Manor, 523 
Rowcliffe. Telephone Mr. Collard at 763-
"Whire' Results Count’’
30 ACRES DEVELOPMENT 
property Winfield. Some do­
mestic water. Good terms. 
Call Bill Jurome 763-4400.
LARGE LOT reasonably 
priced near Orchard Park 
shopping complex. All new 
homes In this subdivision. 
Outside city, limits. Low 
utilities and taxes. For fur­
ther information call Gerry 
Tucker 763-4400.
POTENTIAL 6 SUITE 
APARTMENT — this prop­
erty situated in beautiful 
OK Mission, 2.3 acres, one 
block from lake. Building is 
sound, 50x55, 2 floors, ideal 
for potential < art studio, 
apartment, rest home, etc. 
$20,000 down will do it. Call 
Andy Runzer at 762-3713 days 
or 764-4027 evenings. MLS.
IT’S DIFFERENT — IT’S 
SPANISH—there’s a shallow 
spring fed creek through 
treed back yard. This family 
home has spacious living 
room and> floor to ceiling 
fireplace. Large eat-in kit­
chen, 3 nice bedrooms, 
baths. Full basement and 
carport. IVt years built, in 
OK Mission. Asking $31,500. 
Don’t wait, call Bill Camp­
bell at 762-3713 days Or 763- 
6302 evenings. MLS.
ATTRACTIVE CITY DU­
PLEX — 3 bedroom, side by 
side duplex with a bi-level 
floor plan which gjves you 
that . something different, 
with both floors finished. Nice 
high view lot. Priced to sell 
at only $34,900. Call Clare 
Angus at 762-3713 days or 
762-4807 evenings. MLS.
A GEM ON GRENFELL 
ROAD — the owners of this 
home spared no expense in 
designing and building this 
3 bedroom horne. The inter­
ior features such items as 
main floor utility room, en­
suite plumbing, built-in oven 
,and range top, food centre 
and central vacuum. In ad­
dition to the carport there is 
plenty of storage area in the 
large 20x26 ft. garage. Situ­
ated on a large 150x100 ft. 
landscaped lot. To view all 
this call Sylvia । Roberts at 
762-3713 days or 765-6936 eve?. 
MLS.
CEDAR INTERIOR — makes 
this 2 bedroom, no'basement 
home a really homey place 
to live. For only $16,900 you 
can curl up in front of the 
fireplace in the sunken living 
room and watch the snow 
fall. To view call Ken Mit­
chell at 762-3713 days or 762- 
0663 eves. MLS.
KISS THE LANDLORD 
GOOD-BYE — BYand new 
duplex. Aluminum, no main­
tenance exterior. 4 blocks.to 
school. Extra large lot with 
apple trees. 2 bedrooms up 
and one down, all first grade 
wall to wall carpeting. Easy 
terms. Call Fred Kyle at 762- 
3713 days br 765-8804 even­
ings. MLS.
NEW LISTING—Bright clean 
3 bedroom family home on 
well landscaped 3 acre lot 
opposite park-like land with 
view of the city. An excellent 
buy at the full price of $23,- 
900. Information available 
from Blanche Wannop at 762- 
3713 days or 762-4683 eves, or 
Mary Ashe at 762-3713 days 
or 763-4652 eves. MLS.
FAMILY HOME — See this 
well built 3 bedroom, full 
basement home, situated in 
a good new residential area, 
Bright kitchen with lots of 
cupboard space. Wall to wall 
in living room and bedrooms. 
Large rec room panelled in 
mahogany. For more infor­
mation call Wilf Rutherford 
at 762-3713 days or 763-5343. 
MLS.
380 FEET OF PRIVATE 
LAKESHORE — Over 3 acres 
of pine trees. Excellent build­
ing sites with easy access to 
the beach. This . acreage is 
priced at just $24,500 for a 
quick sale. Call Clare Angus 
at 762-3713 days or 762-4807 
eves. MLS.
5047. If
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 1ST, THREE 
bedroom house, Ilullnnd. Full bnsemenl 
and earport, *175 per month, No pots, 
Telephone 762-0718. tf
i^iTiiKi^iARc^fs'i
room duplex In Okanagan Mission. $110
per month, Telephone 764.4706, tf
BRAND NEW. TWO I1EDROOM DU- 
plex, Full basement, carport, sundeck, 
stove available. Telephone 765-7143, 151 
TWO’ni^OOM-DUPLEX AVAILABLE 
Fch'uary 1st, Full basement,, Klllarney 
(load. Rutland, Telephon#' 761-4032, 149




1 common wall. 2 bedrooms, 
cathedral .entrance, living, 
(lining; kitchen, laundry 
ixiom, storage, sundeck, enr- 





l^OMBARDY PARK APTS. 
Offer you, comfort, conVcnience 
and quietness too.
The largest suites and the fin­
est grounds. Covered parking, 
no traffic sounds.’
Your utilities' arc paid by >pc. 
You owe it to yourself to 
come and see.
Compare nil the rest—then 
rent the best. >
Phone Manager, 762-3688, 
or 763-6847. —.... -.. "
WALKING DISTANCE TO CITY
rente# and Capri. Upper unit of up and 
down duplex, Two. bedrooma. wall to 
well rarpet* and \»undeck. Avallabl# 
Irbiuarv let. Tflejihivne Harry 
docks. 7*5 611* or 7*5 JI JI.
Mad. 
tl
WINFIELD. LARGE TWO BEDROOM 
unfurnished apartment.’ Large picture 
window—beautiful view of Wood Lake, 
Wall to wall carpet tbroughout. 765-6538, 
_________ ■ ■’________ It 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT, WALL 
to wall carpeting, drapes, refrigera­
tor, stove, cable television, washing 
facilities, Telephone 702-2683 or after
5100 763-2005. tf
GENERAL STORE, well lo­
cated nnd expanding busi­
ness. 2 large suites. Gas 
pumps, Sales well over 
$250,000 per year. $30,000 
down payment. Plus $40,000 
stock. Full details from Dun 
Einarsson 766-2268.
Bud Dalley 765-6959 Frank Ashmead ..... 765-6702
Mike Martel ....... 762-0990 Roy Paul .......... 765-8909 
Gordon Marwick ... 763-2771 Terri Meckling .... 763-6657 
Harry Maddocks .. 765-6218 Dave Deinstadt .... 763-4894
MORTGAGES & APPRAISALS -? Darryl Ruff - 764-7536
KELOWNA - 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 • 
RUTLAND - Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
INTERIORS LARGEST REALTOR
COMPLETELY 8 E L F CONTAINED 
on# and two bedroom units, close to 
Vocational School, collqgo and shopping 
centre, Ileasonable rates. Sunny Beach
Resort, telephone 762-3507, tf
FURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED- 
room units, self-contained, close to 
Vocational School and College, Winter 
rates. Golden Sands Resort, 3356 Walt 
Hoad, Telephone 762-5272, tf
LARGE FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM 
suite, gootl location, near shopping 
centres. Working couple preferred. Avail­
able on February 1st. 1152 Stoekwi'll 
Avenue. 153
UNFURNlSHKn"’ 'two’~^EDROOM', 
basement suite with refrigerator' and 
stove, near Dr, Knox High School, avail­
able February 1. On* child welcome.
’/i ACRE OF PRIVACY, sur­
rounded by nature. Base­
ment Already in, plans and 
some building materials in­
cluded In sacrifice price. 
Absentee owner. For more 






AVAILABLE FEBRUARY I. SELF CON- 
tuined, one bedroom, basement suite, one 
block io Shops, Capri. Telephone 703-
3310 or 762-5211. tf
NEW IWO BEDROOM SUITE IN SIX- 
plex. Unfurnished, egrpets, Clino tn 
downtown Rutland shopping arc*. Tele-
phone 762-0263 or 762-0601, tf
FURNISHED TII II E E BEDROOM 
suite downtown, Especially suitable lor 
mature ladles. All utilities Included Inr
875 each. Telephone 763-3040, tf
LOVElS'. ONEJMSDRI^M, SELF CON- 
(allied apartment In (ourplex near 
Reld’a Corner, Only 186 monthly, Tele­
phone 765-8216, tf
B’xliT TWO BliilHIOOM TRAILER, 
fumlaheit, Ixnated at Mountain View 
Trailer Court, Available February let,
Telephone 7654930, No pet*. tf
ROTH TOWERS. DELUXE SUITES IN 
the nlreit and aafrsl apartment. No 
children, no pel*. Telephone 76J-3C41.
■__  __ __ tf
'tWo"~DEDHOOM SUITE IN NEW 
fourplexi wall to wall carpet, Immediate 
occupancy, Telephone 7*3 9071, after *;00 
p.m, _________ ________ ••
LOVELY TWO BEDRm>M~~^R-r- 
merit la lourpltsi wall to wall cariwt*, 
balcony, Located In Rutland, Available
COUNTRY SETTING - 4 
hr. home, full basement, 
workshop, extra large lot. 
Some revenue. Close to 
chopping, in low tax area. 
, EXCL.
OLDER CITY JIOME-Look 
at this price $10,700.00!! 2 
brs,, 50x122 lot, good city 
apea, Call us now for all 
defalk Contndt Al Peder- 
scii, office 2-2739 or eve. 
4-474(1, EXCL.
COUNTRY LIVING WITH 
REVENUE — Side by side 
duplex, with large 1 br. 
suite one side and 3 brs., 
other side. Payments only 
$100,00 per month. Full 
price Just $26,000,00, Call 
, nin^io view, MLS.
Bill Wiorh ...





February I. Telephone 765-BS29. tf
TURKE BEDROOM SUITK IN RUT- 
land lourple* Carpeted living room, l>i 




AVAILABLE FEBRUARY |ST, ONE 
bedroom fiillg furnished tulle, Separate 
entrance.' well to mil carpeu. uuluirt
paid, Telephone 763-3*3). tf
270 Bernard Ave. 
Phone 762-2739
Lupton Agencies ltd
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
HOME & DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY -
WESTBANK ,
HOME—Older 1,298 square fool on .508 acres, four bed­
rooms — $18,000 with $5,500 and balance over 10 
years.
PROPERTY — 5.42 acres — 3^ acres in chciTiea and 
prunes. Sprinkler system includecl. Approved for 
subdividing Into 5 view lots. $18,000 — $5,000 down, 
balnnce over 10 years. MLS.
, Call Dudley Pritchard at 768-5550 or 762-4400.
OUTSTANDING HOMESITE
Extra large view lot on Lake side .of Lakeshore Road in 
Okanagan Mission, Panoramic vlpw of the Lake from 
Peachland to Kelowna from level building site. Domestie 
water available. Have a client ready to purchase the 
other half of this very desirable property, Contact Roger 
Cottle at 2-4400 or 3-2889 for further particulars. EXCLU­
SIVE.








(Builders in Kelowna Since 1962)
NEW N.H.A. VIEW HOME
Features: 3 brms, I'i buthn, carpeting, sundeck npd 
drive under carport. Price $21,500 with monthly pay­
ment* $165,00 Including taxes to one B:‘g% Mtge. Situ­
ated close to Quigley School on Cactus Rd, '
Office 154 Stetson Motel Phone 762^0520
Evenings Walt Moore 762-0956 — 763-2810
150
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. 
This older type home of J 
good solid construction lo-f. 
cated in a charming setting \ 
on Abbott Street, and close 
to downtown, with public 
beach only ’i block away, 
4 bedrooms, kitchen, dining. 
room, living room and 
utility room. Full price only 
S21.500.00 with existing 
mortgage of S10,489.00 at 
7% interest and payments 
of only $135.00 p.m. P. & I. 
For appointments to view 
call Ken Alpaugh evenings 
at 762-6558. MLS.
HIGHWAY FRONTAGE — 
7.73 acres in rapidly ex­
panding Industrial area.' 
north of Reid's corner. 192 
foot frontage can be re­
zoned to light industry or 
commercial. Only $29,000.00. 
For more details call Sam 




165 Hwy. 33, Rutland 
PHONE 765-5157
Evenings:
Bill Haskett _____. 764-4212
Al. Homing ........ 765-5090 




Well built three bedroom 
home, with fireplace on Bay 
Avenue. Full price only 
$20,500 with some terms. 
For further information, 
phone Grant Davis at 2-2846.










$975 and $1500 down payment 
if you qualify, For viewing br 
further information, call us 
today —





New 2 bedroom full basement 
home on Taylor Road In Rut­
land. Carport, custom built ash 
cupboards and snack bar, 
double windows and many other 
features. Buy how and choose 
your own colours and floor cov­
erings, No down payment to 







4 Yr. Old Home
I bis,, 2 baths, well planned kit­
chen with eating area, family 
room With fireplace In complete­




DISPLAYTIOME ~ ,i 
CRESTVIEW HOMES
Open from 2 - 6 p.m, every 
Tiled,, Th\irs,, Frl, and Sun. 
from 2 - '5 p.m, Sal. Follow 
Black Mtn, lid, to Hollywood 
Rd,, turn right on Falkirk Rd., 
turn right on Dundee.





hiime on 11 acre view lol. Carport and 
garage, 8)1 ,W0. Will accept r ar or lol 
aa down payment, Telephone 765 *2ill, 
- »• k <r'
IIEDUCEI) W *IO,5M>, IDEAL ONE 
bedroom retirement Imine. Naw Cr*»l- 
wond kitchen cebineta, nlrrk and plumb­
ing, new impel Ihrouglmut, Iniiiicdlula 
occupancy, Telephone 7M-43XJ. If
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY /OR SALE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. TRI., JAN. 38, 1W3 FACE 13' - ■■ .. . 1—,.'. ... - I■ - - . I- . '—.■'  - - r .
CALL A WILSON MAN
RANCH STYLE BUNGALOW. This city home of 1.470 sq. ft. 
is realistically priced at $23,500. Presently a revenue home 
but could bb a 3 bedroom family home with 2 bathrooms. For 
more details'phone Jdan Acres at 2-3146 days or 3-2927 
evenings. MLS.
I'LL BET YOU HAVEN'T BEEN IN a WARMER HOME 
than this two bedroom cottage on-Clement Avenue. Good 
size living room and large, functional kitchen. A third room 
off back entry can serve as third bedroom. If your place of 
work is near Clement, let me show you this heme. Full price 
.$16,900. Call J. F. Klassen at 2-3146 days or-2-3015 evenings.
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
.... t 111 , 1 1,1 1 ... . . . ... . ...
WANT TO BECOME A HOME OWNER??
DON’T THINK YOU CAN AFFORD IT?? 
. LOOK AT THIS OFFER!
21, PROPERTY FOR SALE
HIGHWAY FRONTAGE. Locate your business on the high­
way. Several parcels available. One includes house. Prime 
location for. drive-in. motel, car lot, etc. Call Orlando Ungaro 
at 2-3146 days or 3-4320 evenings. MLS.
DOWNTOWN — 4 BEDROOMS. Immediate occupancy. Patio, 
garage and workshop. Well treed and. landscaped. Gas heat. 
Close to Safeway and all schools. Quiet street. 516,900. Call 
Gaston Gaucher at 2J146 days or 2-2463 evenings. MLS.
Phil Robinson 3-2758; Harry Rist 4-7221 ,
VACANT — TRY $3,500 D.P. on this IMMACULATE 3 brm. 
family home. It features 2 large FPs, beautiful kitchen and 
bathroom, is on sewer and water and is landscaped. MUST 
BE SOLD BY FEB. 1/72. See it and present an offer! £hone 
Olivia Worsfold 2-5030, evgs. 2-3895. (Excl).
COZY 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
IN JOE RICH VALLEY
Fireplace, carpet in L.R. and 2 bedrooms, full basement. 
Situated on ’A acre treed lot in peaceful country setting. 
Full price $17,500. $14,000 first mortgage over 20 years. 
Try your down payment. If you are now renting, why not 
consider buying this home? It is within your budget. ' '
Contact Claude or Don Dion at 765-5152
150
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 22. PROPERTY WANTED
F • TWO DOWNTOWN OFFICES TO SERVE YOU.
Wilson Hoover
We can build this home for you for only $18,900 including •- 
lot, with $500 down; 2 bedrooms, large family sized kit­
chen, living room. Full basement with lots of room for 
extra bedrooms and rumpus room. Carpet is in all rooms
EXECUTIVE SPLIT LEVEL — TREED GLENMORE 
LOCATION:
At $28,950.00 this custom 1% year old home is wonderful ' 
jf value. Main floor rumpus room and plumbing plus raised 
glass doored sundeck give it instant appeal. Entrance 
foyer is wide and welcoming and introduces you to 7 well 
planned and decorated rooms. Attached carport, lawns', 
broadloom and fireplace add to the investments. A fresh 
MLS. Owner has left town. Must sell. All offers considered.
REALTY
426 Bernard Avenue 
762-5030
except kitchen and bathroom. Carport.
NEW DUPLEXES on Mission Creek in 
low down payment, balance as rent! 
today to build tomorrow’s estate!, All 
will be considered.
Rutland. Low-low- 
Usc your credit. 
terms and offers >
CREEKSIDE SETTING
New 3 br. home in Springvallcy 
Sub. Fireplace up and down, 
top quality flooring and build- 
ting material. This home is 
I priced at $25,500 with $2500 




WE NEED LISTINGS 
OF ALL KINDS.
Our . listings have all sold; 
if you w’ant to sell, GIVE 
US A CALL! Grant Davis 
at 2-2846. Evenings at 
2-7537.
LOVELY 3 BR HOME — On Abbott St., has approx. 1700 
sq. ft.' of luxury living on the main floor. Has dry-high 
basement fully developed; with two extra BRs: has many 
features such as intercom and is only five years old. Ideal 
for a larger family that wants that extra elbow room yet 
close to shops and the lake. Call Jack Sdsseville 3-5257 or 
2-5544, days. Excl.
POTENTIAL APARTMENT SITE - On Sutherland Ave. 
across from shopping centre. Good family home could be 
moved. Adjacent properties also available, if more land 
is needed. For further information call George Silvester 
2-3516 eves., or 2-5544 days. MLS.
LAKE FRONT LOTS — Two beautiful building sites, just 
across the road from the lake, close to the city limits, 
domestic water, priced reasonably. Call Lloyd Bloomfield, 
eves. 2-3089 or days 2-5544. MLS. ’
8.68 ACRES — Thrce»BR house with apple orchard 8.68. 
acres of land, adjoining Highway 97: good prospect for 
commercial zoning; an investment property. Call Mike 
Chepesuik eves. 4-7264 or days 2-5544. MLS.
MOUNTAIN AVE. — Cape Cod Style; lovely 4 BR home; 
LR with fireplace and dining . room; fully carpeted with 
shag: kitchen has plenty of cupboards, also eating area; 
utility room on main floor with W/D hook-up; double car­
port, plus tool shed: beautifully landscaped; all this in the 
Glenmore area. For more details call days 2-5544. MLS.
EXCELLENT RETIREMENT OR FAMILY HOME - in 
Trepanier; 3 BRs: separate dining room, a well built 
tastefully decorated house; let us show it to you; a good 
buy at $20,000. Call Bert or Mae Leboe, Peachland, eves. 
767-2525 or. days 767-2202. Excl.-
FARM LAND — 54 acres, fully irrigated. Name your 
terms! ' '
McKinnon realty ltd. - Rutland
Office 765-7741 Res. 765-7451
152
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
ARIZONA
Offering two choice lots, under- 
' ground utilities. Prime location 
! in excellent mobile home court 
' in choice area. $3385 each. You 
can buy with confidence —
I Write Canadian owner,
T. H. NOAD,
No. 118 — 2528 East McKcllif.
Road, Mesa; Arizona. ' 149
JOHNSTON 
REALTY LTD.
532 Bernard Avenue 
Telephone 762-2846
SAWLEY REALTY & 
DEVELOPMENT LTD.
Commercial Property Only.
1417 Ellis St. 763-6442 
tf
' “Trading Dollars Unlimited'’
BARGAIN SEEKERS
Winfield, 3 yrs. old. Landscaped lot 70x120. 2 BDRMS., 
LR 20x20. Large kitchen with eating area. Utility room 
and large hobby shop. Price for quick sale at $16,500, 
terms. Call Elaine Johnson at 763-7900 days or 765-8352 / 
eves. MLS. •
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
Trade up to this 1500 sq. ft., 1 yr. old high view, prestige 
home. Over ’,•> acre lot, 3 large BDRMS.. LR, DR, family 
room. Carpeted throughout. Mom’s dream kitchen, full 
basement, lots of family living. For full particulars and 
trading, please call Pat Dunlop 763-7900 days or 763-3604 
eves. N.R.S.






Ruth Young 3-6758 




In this 2 yr. old 3 BDRM, split level home. Lombardy area 
close to schools and shops. This home cannot be replaced 
at this price of $31,500.-Good financing is available or trace 




536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
First time offered — 2 year old retirement home with 
quality throughout — all rooms bright with view. Huge 
carpeted living room has open fireplace. 22 foot kitchen 
combination tastefully appointed with glass-sliding door to 
Covered 24 foot sundeck over earport. Two finished bath­
rooms. Extra fireplace and lovely grounds make this a 
"must see" property. MLS. $29,900.00.
B.C. TREE FRUITS:
664 sq. ft. of office space located near industrial area and 
consisting of 2 rooms, reception desk, large safe, available 
up to 5 years. Also for lease at $2.75 per sq. ft, Adequate 
parking. Heat, light included.














You Are Invited to My
OPEN HOUSE
MUST SELL!! Tudor styled, 3 bedroom, ensuite plumb­
ing, extra large kitchen on :’i acre lot. Full basement, 
double windows, sundeck.
FRED KYLE AND JOE L1MBERGER 
IN ATTENDANCE
DEAL DIRECT WITH BUILDER
Close in Rutland, See this beautiful, well constructed 
home NOW. Buy while you can still have your choice of 
floor coverings. Double plurpbing; on large lot; base­
ment, ready for revenue suite.
INQUIRE ABOUT OUR VIEW LOTS.




FRIDAY: 1 tb 5 p.m. and SATURDAY: 1 to 5 p.m.
Collinson Mortgage & Investments Ltd.
Buy NOW and $AVE
483 Lawrence Ave, 762-3713
149
at 1356 Mountain Ave., Glenmore
TIME; 1:30 P.M. - 3:00 P.M. ON
i SATURDAY, JAN. 29
'come nnd visit me nt this "WONDERFULLY, WARM
LIVABLE HOME," with 3 bedrooms and room for more,
LOTS OF LOTS!! Take your pick of the choicest lots in 
the subdivision. Domestic water, paved load, country 
setting, Priced at only $3,300 each with easy terms!! 
Located In Glenmore only minutes from downtown Kel­
owna, For details call Murray Wilson at 3-4343 or 2-6475, 
MLS,
catjng urea l(i kitchen, phis dining ixioin, ventre 
place, <ien, workshop, excellent financing nt 6:!i'.; 
much more to tell, but intend take time out to 
and nee.
L.VA GAY — 768-5989 — 762-4919,
MLS.
KELOWNA REALTY LTD.




DEVELOPMENT ACREAGE: 12.6 acres hi the Sou'll 
East Kelowna area partially developed ns a trailer court. 
Water and roads installed. Must be sold! Asking $37,500, 
For details call Hugh Mervyn 3-4343 or 2-4872, MLS,
YOUR BOAT AT YOUR DOORSTEP? Yes, this house has 
lake access and a wharf up to tile property. This house 
features a large living room wllh sliding glass doors 
opening onto a sundeck with a view of the lake. 3 large 
bedrooms, ensuite plumbing. Huge double garage, All this 
at a reasonable price, Call Dennis Denney at 3-4343 or 
5-7282, EXCL.
—Many styles of houses to choose from.
—Low down payment to those who qualify
—some with NHA mortgages
—priced from $21,000 up.
—direct from contractor
—quality built into our homes
—enquiries welcome
—if we haven't got your (Ircamhousc, we'll build 
for you!
WHY WAIT? MOVE IN TODAY!
Lou Guidi Construction Ltd.
Phone 763-3240 768-5267 (24 hours)
. " ; • 150
LAKESHORE MOTEL: 12 units plus a nearly new, split 
level, 5 bedroom home, situated on nearly 4 acres with 
approximately 34t> H. of »af<\ sandy beach. Mole) presently 
opcritliiig only during summer months, but could be ex-' 
tended Io vear-rouiui operation, as well as plenty of laii(> 
(hr expansion, owners are nsking $137,000 and arc open 
in offers, Fop further information call Alan Elliot at the 
office or evenings at 3-7283, MLS.
TRY NHA REFINANCING OF 95'l - on this 4 bedroom 
family home, dose io City Centre. 2 baths, hire yard, SL- 
900 will hniu'te. Ilaluiice at $1.V) per month/Asking 417,300.
('all 
Ml>
Einar Duinr,j nt the office or evening* At 762-3518.
Ben i>)\ , (lord Funnell 2-0901
Joe Siesingcr 2-6874
73 Bernard Avenue 762-3414
1561 Pandosy St. LTD. 3-4343
INFORMATION ON ALL M.L.S. LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS.
REVENUI-: HOME!!
New Orchard Park. Lovely three bcdi'oom, cathedral 
entrance hoinc, Ensuite plumbing, gas heal. Near 
schools, shopping. Ownors moving, inusl be sold. View 
this ns only $25,500.00, Easy terms arranged, Call Mr*. 
Gerri Krisi|, days, 3-41)32 or evenings, 3-4387. EXC.
’ MUST’ IM’ SOLD!
E,I', only $19,500 no, Three bedroom, Iwo level home.
Lively, kill,-lien. EiimiiIo plumbing, I’nymcnlM only $111,(8) 
PIT,, with 8'g1. mortgage. Absentee
coll Mrs. Olive Ross, dnvs 3-11)32 or 
MI.S








LUND and WARREN REALTY LTD.
446 Bernard Avenue 763-^1932
iLAKESHORE PROPERTY
,on Abbott'St., in city. $W0 per 
[frontage ft. We will build to your 
i plans and specifications. '
768-5634
Th, F, S 160
ACREAGE FOR SALE
27 acres, Kelowna area, near 
the Riding Chib.
■ $58,500
D.P. and terms open 
764-4603
Th, F„ S. 161
J. LEN NEAVE, R.I. (B.C.)
Gaddes Realty Ltd.
REAL ESTATE APPRAISER 
CONSULTANT
547 Bernard Ave.
WE HAVE A PRAIRIE BUSINESS- 
man looking to trade his store and 
garage in Alberta (or a home in Kel­
owna or Vernon. Interested parties eon-, 
tact Ruth Young at Okanagan Realty 
Ltd.. 762-3341. or evenings. 763-6758. 151
WANTED ’small acreage or
farm with or without house for semi- 
, retired couple. Apply N. Cidherny. 2920 
Range Road, Prince George, B.C.
Th, F, S. 16»
FAMILY INVESTMENT COMPANY, 
purchasing property (or rental purposes 
— residential, commercial or Industrial, 
what have you? Telephone 763-4950.. tt 
24TpROPERTY~FOR RENT
i Bus. 2-3227 Eves. 5-5272 
Th., F, S. tf
WHY WAIT FOR SPRING and 
HIGHER LOT PRICES?
• 3 LOTS, $8700
Near Rutland High . School.
Ready to build now.
762-3559
Warehouse and Office
. Space For Lease 
(Reid’s Corner next to 
, Westmill Carpets)
2400 sq. ft. of Warehouse — 
$1.25 per sq. ft.
800 sq. ft. of Office Space — 
$2.00 per sq. ft.
Outside display area available.







Homes — Interiors — 
Renovations — Rumpus Rooms
PHONE 765-7900
M, W, F 1491
1434 square feet, located at 







2288 sq. ft., 
• .under construction at 
2646 ABBOTT ST. 
768-5634
T, F, S 168
I FOR SALE.OR TRADE IN Till: PEACE 
River Country. Land of Opportunity. 
Case 4: New Holland (arm equipment 
dealership. Would consider home in 
Vernon or Kelowna area as trade -- 
' must have clear title home. 1-7 years 
! old. Reason (or selling - have other 
business interests. Contact Ernie David- 
duk. Box 569. Manning. Alberta or 
phone 403-036-3615 or 036-3683, 153
I MOVED-TO-’U?S?aT LUXURIOUS 3 
bedroom Ranch-style home must bo sold 
Immediately. Ensuite plumbing, don, 
shag carpeting, pretty kitchen, double 
carport. Asking 619,350. To view please 
phone me, Olivia Worsfold, 762-5030, 
evenings, 762-31195, Hoover Really Ltd.
144, 145, 146, 140, 149 
by”IfONTRACTOir - NEARLY COM. 
pleted two bedroom home, carport, fire­
place, shag carpets, feature wall, Close 
to shopping, school and new rccrcillon 
complex. Low down payment. Lnu 
Guidi Construction Ltd, Telephone 763- 
3240. _ __ ; ___ »
BE THF-FIRST TO MOVE INTO THIS 
new two bedroom duplex. Carpet 'living 
room and bedrooms, both and a hall, 
carport, storage shed, refrigerator nnd 
stove, Priced to sell. Telephone 764- 
4408 or 705-5527. H
NEiFlWM”ilEni|<>oirH<>Mbri.<». 
lilted In Riitlimd on large country lol, 
Many initslaiidliig features such as lull 
basement, cni'inirl. siinileck. and carpet 
throughout, For morn details and In 
view, cull 7611-51160. 160
I' R I V A T E SALE. COMFORTABLE 
home, close In. Wall tn null carpet, 
fiicplace wllh liealilalor. two bedrooms 
anil den. twi> bedrouma in lull base-
540 SQUARE FEET FOR 
PROFESSIONAL OR 
BUSINESS OFFICE. 
Ground floor, . air conditioned; 
ample parking. Available im­
mediately. Reply to Box 
A-523, The Kelowna Daily 
Courier. 151
FOR RENT —1.000 SQUARE FEET OF 
fully finished >nd beautifully carpeted . 
office space In downtown Rutland. 
Previously used by physician, but can 
be easily adapted to any professional 
person e.g. real estate, etc, S2.40 per
square foot, 765-7027. 179
WAREHOUSE SPACE FOR RENT 
Approximately 600 square feet ot dry. 
unhealed warehouse space, for rent in 
the 400 block Bernard Avenue. Avail­
able February 1st. 1972. Contact Lund 
and Warren Realty Ltd.. 446 Bernard 
Avenue. Kelowna. B.C.. 763-4932. tl
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE 
available In air-conditioned one storey 
building. Centrally located. Ample staff 
and client parking. Cuatom renovation 
may be arranged. Furniahed If desired. 
Please telephone Mr. J. M. Roberts. 762-
20112 tf
■ n
NEW AIR CONDITIONED OFFICE OR / 
retail space (or lease, downtown Pandosy 
Street. Private parking. Ground floor. “ 
1,950 square feet. Second, floor, P20 
square feet dr 1,100 square (eel, Tele- ” 
phone 762-5434, II
F6il~R’i^l7_u7w~1O 5000 SQUARE 
feel commercial warehouse apace, Gal­
lon Avenue. Telephone Al al 762-2123.
uHiiriNcHTmTs^ ,.
space on Glenmore Sheet ■■ will hulhl 
shortly—2,016), 1,306, 1,000 square feet. > ' 
Telephone 763-2065. ’ t(
until-squTiifrF’Ei?n»F7!OMMK^ 
del space available Immediately, North- ,
Hate Pinza. Telephone 763-2732. tf
C E N T II A I. DOWNTOWN OFFICE 
space, Renximsble rent, Apply 767-2688,
or alter 5|II(I p.n), 762-2026, tf
STORE SPACE FOR RENT IN SHOP'
ment. Sen «t 971 Leon Avenue, I--- •• • ■
Th. F. H. tf 7M.722I
pel’a A lllnuv, Rutland, M'k76'. Telephona
If
MUST SELL, THREE BEDROOM EX, JK DIJC OPPORTUNITIES 
ecullvn home In Lakeview Heights, 1700
square feel, (licpiacc, cnnicls llirough- 
out. apidlnnccH. custom drapes and ex I 
Iras. Pool, cabana. Iniutscnpcd. Cloie i
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
3 BF.DROOM I’XI’CUTIVF, IIOMI’l
Icaliiiing a beautiful view of Okanagan Luke oil a 
>/' acre lol J Over 1600 sq, ft. t)f living space with 
double fireplace, finished rec. room, 3 bathrooms, 
• built-in dishwasher and vacuum system, covered sun­





Io hclionl and store.
33117.
1 Fl N I SII E D.
Telephone 7113. ' 
Th. F, M. tf ,
AIR t'ONDITioNlili1
nil Ice M>»ce (or Ina**-, 1636 I'anilnsy 
Slicrl, Uiixtuli'x. 55D hqunre (cM nr 1,2'HI 
xqiiMie (eel. Ground floor, 1.660 •qin>r<' 
(I'ot, Telephone 762-5434, If
bi.iiEH 'two’"’ iiedhoom' home, 
Houlh end lit lirlinvnn. One io Iwn blockn 
In Miopping. him, litkri clone hi m IiikiIi., 
Full price 611,500, I'rlcplione 763-:w;ill,
IM
(lARAMILLO ilEKlif’I'h, IMMEDIATE 
I pODM'Khlon. new Iwo brillooili liinii''. 
! double (Irrplncc. ptilln. import Kii't I 
। utility room, Low down pnyinrnl, 763-
Aiw.n, I4tl, 150, I54-I3I)
PRIVATE. TIIHICE BEDROOM HOME, 
dining room. Iwo flreplaven, inaater lied- 
room enaulte, snmlevk. import. Glen- 




Commercial and Investment Properties
\ DOESN'T IT MAKF. GOOD SI-NSI?
To list your eoipineici;i| properly, iiiutel or nparinienl 
bldrk Willi nur coinmi reiiil <lc|l;u tipent, who hpeeializc 
only In these propci ties and are (.oiniecteil' with imr 
nssoeiii|c commercial departments in Vancinivcr,' Ed- 
1 moiilon nnd Cnlgnry, If you want any of'Ilie i\bov<* pin- 
- pei lies sold \call Jack Mclnlvir al 763-57IR days or
762-361I8 even,, or Lindsay Wi'b.Hei' nl 762-3713 davs or
IIY OWNER. NEW THREE IIEDIIOOM 
liomr on MiMlun Cleckl nil cnrprlcd, 
I1, bnlho. fnmll.v i.icirn, lnru« numlrck 
and c«f|>wl, IW\2lW lol, tired, rhlrkcii 
h<iu»r, »22,jffl). Trlrphoiic 762-0216. 119
| NO DOWN PAYMENT l(EQin’ni':D~ON 
। new , homr., |ull\ bnsrmrnl, wnrp.ui, 
! wnll hi wnll inipil*. cuMum iupliiiiniH, 
l l.iiw liilrrol, low moiiihiv puvmihiii.
'MJ'i'fHi 1 Win( It Id I, M. W, I', S, If 
! itlll HAI.I:'IN huTI.AND, NEW THREE 
i htdiiiom duplex, Fcaliiiin Inundiy loom 
I on mini) floor, caipml and large bear
llirnl, Teirpllonr 7tt2-4<.fl». . If
th mi: laihif; it i:si oentiai.'' nu ii,i» 
nil- lota on Mil loir .nd Eln) lluinl, Ariv 



















I'llOI’ANE IIOITI.F. i ll.l.ING SEHVIJ'K 
(Mobile tliilt), bittce lw»lcd In (be 
henil o( (he glowing Inlier Indnnlry, 
Delivery f» IWblynd M
prenrnt lime, I'nitlel work wiek wllh 
good n'liiriin, liteal teiinid l>u»lne»» ■■ 
mlvlnr winking ninnngenienl, lm|lmltr<1 
potrnllgl, F iiiiimlDl «l»iement« Mell- 
«h|e to pi'inen inlrcegtrd imtieg, • 
606 . will hnndlr, For further Inlornig- 
hmi. pli'nne irlrphone 7M-7I7O Mter * 
pin in Wille In I*"* 116. flollend, |6.<\
II.OtraiStllMl ni’MNESSI VAIMETY. 
Mme iin<lii.llng living qn»l|er») ellnM'rt 
In rMi'Ileiil err" In Krlovne, I’olenllM 
Iiiillmiir'll »'.2.O5O “I'h e»»y term* "nd 
hilnr.t et Tv'TICm# pl«m» Oll>'« 
Wiiinfohl 7WMI10. gvtnlni" 762.M95, 
iMl.h'. Ifo")ri' lleelly Md,. <76 l»r|, 
'‘""nh'‘ni, hl ij», io. 145, h», r.i 
i)FFH i; III ll.UINfL ('OMMEHCfAI. 
moprov on M»ln Slrrel, Weethenk. 7lie, 
Inilldin# I" Jl'vOl’ «•» » 30'glln' lo(. 
oflrie (n We«Ww<lr lnl»*llnn P)»l»l<f. i 
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26. MORTGAGES, LOANS 26. MORTGAGES, LOANS
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
36. HELP WANTED 
MALE OR FEMALE
42. AUTOS FOR SALE 44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
MORTGAGE 
MONEY 
Ample conventional residential 
mortgage funds available for 
new and existing houses, con­
struction draws, fast service. 
Contact Glen Attree dr 
Darryl Ruff at 
COLLINSON REALTORS
483 Lawrence Avenue 
Telephone 762-3713
PRIVATE MORTGAGES AVAILABLE- 
. First, second or purchase agreement for 
»a!e. Tetepboae 763-4950. , tf
MONEY AVAILABLE 
For 
Commercial and Industrial 
Development 
SAWLEY REALTY & 
DEVELOPMENT LTD.
1447 Ellis Street 
Kelowna, B.C.
7634442 tf
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228
EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER ABLE 
to baadla comptet* set of books through 
t* trial balance. Tetephoo* 755-703*. 'tf 
MATURE WOMEN - NEW WATKINS 
centre baa 19 part time opening*. $2.00 
to $4.00 boyriy. Telephone 70-2*66. 150
UVE-IN BABYSITTER REQUIRED. 
Telephone 745-54S& for Interview. 154
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
PEACE RIVER AND 
OKANAGAN HONEY 
Bulk or in Containers. 
LINDEN APIARIES 
l.mile north of the Golf Course 
on Glenmore Drive.
762-8970 
M, W, F 151
WINTER CABBAGE, CARROTS, PAR- 
gulp*. Urge »nd >m*U beet*. AU or* 
ganically grown. Also Dellclou* apple*. 
Telephono 763-5110. F, S. U
36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
FULLER BRUSH COMPANY LTD. RE- 
qulres full or part ttaa representatives 
for Kelowna area. Apply D. Sergent. 
542-2*42. 3600 Kamloops Road. Vernon, 
542-2942. ' . ' , . , . , (t
EARN $1.75 TO $4.00 PER HOUR. 
Telephone $43-2943 (Vernon) from 6 
to > p.m. or apply Kelowna Daily 
Courier. Bex A-489. tf
SALES PERSONNEL REQUIRED FOR 
Kelowna area. No investment $1.75 to 
$150 per hour, plu* benefit*. Box A406, 
The Kelowna Daily Courier. tf
RETIRED OR SEMI-RETIRED 
couple with trailer, for maintenance 
and caretaker. Sam’s Resort, telephone
764-2504. (Winfield). 149





from . 29.95 and up
Westinghouse, 16 cu. ft., com­
bination 2 door. 10 cu. ft. 
Refrigerator, 6 cu. ft. 
Freezer at Bottom. Sold for 
- 649.95. Now only ...... 209.95
RANGES
Kenmore, 30"______ _ 49.95
Frigidaire, 30” ____  69.95
McClary, 21” ...... 29.95
Westinghouse, 30” .... 79.95
Kenmore, 30” Gas —24.95 






















Are you, single, tired of every­
day routine? Interested in tra­
vel and meeting the public? 
If so, we have openings for 
you. We only ask that you are 
free to travel, good personal­
ity, good appearance. Must be 
able to begin immediately. 
(Based on bonafied qualifica­
tions). - . ■
Opportunities:
♦ Interesting sales work
• Above average inconie




1971 TNT SKI-DOO 
Mint condition, $699, no down 
payment.
1969 SNOWCRUISER 
with reverse, excellent condi­





1968 FIAT 124 SPIDER. IMMACULATE 
engine, recently overhluied. both top 
and bottom end. Now in Import Auto 
Repair* - having new -clutch installed. 
Cant make payments. $2,095. Telephone
764-4817. 153
For interview, 'see 
MISS ANN BAKER 
Sat. and Mon. Only, 1-3 p.m. 
Capri Hotel.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE. 
150
DELUXE 1970 COUGAR XR7. V-t 351, 
two door, vinyl top, power steering, 
power disc brakes, stereo, radio and 
tapedeck. Premium condition. 768-5469.
■ ' ■ U
1961 CHEV IMPALA. REBUILT EN- 
gine 12,000 miles ago. Major tuneup 
just done. Winter tires plus studs all 
around. Summers all around. Excellent 
condition. Telephone 763-7910. . 159
1969 FORD LTD. FULL POWER, TILT 
steering. Excellent condition. Will con­





Exclusive dealer for 
mobile homes in 12* 
and double widcs.j 
SEE US BEFORE YOU 
BUY — YOU MAY BE 
PAYING TOO MUCH???
15% DOWN ON 
APPROVED CREDIT
2 MILES NORTH 
OF VERNON 
Brandt and Dorothy Hagglund 
Day or Night 
545-0264
F, S. tf
phone 765-5721 evenings. if
1966 RAMBLER STATION WAGON IN 
A-l condiUon. Telephone Winfield 766-2884 
after 5:00 p.m. tf
1971 FIRENZA, ONLY 2.400 MILES. 
First $2,000 takes. Telephone 763-6983.
anytime. 156
36. HELP WANTED, MALE OR FEMALE
1969 CHEV TOWNSMAN STATION 
wagon, power steering and brakes. Tele-
phone 768-5591. 151
IF YOU WANT TO BUY — 
SELL — RENT — OR TRADE 






VILLAGE EXTENSION | 
SALMON ARM, B.C.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Tenders are requested) for a 
14 unit addition to the Rotary 
Village, Salmon Arm, B.C.
Tenders will close at 4 p.m. 
on Friday, February 11th, at 
the office of Meiklcjohn, Gower 
& Fulker, 3105-31st Street, Ver­
non, B.C.
A Bid Bond in the amount, of 
$5,000 shall accompany each 
tender. Plans and Specifications 
are available from the Archi­
tects, 3105-31st Street, Vernon, 
B.C. upon deposit of $25.00 , to 
General Contractors.
The lowest or any other tender 
not necessarily accepted.
Bid documents on view at 
planrooms, Vernon, Salmon 
Arm, Kamloops, Kelowna’ and 
Amal. Construction Assoc. Van­
couver 9, B.C,





. : 1 ■ ", a .
Classified ■. Advertisements and Not­
ice* for ' this Pag* must ba 
by 4:30 p.m. day previous to 








Six consecutive days. 4c 
per insertion.
Minimum charge ba»»d on







Sc per word, minimum $2.50.
Death Notices, in Memoriatns,
Card* of Thank* 5c per word, mlah 
num $2.50. 7 w- '
If pald prior to initial billing. a ItrNI 
discount may be deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
Applicable' within circulation sone 
only.
Deadline 4:30 p.m. day previous io 
publication, except 13 noon Saturday (or 
Monday publication. '
One insertion $1.89 per column inch.
Three consecutive insertions $1.33 
per column inch. *
Six 'consecutive Insertions $1.73 per 
column inch. .
Read ' your advertisement the first 
day It appears. We will not be Res­




from 4.95 and up
Automatic Washers— 
from 24.95 and up
Westinghouse, coppertone 
stacking washer and dryer, 
4 program, heavy duty de­
luxe models. Washer is 
slightly used. Dryer is new 
and just unpacked. Regular 
selling price 609.95.
TVs
Used TVs from 29.95 and up 
3 Ways, Consoles and Port­
ables.
Some Mechanic Specials 
—at 5.00
RCA Stereo and Radio,
W/FM, 89.95
Now only 429.95
USED VINYL RECLINER 
with Vibrator and Heater. 
Mew condition. Sold for 189.95.
Special 89.95
AT WOSK’S CAPRI STORE OR AT 













The Kelowna Daily Courier
Phone 762*4445
Carriers must be between the ages 11 to 15 years.
1962 CHRYSLER. P.S.. P.B. NEEDS 
transmission work. $250. Telephone 763- 
6529. 1 150
”1971 PL Y M O U T H '(SATELLITE) 
Sports model, lour door sedan, on war-
ranty. Telephone 763-6647. 150
1961 VAUXHALL CRESTA IN GOOD 






12x62—Three. Brm. Good buy. 
12x60—2 brm — Clean.
42B. SNOWMOBILES
1970 SKI-DOO 440, BRAND NEW 
motor, complete. Must b« seen to be 
appreciated. Telephone 765-6126 after 
6:00 p.m. tf.
ONE 440, 38 H.P. ESKIMO SNOW- 
mobile, $700 or best offer. One 30 h.p. 
18 inch track, electric start, like new,
LOTS - LOTS — LOTS 
more to choose from.
WANTED 




1971 POLARIS SNOWMOBILE. 795 CC. 
Excellent condition. $1,300. Telephone 
762-8209 after 5:00 p.m. 152
TWO ARCTIC CAT SNOWMOBILES, 
one 399 Panther, one 634 Puma. 1970 





37. SALESMEN ANO AGENTS
USED GOODS CLEARANCE
1—Used Living Room Chair .............. ...
1—Used Living Room Chair
1—Used 3/3 Mattress———------ ------
1—Used Gas Range, as is----------------
1—Used Auto. Washer ------- ——
1—Used Westinghouse Wringer Washer 
1—Used Westinghouse Fridgf; ..........
1—Used Kclvinator Fridge ......... . ...........
1—Used Moffat 24” Range, as is ....... 
1—Used Moffat 30” Range ---------- .....
1—Used Comfort Wood Heater . ..............
1—Used Oil Heater ——---------........

















A PERFECT PART TIME 
EXTRA INCOME
Can you use a high monthly second cash income; from 
accounts we establish for you in your area? Only a few 
hours weekly. TREMENDOUS PROFIT RETURN. NO 
COMPETITION.
Investment $1,500.00 and upwards, secured by PRODUCT 
INVENTORY. AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR 
DISTRIBUTORSHIP. r
For interview write including references and phone number:
CANADIAN PERMA-VEND
1163 Tecumseh Road, East 
WINDSOR 20, Ontario
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
1965 GMC HEAVY DUTY’% TON, 8' 
step side box, big six cylinder engine 
with four speed transmission. All new 
six ply 700x16 tires, also new paint job. 
Full price $1,095 or may accept snow­
mobile as part trade. Can arrange 
financing if needed. Telephone 765-5816.
152
FORD F850 WITH "H” PLATE; 1968 
International 4x4; 1963 Rambler Am­
bassador; two 1,000 gallon tanks; two 
Fruehauf vans; 45’ flatdeck trailer; 
gooseneck trailers; car carrier; D6 cat; 
other equipment, etc. Telephone 768- 
5844. 153
1966 D1000 INTERNATIONAL NINE 
passenger travelall in good condition. 
Automatic, power steering, power 
brakes, arid new tires. Telephone 768- 
5814 days. tf
1970 GMC HALF TON, V-8 AUTOMAT- 
ic, posl-traction, fleet side box. Excellent 
condition. Must sell. Telephone 765-7294, 
anytime. 149
1970 FOUR WHEEL DRIVE CHEVRO- 
let Blazer. Low mileage. Must sell for
cash. Telephone 764-7534.
150
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
DISTRESS SALE - REPOSSESSION - 
. Furniture and machines consisting ot 
walnut executive desk, secretarial desk, 
executive chair, steno chair, side chairs,
32. WANTED TO BUY
4 addins machine, electric typewriter — 
! payments $47.25 per month for 36
months. Unusual Offer. Write to Box A 
y- 525, The Kelowna Dally Courier. 154
PHILIPS CABINET STEREO WITH 
AM/FM radio. 4 speed automatic record 
chanser. tape recorder, input and output 
jacks. Two General Electric space heat­
ers. Moffat range with warming oven.
WANTED
Telephone 763-6212. 149
I 21 INCH COLOR TELEVISION, WAL- 
t nut console cabinet, $250. 13‘ curved 
I .sectional chesterfield, $150. Telephone
765-9235. 149
FRIGIDAIRE REFRIGERATOR, SUIT- 
able (or basement suite, in very good 
working order. 5100. Telephone 765-8072.
151
CARTOP CARRIER TO FIT VOLKS- 
wagen aquareback. Custom made. Cost 
*80. for sale, $40. Telephone 763-7730
days. 764-4940 evenings, ti
Logs and Standing Timber 
8” diameter and over. Phone 
542-8293 evenings. 547-3091 days 
or write Riverside Forest Pro­
ducts Ltd., Box 370, Lumby, 
B.C. 162
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items. 
Phone us first at 762-5599





Require a personal touch to your cor­
respondence? We address . longhand, 
stamp envelopes, stuff circulars. Cheap 
rent, efficient. Call 767-2761; write 
Home Addressing Service. ‘ Box 77,
Peachland. w,’ F 162
PAINTING — INTERIOR AND EXTER- 
ior. Good workmanship at reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Telephone 763- 
4595 anytime. tf
AMBITIOUS YOUNG MAN WOULD 
like steady part time job weekends and 
after 5:00 p.m. weekdays. Telephone 
763-5936. 151
PAINTING. PLUMBING, CARPENTRY, 
electric work, and odd jobs wanted by 
two reliable men; Telephone anytime, 762-
0286. 131
SNOW CLEARING - ROOFS AND 
sidewalk*. Experienced. Telephone 765.
8842. 154
WHITE AND GREEN FIBREGLASS 
drape*, 84'’x200"; Coronado stove. Vis­
count refrigerator. Telephone 765-6962.
••
77 INCH BLACK AND WHITE FLEET- 
wood deluxe portable, built In antennae. 
Excellent condition. *40. Telephone 765- 
B320. 151
J COLLECTOR ITEM - DELUXE SPIN- 
' nlng wheels In working condition. Tele- 
' phone 765-8631 or see *t 225 Merrifield 
। Road, Rutland. Nn Saturday calls. >50
ELECTRO - VOICE RIFLE MICTIO- 
phone. $65.' Two Robert* microphone*, 
$65 each. One green aettee, $70. Tele-
phone 763-2705. 150
tf
33. SCHOOLS AND 
VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA'S 
leading school. Free brochure. National 
College, 444 Hobson St., Vancouver 688-
4913. U
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
CARPENTRY WORK. REC ROOMS, 
cabinets, finishing work, etc. Telephone 
764-4939. 151
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND EX- 
terior. Free estimates. Telephone K.Z. 
Painting, 763-5278. M. W. F,. tf
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
TINY PET TOY POODLES. REASON- 
ahle, Also very small miniature. Call 
Kelowna Poodle Parlour, 762-4482 or 763-
3328. 151
MUST SELL - LIKE NEW GENERAL 
Electric coppertone 30" range-rotisserie. 
21a year* old. 1140. Telephone 762-6459, 
149
JQR SALK; S1LVERTONE 19 INCH 
portable color television, ** new, not a 
year old. $325. Telephone 762-8628, 150
ADULT“ ■niTcYCLEr^LAnGlf^^^^^^  ̂
■e*t and band brake, *70, Telephone 765-
34. HELP WANTED, MALE 
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN’ 
rights act prohibit* any advertise, 
ment that discriminates against any 
person of any class of person* be­
cause of race, religion, colon na­
tionality. . ancestry, place of origin or 
against anyone because of age be­
tween 44 and 65 year* unless th* dis­
crimination la justified by a bona fide 
requirement for th* work involved.
7323. F, S, 150
I FOH BALK: ' SMALL AIR COMPRES-









M, W, F tf
Nonr.L 120 bass accordTon, lady h 
mod«L Flv* change*, Excellent comllj 
tian, *lt». Telephon* 761097,_______ 151^
GIBSON FLAMENCO GUITAR, $150. 
Good condllkm. Telephone 765-81>,l. lit 
hnark drum, stand, and sucks, 
•M. Telephone 7*3 8111 151
32. WANTED TO BUY
FURNITURE REPAIRS AND REFIN- 
ishing. Small repairs'can be done in your 
home. Henning Jensen. Telephone 767- 
2424. RR 1. Peachland. ' 151
WILL BABY SIT IN MY HOME, DOWN- 
town Kelowna area, by the day, week 
or month. Telephone 763-6820. 152
JAB SNOW REMOVAL. WE DO 
roofs, sidewalks, driveways, carports, 
etc. For service, call 762-0370, 151
15 YEAR OLD GIRL WILL BABY SIT. 
Telephone 763-4207.' jjo
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
ELECTRONICS . 
offers n range of careers virtu­
ally unlimited. Train at homej 
Die Bell & Howell way with 
Electro, Lab and Films. Tuition 
deductible for income tax. For 
help in choosing a rewarding 
career wrltte to —
BELL & HOWELL 
SCHOOLS
BOX A-522, DIE KEIjOWNA 
DAILY -COURIER.




3 brm — 1^ baths — U.R. — 
12 wide. 150
USED 8’ WIDES ARE HARD TO FIND. 
We have two. You can move them your­
self — good mobite office. Campers,' log- 
gers, ranchers. See these. Price, $2,350. 
Carleton Mobile Homes Ltd., Highway 
97N at McCurdy Road in Rutland.. Tele­
phone 765-7753. 149
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV Included. Telephone 
763-2878, tf
GREEN BAY MOBILE HOME PARK, 
Green Bay Road off Boucherie, Land­
scaped lots available in family and re- 
tlrement areas. Telephone 768-5543. tf 
FOR SALE — 8*x40' MOBILE HOME 
set up in trailer court. Immediate pos- 
ession. For information, telephone 762- 
0370. 15]




391 Park Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C., 
DECEASED
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of the 
above named Deceased are 
hereby required to send them to 
the undersigned Executors at 
P.O. Box 370, Kelowna, British- 
Columbia, before the 21st day of 
February, 1972, after which date 
the Executors will distribute the 
said Estate among the parties 
entitled thereto having regard 
only to the claims of which they 
then have notice. ,









50c eharg* for tha'iu* of a Courier 
box number, and 50o addiUoaal if 
replies ara to b* malted.
Name* and addres* of Boxholder* 
are held confidential.
A* a condition of acceptance of a 
box number advertteement, 
every endeavor will bo made 
ward replies to the adv-
soon as possible, wo accept 
bility in respect of loss or 
alleged to arise through either 
ure or delay In forwarding such re­
plies, however caused, whether by 
neglect or otherwise.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Carrier boy delivery 60c per week. 
Collected every two weeks.
Motor Route W 
. 13, months ............  $25.00
6 months ..........  13.00
■ months ......................... T-®#
MAIL RATES

























AU mail payable In advance. 
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
LEDAIN COMMISSION
150
1952 FARGO HALF TON IN A-l SHAPE. 
Apply at 3441 Lakeshore Road. 150
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
PUREBRED MEXICAN CHIHUAHUA 
female pups, 2M, months old. Tiny type, 
weight about 4 pounds when fully grown. 
Telephone 762-7813 anytime. 150
FOR SALE. ONE YEAR OLD BEAGLE, 
registered female. Telephone 765-6004.' 
■ ___________________________ 150
GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES FOR
sale. Telephone 765-5182,
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
6O’xl2' FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH* 
ed. No. 105, Winfield Mobile Homes. Tele­
phone 766-3106. t(
FOR SALE — 10'x45* MOBILE HOME, 
two bedrooms, fully furnished. Best offer. 
Telephone 762-6099. 154
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
THREE H.P. EVINRUDE OUTBOARD 
motor. Trail bike, 80 cc. Telephone 762- 
3948 after 5:00 p.m. or 762-2016 day*, 
ask for Vic. Wanted: ( h.p. outboard 
motor. 153
FOR SALE — 15’6" SANGSTERCRAFT 
boat with camper top. 1971—50 h.p. Mer­
cury outboard. Full warranty. 542-3154 
or evenings 545-1596 (Vernon).
 Th, F, S, 150
REPOSSESSION—1970 12* X 66' THREE 
bedroom, utility room. ,new furniture 
throughout. 8'x45* Anderson, completely 
furnished, including washer and dryer, 
very clean. Set up In close in park. 
Skirted and ready to move in. immed- 
throughout. Okanagan Mobile Homes, 765- 
7077. tf
13 FOOT RUNABOUT PLYWOOD BOAT, 
fibreglass bottom, 18 h.p. Johnson elec­
tric start. $350 or trade for piano of 
equal value. 762-4601. 151
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGULAR 
sale* every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. We 
pay cash for complete estates and 
household contents. Telephone 765-5647 
Behind the Drive-In Theatre. Highway 
r North. ti







By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Initial reaction to the first : 
LeDain report on drugs ,was 
both approving ahd cautious but 
other comment was forthright 
on controversial aspects of the 
report. •
'The commission headed by 
Gerald LeDain, dean of law at 
Toronto’s York University, 
called for a limited experiment 
in giving heroin to addicts le­
gally to win them away from 
the illicit drug market. , .
This proposal was rejected 
W e d n e s d a y by the Toronto 
chapter of Narconon, an organi­
zation that specializes in the 
treatment of heroin addicts.
It is the only Canadian chap­
ter of the group whose name is 
short for Narcotics Anonymous. 
It has 10 chapters in major
allows a patient to function nor* I 
rnally. I
Dr. John R. Unwin, director I 
of adolescent services at Mont- I 
real’s Allan Memorial Institute, I 
said he supported the LeDain I 
suggestion that m e t h a d o n e I 
should still be used to treat 
some addicts. He s$id he agreed 
with the commission’s view that 
methadone seemed the most 
promising of all available, ap­
proaches to the opiate narcotic 
dependence problem. •
. Premier W. A. C. Bennett of 
British Columbia said at Vido- I 
ria he expects front-page edi­
torials in all major newspapers 
bn the dangers of drinking after 
the report cited alcoholism as 
Canada’s number one drug-de-
. pendence problem.
Mr. Bennett said he had al- 
; ways maintained alcohol was 
■ the “most dangerous drug” and 
now expected widespread public 
■ support for his stand.
i When asked if he intend©! to 
i divert the $6-million profit
North American cities and 
treated an estimated 3,000 
diets since 1966.




youperts going to learn that .
can’t handle a drug addict with
■ 150
NEAR NEW D6C POWER SHIFT CAT- 
crpillar fully equipped. 966B loader with 
heavy duty canopy, log grapplers and 
23.5x25 tires, D7-17A , Turbo-charged 
caterpillar, tractor with winch and angle 
dozer. D7E with frame mounted canopy, 
180 h.p. motor and new undercarriage. 
Contact D and D Welding Ltd., Vernon. 
Telephone — days 542-8538, 542-6960. 
Evenings — 545-0324, 542-8528, ,F, S, 150
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
GOODWILL
USED CARS
OLDS DELTA 88 CUSTOM. 4 Dr. H.T., 
factory air cond., p.s., p.b., p. windows, 
radio, vinyl top, new rubber.
PLYMOUTH 4 DR. SED. FURY.III. 8 
cyl., A.T., p.s., p.b., radio.'
CHEV. Custom 2 Dr. H.T., bucket seals, 
p.s., p.b., radio, low mileage.
WCHEV. KINGSWOOD S. WGN. 8 cyl., A.T., p.s., p.b., radio, New tires, new paint.
"TRUCKS"
1070 G’M C’ LWB TON, 8 cyl., 4 spd., Posi 
» / / U traction, factory warranty.
"AT LAST! I’VE FOUND I
A WAY TO EARN EXTRA 9 /(J 
MONEY — AND CARH \
FOR MY FAMILY, TOO!”
As an Avon Sales Rcpresenta- I | yQ / 
live, yon can choose your own !|
VOLKS 6 PASS. CREW CAB. Low mile­
age, 1 ^nvner.
INTERNATIONAL TRAVELALL — 4
wh. dr., 8 ycl, 4 spd., one owner,
more drugs?” asked Phil Mc- 
Ainey, Canadian director for 
Narconon. He said what is 
needed is to get .people off 
drugs, not provide them with 
legalized heroin. He said his 
group’s success rate has been 
high.
BACKS METHADONE
The commission also called 
for use of methadone to treat 
some heroin addicts. Methadone
is Itself addictive but eases the ........
agony of heroin withdrawal and!handle it.
made by the government on liq­
uor sales last year into the re­
habilitation of alcoholics, Mr. 
Bennett said his government 
was already spending "three or 
four times that amount on reha­
bilitation of people through a 
wide variety of government 
services.”
“The reason the government 
handles liquor sales is that pro­
hibition wasn’t a success and
we don’t want bootln,"!',i'S(do
Ho Comment From Doctors
' WANTED TO' BUY: 
CONCESSION 
EQUIPMENT:
PojMXim machine, canfly floss, 
gas deep friers, gas grills, pop 
dlcpenscra, soft Ice cream ma­
chine. ice cream dispensers, 
hot dog cooks, slush machine, 
enndy apple machine, ice ma­
chine.
Write giving full list and Con­
dition. P.O, Box 871, Kelowna,
hours to make money for the I __ 
things you want. Get the facta I lOA/l 
by calling: II I/O4!"
762-8115 or 762-5065 I v
150’1 YOUR WINNING TEAM SALES STAFF
IS READY TO SERVE YOU,
G.M.C. y'j TON, LWB, 6 cyl., wide box.
DC. 151
4 GIRLS REQUIRED - ' 
MUST BE FREE TO TRAVEL. I 
1. Interesting sales work. I 







SEE US FOR ALL OF YOUR LEASING NEEDS.,
Jacobsen Pontiac-Buick Ltd
“YOUR TOTAL TRANSPORTATION CENTRE”
C°,U|7m 1658 Pandosy St.
WOMAN TO MT FOR TUREK CHILD.
Phone 763-7700
MKIH BACK LOVK SEAT, CALL NL 
T»L 1 ’ lei
ten fr«m February l« In March 4. Mum 
drive. llH»»»nr»a. Lakeiie*. Height. 
TttepbflM TW-2^8. «
USED CAR LOT PHONE 763-6060
149
542 ____ _
(nf Juma Wkwfi* 
BEGINNER-EASY!
Add a vivid accent to any 
room y/ith this gay area rug.
Beginners, crochet this live* 
ly multi-color rug of rug yarn 
or 4 strands of siring taken to­
gether. You’ll be proud to show 
it. Pattern 542; rug 24 x 31” ov 
any size,
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS In 
coins (no stumps, plensc) for 
each pattern add 15 cents 
for each pattern for first-class 
mailing and special handling 
— to Laura Wheeler, care of 
the Kelowna Dally Courier, 
Needlccrafl Dept., 60 Front St. 
W,, Toronto. Ontario residents 
add 4C sales tax. Print plainly 
PATTERN NUMBER, your 
NAME and AQDRESS.
NEW 1072 Needlccrafl Catalog 
-fabulous fashions, Accessories, 
gifts, Knit, ('rochet, embolden 
Free patterns. 50c.
NEW! Easy Art of Hairpin 
Crochet has 26 patterns, $1.00 
Instant-Crochet Book — Btep-by- 
step pictures, patterns, $1.00. 
Complete Instant Gift Book — 
more Hinn 100 gifts. SI,00 
Complete Afghan Book—Sl.OO 
"16 Jiffy Rugs" Book 60c 
Rook of 12 Prize Afghans, 60c 
Quill Book 1—16 patterns. 60c 
Museum Qull^ Book 2 — 60c 
Book 3. "Quilts for Today** 




Look forward to nprlntf's live­
ly social season with this flat­
tering shape that's softly drap­
ed on top. Perfect for polyester 
crepe.
. Printed Pattern 0017: NEW 
Women's Sizes 34, 3G, 38, 40, 
42; 44, 40, 48. Size 36 (bust 40) 
takes l’^ yards 60-inch. 
SEVENTY-FJVE CENTS' (75c) 
In coins\ (no stamps, please) 
for each pattern—add 15 cents 
for each pattern for first-clftss 
mailing and special handling, 
Ontario residents add 4c sales 
tax, Print plainly SIZE, NAME, 
ADDRESS and STYLE NUM­
BER.
Send order to MARIAN MAR­
TIN, Care of The Kelowna Dally 
Courier, Pattern Dept. 60 Front 
St., W.. Toronto, , 
SEE MORE Spring Fashions 
and choose one pattern free 
from new Spring-Summer Cat­
alog, All sizes! Only 50c 
INSTANT SEWING BOOK sew 
today, wear tomorrow. $1. 
INSTANT FASHION BOOK - 
Iluarcds of fashion facts. $1.
Dr. H. D. Roberts, president 
of the Canadian Medical Asso­
ciation, said it will not comment 
on the report until It has been 
studied by CMA experts and its 
administrative council at a 
meeting Feb. 11-12.
“At that time we will state 
our opinion of the report and 
also make public the associa­
tion's official stand concerning 
he non-mcdlcal use of drugs," 
said Dr. Roberts In an Ottawa 
statement.
Dr. Unwin, a psychiatrist who 
wrote the CMA’s brief to the 
commission, .said the report will 
establish Canada among the 
world leaders In the field of 
treatment on drug abuse,
It, was "a superbly-written 
comprehensive outline of the 
modalities of drug treatment. 
There is nothing like this In the 
whole world to dale and there 
have never been attempts to de­
fine so clearly such Important 
terms as therapy and illness In 
the context of drugs,"
In Hamilton, Dr. James An­
derson of McMaster University 
and the man who headed the 
commission’s research, said the 
use of methadone or the con-
Veteran Prentice 
Plans To Retire
. MONTREAL (CP) for-
trbllcd use of heroin tn treat 
heroin addicts is not the solution 
to the problem.
He said those aspects of 
report had been ovcr-cmplM- 
sized.
“Carrying on the use of her­
oin or methadone is still only 
second best,” he said. “The 
number one goal has to be to 
get them to do without drugs."
He said more emphasis must 
he placed on the reasons lead­
ing to addiction. -.. ..
“These kids’ lives were prd I 
rotten before they started tru I 
ment and any treatment p.^| 
gram Is doomed to failure un- 
less the life they go back to Is 
Changed.”
Dr. Jack Anderson of the 
Hamilton Addiction Research 
Foundation said that although 
the report did not mention i|, 
amphetamines should be mn^V 
Illegal.
At present, It Is only a crime 
to traffic In the drugs,
Lieut. Tom O'Connell, head of 
Hamilton police vice squad, said 
his main reaction to the report 
was also the failure to mention 
amphetamines.
"If we cut off the legal source: 
for these drugs then the people 
making bootleg speed would lx» 
open for arrest and conviction.” 
he said, sk
ward Dean Prentice of Minne­
sota North Stars said Thursday 
night he plans to retire nl the 
end of the 1971-72 National 
jockey Ixsngue season,
Prentice, 39, said he needs 
more rest, now than he can get 
with the rugged 78-game NHL 
schedule “so I guess it's time to 
hang it up."
“But I'm gqing to give it all I 
have till the end of the year and 
hope maybe that I can go out on 
a Stanley Cup winner.
”As for next year, I hope 
there will Im* a coaching lob for 
me. I'd like to coach junior."1
Milk Of Magnesia
WASHINGTON CAP) *- An 
estimated 100,0Q0 bottles of milk 
of "magnesia manufactured by 
Abbott Laboratories of North 
Chicago, III,, are being recalled 
by the Food and Drug Adininiti- 
n ation because, they allcflcdljK* 
contain bacteria.
The FDA said Thursday Ab­
bott found up to 15,000 bacterial 
organisms a inilll-litrc In thn 
milk of magnesia, compared 
with government-approved 
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Aquarius (Jan. 20 Feb. 18):
moves. It's an
to see where you arc,
than react
hehav or and I
eases.
category.
Die number of nci nlrm.i lose
and out.



























Virgo (Aug. 23 - Hept. 22)
roeiis on mcnln
a little from





2. Fbtir notrump. This is a
where the number ofease
The
fi3,3-pcr-cent rife In impaired 








































































DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it:
AXYDLB AAIR
is LONGFfcLLO W
One letter simply stands for another, in this sample A U 
teed for the three L's, x for the two o s, ete. single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different
A Cryptogra* Quotation
OPPQKME
EYJAM JQQ EY £ Y J A M . - J V M C K T
P'HJQQYX
Batarday’l Crypta|uote: THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS 
^IWEgSTjEATE OF AVERAGE INTELLIGENCE.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
Japan 
AM ISLAND UNTIL
THAT ITS LAVA FILLED I 
. ... A STRAIT I.B0O FEET WlbE I 
; AND 300 FEET DEEP 
’ "MAKWB THE /SUM)
PART Of THE MAINLAM)
THE MEfiAPOW
A BIRO OF AUSTRALIA AND
THE PHILIPPINES
IS HATCHED AS A FULLY 
INDEPENDENT ADULT
QUEENIE
TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
What's Cause
Of Double-Vision
By George C. Tbostesob. M.D
Dear Dr. ThOSteson
ciuses double vision arid is 
there any cure for it?—B. S
Thpre are six muscles that 
control the movement of the 
eyeball (and a seventh that ele­
vates the eyelid).








ksldvVtb® AN$\\E£ to 
tpAt! Sou wets 
INFCR.VBD A SHORT
7IMB ACSOl
years since my wife last had 
child and I'vh decided to have
mhdical examination concerning
sterility. Would such in txami 
nation entail numerous visits to 
one or mdre physicians?—E. t
Most likely a feu* (but proba-
bly not “numerous") visits, M4JT liVJV IIUHIWS.VWM •
operate so precisely and auto-,one physician. However, there 
matically that the image on the
retina of one eye corresponds
almost exactly with the image
in .the other eye, Theh you
see" Just one image. (Or you 
think you do; actually depth 
perception defifeftds oh the fact 
that both eyes, being separated 
by a couple of inChes, do not 
sfee’ exactly the .same thing. 
Look at something, closing first
can be complicated CAsM re
qulring more study. 
One essential aspect is a
sperm count and for a dependa­
ble result, it is usually, wise to 
have a series of several tests 
Father than putting too much 
dependence on a single test, 
since it is possible for the count 








DEAREST, X HAVE 






■jZ// WANT AHY NOSY
By Ripley
T.I838-1525 T
One eye add then the other, and 
you’ll understand what I mean.)
Now suppose something pre­
vents the eyes, or one eye, from 
having the two images corre­
spond. Then you have double vi­
sion. You have two images that
remain separate instead of vir­
tually being superimposed bn 
each other.
Weakness, or paralysis, of one
(or more) of the muscles in ei­
ther eye can cause double vi­
sion. So can faulty fotussing of
Dear Dr. Thosteson t ls there
eVer going to be a chance that 
poor people like me who art 
allergic to, certain foods will be 
able to take antigen or serum 
and be immune so we can toler­
eyeglasses, but I presume that 
you have had that checked. .
What causes such muscular
defects isn't easy to pin doiyn to 
any single cause. Theft! may 
have been an injury; or Some
form of poisoning; or there may
have been an inherited defect: 
or some illness may have had 
such an effect.
The only thing of which you 
can be certain is that there is
no point in trying to determine
N
ate the food like other people?
All my life I have been al
lergic to all dairy products. I 
Love cheese and periodically go 
on a cheese-a-holic spell, lasting
anywhere from a few weeks t<; 
a few months, or however Ion
it takes to have my face swell । 
up and break but" in weeping1 
sick inside
BUT? BOSS. M3U WROTE 
THIS FRiSBY COSTRAG1
eczema and I am




Desensitization for dust, pol
the cause yourself. This re­
quires examination by an eye
specialist. Once hd has done so,















len, etc., involves giving very 
tiny exposures to let the body 
develop some mild tolerance. It
isn’t total relief from the trou
ble by any means. It just helps. 
Many folks with food allergies
can do much the same by staythen he can tell what, to do _____ . .
about it—surgery on an eye ring away from the particular
mbscle may be possible; 
correction of some toxic condi­
tion is a different possibility; it 
may, in some instances, be pos­
sible to do some correcting by 
means of glasses,; but you'll
have to leave that up to him.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: It is 10
foods for a time, then trying to
bat very small amounts, and at 
fairly long intervals. Sometimes 
they find, that they can tolerate
a certain amount, but they have
to learn how much.
But don’t expect ever to go on
a “cheese-a-holic" binge with
out suffering for it.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER
You are South, both sides vul
The bidding has been:
EAst South
What would you bid now 
with each of the following four
hands?
1. A7 VJ6543 <82 *KJ964 
2.4»J VK87532 4KQ863 *5 
3. AQ63 VA974 4853 A762 
4.4A94 YKQ875 4K72 *93
1. Four hearts. The value of
a hand often changes as the bid­
ding progresses. Thus, when
you responded a heart in this
prospects were
rather bleak, and in fact there
was some question about the
advisability of responding at
However once you do re
therefore be invoked. If North
responds five hearts, showing 
two aces, you pass. If he re­
sponds five spades, . showing 
three aces, you bid six hearts,
If he responds five clubs, which
in this sequence shows all four
aces, you bid seven hearts.
Partner’s point count is not 
the criterion. Once he guaran­
tees four truipps by jumping to
three hearts, the number of
accs he has will determine how
many tricks can be made.
3. Pass. It must be remem­
spohd and partner raises you to
three, the outlook changes dras­
tically. Your anemic
North fills them out by jump­
raising the suit. All four suits
are now at least moderately
under control, and the . pros-
bered that a jump raise is not
forcing, and mer'ely urges you 
to continue towards game. It
permits you to pass in the prop­
er circumstances, and it is clear
that, if you are ever going to
pass, you should do so with this
Had North been sure of ten 
tricks, he would presumably
have bid four hearts, not three.
He is asking whethcjLJ’ou have
that little bif extra needed for
game—and the answer clearly is 
run, is to pass.
no. The winning bid, in the long
4. Three spades. Game is cer­
tain. but the possibility of n
I ASKED- DOES YOUR WIFE KNOW WHAT J <*
YOU'RE TRYING TO PO?




TALK TO ME 
THAT WAY' ■
HI, LOLO!)
By Phil Interiand! pects of making Ion,
slam should not be ■ ignored.
eleven, tricks are very, very
tricks you can make depends
entirely on how many aces part­
ner has, and Blackwood should
North may have
Spades,5; Hearts,A-J-6-3; Dia­
monds, A-Q-8-4-3 Clubs, A-7-4
which is not an unusually pow­
erful hand, but you would sure
!y walit to be in a slam with it. 
The spade cuebid will help to 
get you there. ,
HOROSCOPE
Aries (March 2t-April 19):
Expect a mixed day with young
people not doing quite their
shai'o, nor showing up »t reg­
ular times, Deal leniently.
Taurus (April 29-May 20):
There's going to be a full dross
review of the past few days or 
weeks, perhaps a rerun of a
quarrel that should be finished. 
A little contemplation shows
you a way to divert Its course,
(May 21-June 20):
Pay your own way amongst
casual companions, avoid bick­
ering or showing off. Ixioklng up
an old work male sets off a
scries of reflections,
(June 21-July 22)
While picking up after others, 
you hit on an idea which will 
produce well for you In long­
term gains. Parliiorslilps pro­
mise good results
turn out tn know many helpful
details, given a good question.
Relax, avoid arbitrary, hasty
excellent day
for taking a keen look around
Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20):
Soothe rather
grumpy
passes tamely into contentment




TOKYO (Reuter* -• Sholchl
Yokoi, the Jnpnncso niiny
veteran who stalked the jun
glcs of Guam for 28 years re
fusing to surrender, has asked
WE RE HAVIN'
The Breath-Test Resulted
In Rise Of Impaired Cases
By GERARD McNF.lt
OTTAWA (CP) •
breath-test law resulted In a
A report by Statistics Canada
says such cases n u m here d 
76,614 In 1070, up nearly 3O.1MX) 
horn .I960, Another 4,083 drivers
Leo (July 28-Aur, 22): Much
us you may not be disixised to­
ward II, you've got mainten­
ance, trouble-shooting preenu- 
llonary actions to do this week­
to meet his emperor,
Ynkol thought Hirohito, In
lie fough
throughout the Second World
Wnr, died' year? ago,
Japanese papers quoted the
40,607, up 900 from 1009, but
charges were placed in only If), I
per cent ot these cases com- 
pared to 98,0 of Impali'ibOnl
Traffic offences under Hie
Criminal Code numbered 142.480
ln.1970, up nearly 32,000 with
most of the lisc in the Impaired
were charged alter refusing hi
I" Ovide a sample of their breath by |c«-s lli.m l.oim m |Uio in 
to ixdlcc, Ml.tifiS mid the rn’e .d nci'idcnts
The bn th lest, which be. I «•» down horn 1969,
rnmo mandatory Dec, 1, 1969. 
measutts the level of alcohol In
a drivci's bloodstream. If the
drawing back
pursuits
former sergeant na saying; 
"If possible, I'd like to meet
Teijnohclkn (the emiieror',
The Asahi Shlmbun, n load­
Whatever work you ve got to
do Is best done very early, 
Libra (Hepi.
ing notional daily, ropbrted 
Yokoi ns saying in Gi'iain: “It
It Is liniiosslble I wish yon' Io
Fewer fatal arcidenti ■ 4,483
against 4,fit4 In l!)C4) «me r-
ported but fl.iev .eliumed mow
Dvrl exceeds eight parts pc • live.*--5,660 n'pHo*' ,’i 51'1 in UHiO; 
hi,boo n driver under Ihr law Is Quebec hmi Hr hi :ii<
impaired
In all go<Kl humor you ought
to encourage your friends to 




(resq exicns on.s 
comment. De on
mid prrimpu
convryi Io him that I lin\c
continued Io live by believing 
In Tennohclkn."
Die piijx'r said Yokoi did
recognize rt'cent pholo- 
graphs of ,lho emperor, who, 
until the eiid of the war, was
phologi .ipliod ,in 111*
opportunity
somethin)* old mid odd. 
HadUirins (Nov, 22 i Dec.
Yokoi, discovered by Iwo
fishermen Monday, i.n to
You have a good chance J sent home next week 
of mhtcs-- m doing ..somcthliut
in-ci-1 nearly rvcrj Ivxlv ilisnppifives !
deni dentil inte'in t||r . nimti'V l(T<i<,r nllenlmn pl hnme cnidl 
A driver who rcfiiicx (xillinlif and'the rates of impair-'tmus yields con,stiurlive re-
Rood reason to provide a sample meat and ncgligcm 
. la lubkct to the same penalUet Th* hitandimi i«tr
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PEACHLAND (Special) — : 
Aidermen’s appointments, don­
ations and the Peachland Parks 
and Recreation appointments 
for 1972 were all matters dealt 
with at the regular meeting of 
the Peachland municipal coun­
cil.
Mayor Harold Thwaite made 
changes in aldermanic port­
folios. Aid. Des Loan will be in 
charge of the volunteer fire de­
partment and the municipal 
haU. Aid. George Meldrum will 
be in charge of domestic water, 
garbage and cemetery. These 
changes, the mayor explained, 
came about after a meeting 
with the fire department. The 
aldermen effected agreed to the 
changes. ,
Aid. Meldrum stated he was 
glad to be given the cemetery 
as this had been neglected in 
the past, and that he would 
work at making it a credit to 
the community. On garbage he 
asked for assistance as the
$50 to be sent Aid. James Mac* 
<ay and Aid. W. L. Lawrence 
voting no as they both felt 
young athletes starting out 
should be helped first.
,, The annual donation of $25 to 
the Salvation Army was appro­
ved.
DEFENCE COURSE
A notice of a civil defence 
course to be held March 7-9 in 
Victoria was read. Aid. James 
MacKay agreed to attend.
Mayor Thwaite announced as 
J. G. Sanderson had left the 
community, he' would act as 
the Peachland Civil Defence 
Co-ordinator for 1972.
As provided in the municipal 
provisional budget, office salar­
ies for municipal staff were in­
creased 12 per cent. The salary 
for janitor services in the mun-
Mr. Topham an answer at the
next meeting.
Mr. Topham stated, "I am 
not against the bylaw, I just 
want to know why I pay and 
others don’t." Mayor Thwaite 
assured him all subdividers pay 
but it was a grey area at the 
time of his subdivision being 
approved with some subdividers 
agreeing to abide by the new 
bylaw and others by the former 
motion which only applied to 
new subdivision roads.
YOUTH WORKSHOP
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hamer
attended council. Mr. Hamer is
interested in starting a youth
workshop in the community-He
outlined his ideas of a work­
shop where 40 young people
could learn skills and make
COUPLE RECEIVE GIFTS
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Sander­
son admire an engraved silver . 
tray and matching crystal de­
canter. They were given to 
them by members of the Le­
gion and Ladies’ Auxiliary at
Peachland. The Sandersons 
left Peachland recently for ‘ 
Ceylon where they will spend 
two years. Both , have been 
active in Legion affairs.
MUSEUM NOTES
Barrel - Making 
An Ancient Craft
domestic water department 
took a good slice of his time. 
Mayor Thwaite agreed to as­
sist.
Mayor Thwaite stated he had 
instructed the municipal fore­
man to vacate two bays in the 
fire hall. This should give the 
room requested by the firemen 
for the present.
A letter from the B.C. Sports 
Hall of Fame committee was 
received asking for a grant. 
Mayor Thwaite stated they had 
been asked first for a contribu­
tion in April 1971 add it had 
been turned down. After much 
discussion council authorized
icipal hall was also raised.
Municipal cleric H. C. Mac- 
Neill reported 12"taxpayers had 
given notice they will appeal 
municipal assessments at the 
court of revision to be held in 
municipal chambers on Feb. 2.
Subdivider Art Topham stat­
ed though he has been charged 
fees for paving and fire hy­
drants under the new. munici­
pal subdivision bylaw, other 
subdividers have not paid these. 
Mayor Thwaite stated as Mr. 
Topham had been in the pro­
cess of subdivision at the time 
this bylaw was being written 
he had a choice of putting in 
paved roads under the old ar­
rangement or coming under 
the new. Council -agreed to 
search the minutes and give
articles which could maybe be 
sold, thus helping them with
DISTRICT PAGE
By PRIMROSE UPTON
Barrel making is a very an­
cient craft—there are referen­
ces to barrels in the Bible. It 
was known in ancient Egypt, 
arid probably the Romans 
brought the craft to Britain. 
Barrel makers, or coopers, are 
highly skilled.
We have several barrels in 
the Kelowna Centennial Mus­
eum, one’ is a brewery barrel 
and the other probably used 
in transporting some, non-liquid 
commodity. I was quite intrig­
ued a number of years ago, to 
pick up on the shore riear Bear 
Creek—but well into the treed 
area, a barrel lid, which I sus­
pect may have been used at 
the Brewery once located sev­
eral miles south of the actual 
creek. This Brewery was des­
troyed by fire, but there are 
still evidences of the water sys­
tem to bring the beautiful 
spring water down from the 
mountainside.
METAL, WOOD
While cataloguing some of 
' these things recently, my curi­
osity was aroused as to the 
making of barrels. Nowadays 
barrels are made of both metal 
and wood and are often mach­
ine-made. Different types of
with a short-handled broad-axe.
Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank
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bevelled. When the required 
number of staves are ready, 
the cooper“raises the cask”—, 
arranging the stages within an 
iron raising hoop, until a com­
plete circle is formed.
This process produces some­
thing which is roughly cone- 
shaped. Then comes the com­
plicated part of bending the 
staves. The rudimentary cask 
is moistened with water, and 
placed over a fire of shavings, 
and the cooper and his assistant 
each with a heavy hammer, go 
round and round the barrel 
beating consecutively smaller 
truss hoops into place. When all 
are in place the barrel is kept 
over the fire for some fifteen 
minutes to remove the moisture. 
The fire is like a Iqw brazier 
and is called a cresset.
After being taken from the 
fire the craftsman cuts the 
grooves for the head of the bar­
rel. Various shaves, concave 
and convex blades are used to 
smooth down the outside and 
inside of the barrel. A bung 
is bored with a tapered auger. 
The head consists of three or
Disagreements 
Aired At Probe
their education. He explained 
though he had never worked on 
such a program, but he had in 
his youth taken part in Uris 
kind of program in England.
Mayor Thwaite asked how 
large quarters would be need­
ed and if the recreation hall 
would be available, Don Wilson, 
chairman of the parks and re­
creation commission, stated he 
didn’t feel this hall suitable for 
such a program from a fire 
safety point. Aid. MacKay stat­
ed wiring in the recreation hall 
was not adequate for power 
tools.
Mayor Thwaite then suggest­
ed the Hamers form a com­
mittee of adults interested and 
meet with the parks and re­
creation commission. He stated 
council is always pleased to 
do anything possible for the 
communities’ youth and he 
would watch the progress of 
this idea closely.
Aid. MacKay, council repre­
sentative on the parks and re­
creation commission, presented 
recommendations for new rules 
and regulations to safeguard 
use of municipal parks and 
beaches in the community. 
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wood are involved — obviously 
a barrel to contain china or 
some dry commodity, would 
not need to be of particularly 
good, material, while those bar­
rels to contain liquid would 
probably be of oak. It’s the 
story of the latter type which 
intrigued me. At home I have 
a biscuit barrel, a nice little 
oak affair about seven inches 
high, lined with porcelain and 
with a fitted metal lid.
i In Britain, by 1501 the Coop­
ers’ Company received its Char- 
Iter of incorporation. It will be 
realized that on board ships 
almost everything was stored 
in casks, and coopers were im- 
jwrtnnt members of the ship's 
crew. On land, coopers made 
everything from butter churns 
to brewing vats.
There seem to be three main 
categories of cooperage. First 
dry-coopering, when barrels for 
holding such things as. flour, 
sugar or fish, involved the use 
of fir staves bound together 
with ash or hazel hoops—ma­
chinery has now almost replac­
ed the workman in this cate-
more pieces of oak held toget­
her by dowel pegs, and caulked 
between the joints. The final 
stage in the construction con- 
sists of making and fitting the 
permanent iron hoops. After 
carefully measuring, the requir­
ed lengths of iron are cut, beat­
en into shape, and the ends 
riveted together. These hoops 
arc driven into place with a 
heavy hammer.
The barrel is tested, for in 
addition to being completely 
watertight, it must be able to 
bcas pressure of up to forty 
pounds to the square inch. Each 
barrel must be of a specified 
girth and capacity, and the 
quantity it is designed to hold is 
usually stamped on the head.
So the next, time you see a 
barrel—designed to hold liq­
uid, pause for a moment and 
consider the vast amount of 
skill and knowledge which went 
into the making of it.
TORONTO (CP) - Disagree­
ments on whether a riot was 
building up when Soviet Pre­
mier Kosygin visited the On­
tario Science Centre here last 
Oct. 25 and whether police were 
brutal in their approach to dem­
onstrators were expressed at a 
provincial inquiry Thursday.
Deployment of the Metropoli­
tan Toronto mounted police unit 
to subdue demonstrators pre­
vented “a full-scale riot" from 
d e v e 1 b p i ri g, suggested Roy 
McMurtry, a lawyer represent­
ing the Metro police force.
His statement was rejected by 
Robert Maksymec, president of 
the Ukrainian-Canadian Com­
mittee, who on Wednesday testi­
fied that police on horseback 
knocked men, women arid girls 
to the ground as their horses 
trampled through a crowd gath­
ered across tlie street from the 
science centre.
Mr. Maksymec said Thursday 
that policemen on foot had al­
ready straightened out a 10- 
foot-deep "bulge”' that demon­
strators had pushed into police
PEACHLAND
lines by the time the mounted 
officers arrived.
He said he -did not see any 
danger of a riot erupting in the 
vicinity of the science centre 
where Mr. Kosygin was speak­
ing to a Canadian Manufactur­
ers Association dinner.
Twenty arrests and a dozen 
injuries resulted from a clash 
between demonstrators and 
members of the mounted unit.
AGREES WITH LAWYER
Donald Dutton, a reporter­
photographer who covered the 
demonstration for the Toronto 
Star, later agreed with Mr. 
McMurtry that “a situation was 
building up which could take on 
riot proportions’* and also re­
ported seeing demonstrators hit 
police with placards.
Mr. Maksymec, principal or­
ganizer of the demonstration, 
who claimed his organization 
represents "the bulk” of Toron­
to’s 70,000 Ukrainian-Canadians, 
conceded that hostility toward 
Mr. Kosygin "amounted" to real 
hatred” among many Eastern 
European immigrants, many of 
whom amended the rally.
"You agree it appeared to be 
a highly-volatile situation" Mr.
operation and water skiers, as 
a safeguard for swipimers, and 
controls of camping and pet 
nuisance in public parks. Coun­
cil felt these rules arid regula­
tions were a step in the right 
direction, but it was decided to 
provide each aiderman with a 
copy for study before a bylaw 
was prepared to supplement the 
present parks bylaw.
APPOINTMENTS
The 1972 appointments to the 
Parks and Recreation Commis­
sion were approved. These are 
Don Wilson, chairman; Paul 
Gluschenko, vice chairman; 
members, Ted Beet, J. tl. Dav­
ies, Don Houghtaling, Ernest 
Lawby, Tom Smith, Mrs. J. K. 
Todd, Mrs. Roy Freeman, Mrs. 
Carol Gazda, Mrs. Art Kopp 
and Larry McCall.
Aid. W. L. Lawrence,' roads 
chairman, spoke of the need for 
a municipal loader, and what 
arrangements had been made 
this winter to have a rented one 
on stand by. Council agreed 
this was a priority and author- 
, ized Aid. Lawrence, to shop 
.around for a good used ma- 
■ chine in the near future. Mayor 
. Thwaite, finance chairman, 
stated that a new one cquldn’t
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there was the white 
who made pails, butter 
wash tubs, and other 
for dairy and housc-
hold use. He also made turned 
ware such as bowls and trench­
ers—there wore mostly of oak, 
but interestingly enough dairy 
utensils wore usually made of 
i sycamore since this Is one of 
: the few woods which does not 
leave a woody taste on food,
The most Important category 
> Is that of wet-coopering, making 
, barrels to hold liquid material.
*Jlils process starts In the woods, 
where oak trees averaging 209 
years In age, arc selected and 
I felled. These are cut into 
I lengths required fpr, stavos, 
I These sections are shaped into
I rough slaves and thoroughly
I dried In the open. Then begins 
I 1hc long Intricate process of
I making a barrel.
I The piece , of oak is then 
I placed In the jaws of the sliav- 
I Ing horse ana shaped with a 
I scries of draw knives. In a bar- 
| rcl cnch stave Is wider In the 
I middle than nt the top and !>>!- 
I loin and the first ta|M*r is done
Church Meet
To Be Feb. 2
St. Margaret’s Anglican 
Church Vestry Meeting, which 
was to be, held Jan. 24, was can­
celled owing to the illness of 
officers. It has been arranged 
for Feb. 2 at 8 p.m. in the re­
creation hall.
Think Children 
Set Fire To Hay
WINFIELD—About 15 tons of 
hay was destroyed Thursday 
night in a fire believed caused 
by children.
The hay, owned by Herb 
Reimchc, was piled outside his 
barn on Reimchc Road, below 
highway 97. Fire chief Ben 
Crooks said Mr. Reimchc tok 
him there were children near 
the hay shortly before the fire. 
Tracks of children were found 
in the snow,
Fireman used a bulldozer to 
move the hay, A wall of the 
barn was scorched. There were 
no nnimnls in It.
Peachland Riding Club held 
a combined general meeting 
and coffee hour on Thursday, 
Jan. 27 at 7 p.m. In the Recrea­
tion Hall. Plans for club activi­
ties in 1972 were discussed.
McMurtry asked.
"It appeared to be, yes,” re­
plied Mr. Maksymec.
He said: "It was reported to 
me that the people who were 
arrested were treated rather 
brutally, but I did not see that 
so I cannot criticize it."
He repeated that the group 
planned a peaceful, disciplined 
demonstration which depended 
largely on being able to use. a 
park south of the science 
centre.
"We would have demon­
strated at city hall or we would 
have cancelled the demonstra­
tion completely if we had known 
that we could not have met in 
the area south of the science 
centre," Mr. Maksymec said.
One of the main social occa­
sions of the year will be held 
tonight in the Peachland Com­
munity Hall when the Trepan- 
icr Lodge No. 83 hold their 
annual Masonic Ball, reception 




be managed this year.
Aid. Lawrence also asked if 
a bylaw shouldn’t be written 
requiring residents to clear 
snow off sidewalks. Aid. Mel­
drum felt a small tractor with 
a blade could do this job. May­
or Thwaite felt it was just this 
year the matter got to be a pro­
blem, and it may not be a pro­
blem for 10 years. The matter 
was tabled. .
Aid. Loan stated he had been 
studying fire department pro­
blems and would contact Sum­
merland fire department for a 
comparison study. He stated he 
felt a volunteer fire brigade 
must have good morals and 
feel they are doing a good job, 
and that a club atmosphere is 
very important. He was glad ’to 
hear quarters are being arran­
ged to foster this need for ac­
commodation of their own.
He suggested a raise in pay 
for fire calls and practices. 
These will be put in writing 
and submitted to the next coun­
cil meeting. He again listed 
needed equipment by the de­
partment, a tanker truck foam 
equipment, two-way radios and
a service truck, and hoped
PERMIT NEEDED 
SUMMERLAND (CPI, - Rc-
Finance Ministers 
Meeting Monday 
'.OTTAWA (CP' - A federal- 
provincial finance ministers 
coilfcrcncc, )K>st|)pncd earlier in 
the week because of the air con­
trollers strike, hns been res­
cheduled .for next Monday and 
Tuesday in Jnsiier, Alla., the 
(imuiee department snld today.
Delegates are exiweted lo as­
semble* in Edmonton by air Sun­
day and travel to Jns|>er aboard
Joint installation of branch 
arid LA officers of Branch 69, 
Royal Canadian Legion, Peach­
land, will be held on Jan. 31 at 
7:30 p.m, In the Legion Hall. 
Officiating at these , ceremonies 
will lie South Okanagan Zone 
Commander, Lloyd Stokes, of 
Penticton, for the men and 
Mrs, Pal Smith, district repro- 
sentatlve from Summerland 
for the-LA,
The Peachland Parks and Re­
creation Commission will hold 
their February meeting on Feb. 
2 nt 7:30 p.m, in the Centennial 
Hall.
i sources Minister Ray Williston i!‘ special train ns originally 
has ordered a fish hatchery and planned by the AUierta govern- 
n processing plant to apply for meat.
permission to discharge eHluciit Finance Minister E, .1. Henson
into Okanogan. l.ake. In a letter anti federal finance department 
to council,' Mr. Williston said officials will discuss unemplny- 
that MacDonald’s Consolidateo | irient and the currenj economic 
Ltd., and the Summerland fish, outlook with their provincial 
hatchery must make the appli. counterparts.
cation through the pollution They also will discuss a new 
control branch. If the permit Is five-jrar formula for federal 
issued, he said, a monitoring grants to the provinces to suc- 
ptogrnm will be required to ceed the system of equalization 
ensurc that pollution ja not and stabilization payment I 
caui d. । which expires Mnu h 31.
WOMAN LOSES 
$17,000 NESTEGG
NEWARK, N.J. I API -- 
An elderly woman mis­
trusted bunks and believed 
tha'l her money would l>c 
safer if she alternately hid a 
$17,000 nestegg nt her hoiqc 
nod that of her daughter.
lie daughter was taking 
, the $17,090, wrjq»|>ed ui a 
towel inside other pocket­
book, back to Hmrngc at her 
mother’s house' Thursday, 
Police said the younger 
woman wan stopped by two 
kiiifc-wfoldlng men who 
robbed her of the pocket­
book and the 117,000."
Police would not identify 
either of the women.
OTTAWA (CP) - Canada has 
offered to contribute a $750,000 
Interest-free loan for an eco­
nomic development program In 
Malta, informed sources said 
today,
The money would be port of a 
proposed $17 million fund being 
organized by, about six NATO 
countries to help the Mediterra­
nean Island's economy.
The development fund Is in 
addition to the rental on West­
ern defence Installations now 
being negotiated by NATO anc 
the Maltese government,
Malta hns threatened tri expo 
British forces from the Islam 
unless the rents nre increased.
Names of the other countries 
involved In the aid proposal 
were not disclosed. Each is 
making Its of/er individually to 
the Maltese authorities.
Malla was expected to lx* one 
of three main topics of dlseiis- 
sion here today iMilweeii Cana­
dian lcn(icrs\nnd NATO Secre­
tary-General 'Joseph Luns who
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council would look at these rc-1 
quirements soon.
Mrs. Louis Babij 
Funeral Monday
Funeral services will be held 
Monday from the Garden Cha-, 
pci for Lorraine Isabel Babij, of 
Wcstbank, who died Wednesday. 
She was 41.
Mrs. Babij is survived by her 
husband, Louis; her parents, 
Mr, and Mrs. W. A, Jlgglns, of 
Vancouver; two sisters, Mrs, 
Vlylan Wick, of Vancouver and 
Mrs. B, (Patricia) Sohejda, of 
Langley; an aunt nnd uncle, 
Mr. nnd Mrs. S. II. Jlgglns, in 
Manitoba, an aunt, Mrs. Sadie 
Williamson, of Vancouver, as 
well as three nieces and one 
nephew1. 1 *
, Rev. Paul Robinson will con- 
rluet the service, which begins 
nt 10 n.m,, with Interment Io 
follow at the Kelowna '' ('elm- 
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RUTLAND (Staff) - Mrs J 
Russell Holoein Is In hospital 
and will be there for 10 days.
* Ml > . ..........
Oriental rookery has become 
so popular recently that the 
clnsneji now held at (he night 
school arc completely filled. 
Mrs. Yoshio Ono has decided to 
give some Instruction at the 
Japanese United Church, High­
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